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in a marked degree in 
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degree of certainty that if the events of 
red the settlement of this 
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ed the authorities of the 
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THE ADVANCING FRONTIER 
" Clothed in myth and legend and held in sacred awe 
by the Siouan Indian, Lake Okoboji and Spirit Lake 
had rested in seclusion for ages at the headwaters of 
the Little Sioux. To the red men these lakes had 
been a sort of Mecca, second only to the red pipe- 
stone quarry to the northwest, for the silent adora- 
i .tion and worship of the 8pirit.l Although the region 
- had been little disturbed by the whites the Sioux 
were becoming uneasy as the frontier continued its 
westward advance. By the middle of the nineteenth 
century the meeting and clashing of the two races 
, 'became more frequent. 
This rivalry of the races was engendered by the 
hite man's disregard of what the Indian held as 
acred: it was embittered by the unstable policies 
the government. Finally, in the early days of 
arch, 1857, came one 'of those tragic events in the 
ries of misguided attempts to deal with the 
and solve the problem of the frontier. In  
s terrible tragedy in the pioneer history of north- 
stern Iowa, the lives of more than forty white 
e were sacrificed. The Spirit Lake Massacre 
the result of an Indian policy which has been 
aracterized as "vacillating, full 'of inconsistencies 
1 
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the Iowa country was a paradise. Not only was 
s home and hunting ground, but here centered 
quent humiliation. . much of the traditional lore of his tribe and race. 
It must be frankly admitted that in dealing wit Thas Iowa was doubly dear to him and worth his 
most determined effort to hold. As the wave of 
that the red man was really a human being, seeki rnttlemenb advanced, the Indian was induced to 
to have his person as well as his rights respecte gall-sometimes under circazastances provoking a 
To compel the respect which his proud spirit gbrong suspicion of oompulsion rather than volun- 
manded, he frequently resorted to massacri. b r y  agreement in the transfer. He felt in&inctively 
fact, an Indian wae open to insults and abuse fro $bt he had to retire, but in his racial pridle he re- 
his fellow tribesmen until he had killed a foe.a mnted the necessity. ~e knew well 'the later tradi- 
aansl of his race, in the light of which he c d d  fore- 
that in a very brief tima force, which "oompri~s 
. 
the elements of all Indian tretttiesV,B wonld be awd 
to drive him from his domain. 
', 
' As tract after tract wae ceded, lands that the In- 
did not want were given to him in excharrge- 
Imds devoid of good c a p +  phees and wanting in 
aaoh h m e  as was essentialto his very existence. 
- Moreover, the very lands the Indians p r i d  most 
the mst sought for by the whi+es. The qad- 
i& canaaing them to be prized liqr the one made thpim 
frontier with tales of tragic r e~enge .~  &sirable for the other. ' T h u ~  3[ndiaa2s subsist- 
- a c e  b e m e  so precariou~ that often he Gas on the 
whites frequently resorted to the stilted verbiage vawe of rrtarvation. Coupled with  hi^ depwation 
. d favorite pleame and hunting @mds was the 
whih man's ideali~tie dream of &*g the Indian 
man found much cause for complaint - not so mu by ltnRking him work a t  tilling the mil .or at &e vmi- 
in the strict wording of the documents themselves am ,trades. This seemed to the ha&@ red man a 
in the management of affairs they induced. T real degrstdation. He could die figB&g, if need be ; 
too often exasperated and provoked the Indian." 'bz* work he would mt. His sttMtbst refusal to 
v w ~ y ~ - ~ ~  ( -  -,.- - , ~ , " ~ ~ ' ~ 7  - 'X. n: ' m, = .Yt M. , I-' ,7. r " ..a P! ' C  ' > 8' . .- .-qtf +Iw 
I 
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work or become civilized could only end in banish- wledged o d y  by a tribal remnant; and so they 
ment from the lands he valued so highly. In view of ot deemed aa binding by the widely scattered 
. this policy of forcing him into an involuntary exile, of the tribe. Thek provisions were 
one ceases to wonder that he grew discontented and sat alwaya obeerved, and often blood had to flow to 
rebelled rather than submit.? He could not have , weenre a temporary obedience. Thus the story of 
the government's relations with the Sioux beaame done otherwise and retain his pride of race. 
Forcible dispossession of his ancestral hunting alternation of treatiee and Zndiw9 m d  white re- 
ranges, however, would not have provoked in him an bdif~Sory measures. A treaty aw ody too &en 
overweening hatred for the white man if it had not 
' 
amephd by the ~ & R S  as a cb.llcmge for some 
been so often coupled with a show of military force. a e w d l y  devised scheme sf vengeful x e t d i a h .  
$he sole purpose of such military campaigns seems Throw# a series of treaties extending from 1825 
to have been to frighten the Indian in order that he , to 1851 the lhdian ownpants of Iowa soil were slowly 
might learn to be peaceful and pliant through fear of but sure$ dkpossesaed. They felt the westward 
punishment. push of white migration, and were f e d i d  of being 
unable to &tern it. Unl;n&1y for 'themselves t b p  These campaigns- of which the one by General 
Harney against the Sioux ending in the affair of %dl to h k r t r i b d  quafrding, and for the ma-nt, 
Ash Hollow on September 3,1855, is the most cruel bhg OR their gum& they m q W  white mediation. 
example - sometimes ended not in pacification but Thus, the two treaties of Px** dh ()hien bad at- 
in massacre in which the ferocity of the white man impted to settle 'the d f l e r e m  bhmn  tlire So= 
vied with that of the Indian. Harney had been re- and their b d t i o a d  emmiw, 
called from Europe and sent into the West, against s.O But they did not m 
the Indians f,or no other purpose than that of terri- ~stablirarhed in the first of tbesre, 
fying them.s Such affairs as this were most un- indefinite that neither white man ni~a ID& mpld 
worthy of the American soldier. Nor did the Indian , locate it b hihis o m  eatbfaction, Oh,&, Sioux a e i r  
soon forget these atrocities: thereafter he seldom $aim ta n h h e r n  and western law& &ern& .assumd, 
let an opportunity pass which offered revenge. 'and they proceeded confidently b i@ mupation. 
The military expeditions regerred to were fre- I The h438 arid Fqx'es believed W eonceTlling 
quently followed by the making of treaties providinq their ri&ts in mntheastsrn Iawa 'md jealously 
~ongh$ to exolade tzlu others f r m  ik for land cessions and the consequent westward reces- 
sion of the Indians. Moreover, these treaties, the ' BY the treaty of Prairie dm mian thme 
making of which was stoutly resisted, were usually was esltablished the Neqtral Gmmd, whieh only ag- 
/ 
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gravated the difficulties already existing.1° Then, by ~ W e h l ,  Chippewas, hdd 0tt;Sww yet remained. 
the treaty of September 15,1832, the eastern portion , 17,1846, however, these 
of the Neutral Ground was designated as a reserva- eed to withdraw to other remrves fur- 
tion for the Winnebagoes.ll The Wahpekuta Sioux 
never forgot this action, which they regarded as a se tribes left only the Sioux 
violation of their proprietary rights in the district ; @ho were striving to maintain a p ; c ~ o n s  foothold 
and from that time on they became increasingly northwestern Iowa. The steadily advancing 
more dScult to deal with and more restive of re- .frontier was menacing their peace of mind, asl it now 
straint. Later the Winnebagoes by two successive &-me increasingly evident that they in tnrn wadd 
treaties made an absolute cession of this land? I t  _ @ ejected. Two conditions, the urgent dlemwds of 
was then opened to settlement, and the Sioux sulkily &xmed and annoyed border ~ettlers and the 
retired westward.  ables some character of the Sioux themselves, de- 
In 1832 Black Hawk, the able Szc and Fox leader, &m$ned the Indim authorities a t  Wasfigton to , 
burning with revenge for past wrongs and fearful of ese tribes. When In- 
his waning power as a tribal leader as well as of the s intention b remove 
steady advance of the westward moving frontier, retain their lands. Noh 
declared war. The conflict was brief, resulting in rtamit%s representatipea 
the defeat of Black Hawk. By four successive tan& were cited to appear 
-treaties covering the period from 1832 to 1842 he or , & Traverse dea Sioux, Minne%o& to ooasider ~ t h -  
his people were compelled to accede to agreements bawd .  ,Here they gloomily gaOe~red a t  the time 
which had for their purpose the removal of the In- appointed. Though outwardly mPacZy to treat for 
dians to lands west of the Missouri wholly' unsuited withdrawal they did not eon-1 their displaasnre, 
to their  need^.'^ .-b July 23, 1851, however, the treaty of Trave~se 
Likewise the Iowas were required to surrender all d ~ s  Sioux was witne~sad, by the bmm of whieh thew 
claims which the United States had recognized in ,kdians were to definitely withdraw from northwe~h 
former treaties as entitling them to occupy Iowa ~ ~ r n  Iowa to lands on the W i n n e a  Biver.l8 
soil.14 With the surrender of all right or int At the cbse of the mnferenw seemed settled. 
which they held in the Iowa country they we 'Bat within a brief h e  the S i o q  who bad not been 
turn removed to a reservation beyond the Mis the treat;g, posi$iveYy rehp1.4 b abide 
Southern Iowa had not as yet been cleared of endola, Minnesota, on 
aboriginal inhabitants, for remnants of the Pott ,August 5, 1851, the M d e w h t o n  and Wahpehta 
I . ,  I 
- .  
decade the frontier settlements of the north 
were not free from the alarms created by these INDIAN WRONGS AND DISCONTENT 
contented bands. TJnhappily the relinquishnaent of the Iowa country 
, I  &ad not been free from a strong enspicion of wrongs 
'&ne the Indians. The Indians had obstinately con- 
:.wted the giving up of these lands, and at no time 
' ~ Q B  a treaty df relinquishment signed that may be 
-id to have expregsed the tribal will. Thew treaties 
-of ~ession had instmwd bad faith toward the 
mtives, unwarranted interference on the part of the 
..&ader element, compulsion which a t  times ap- 
proached intimidation in the r~emirbg of signatures, 
dotment of lands to the I n k  as reserves that 
,appeared worthlets from the Indim viewpoint, nn- 
,,@ae urgency of prospecttive s~ttders anxious to 
!@6rrquat" upon the vacc~ted lands, and the forceful 
w#feet of the presence of *he mifitazy. (All of these 
$actors had operated to seeure cemhs at the doubt- 
&il priee .of irritafing the Indian md a~ousing his 
Officers in administrative &are & Indian affairs, 
'%MI often failed to mahe that I n h  tseatiee shou!d 
- regarded with some deferenee ta! their observance. 
-Promises %ere made ~oncerning the payment of an- 
#adties which were long delayed in their fulfillment 
9 
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bg marauders." To live it was necessary 
resist the encroachment of others not of their 
&d, for barbarism demands a wide r a g e  of un- 
b-eled activity. Thus the Indians came to think 
@at "if they would have game to kill, they must kill 
r A great deal of Indian discontent is traceable in 
that faith was being kept or that agreements entere the final analysis to another cause : the presence up- into were in turn to be kept by them. If treaties h on the Indian reserve, as well as on the white fron- been honestly and faithfully carried out in every tier, of a large number of undesirables, both red and 
stance it is not unlikely that the Sioux and other white. As forerunners of white settlement, many dians might have been far readier to refrain f r  adventurous characters found their way to the fron- 
wrong-doing than was often the case. AJtoge tier posts and systematically preyed upon the In- the conditions on the frontier tended to create dian. Undesirable as elements of civilization, they 
were equally troublesome on the frontier. In civ- 
ilized communities it was possible to restrain them, 
but along the borderland this power was either lack- 
were allotted lands that were wholly inadequate ing or not organized. Oftentimes when these adven- 
supply their needs. The Sioux had outlived " hers pushed matters to an extremity, the outraged 
means of subsistence of the hunter state": the feelings of the Indian would demand a settlement or 
were unable longer to eke out an existence eklusiv 
' make one. Unhappily, post commanders were often ly through the spoils of the chase.20 The buffalo an only too willing.to take up the needless quarrels of 
these frontier disturbers and exact a severe and no$ 
always just settlement in their behalf. Later when 
the specified reserves that their coming had been the more peaceably disposed settlers -the real pio- 
ticipated by other hunters and the game was gon neers-began to arrive the Indian refused to make 
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-venders of whiskey and other intoxicants fre- 
quented the frontiers and Indian villages - nnmo- 
lested, oftentimes, in pushing their sales.28 It is true 
that laws had been enacted by Congress with a view 
ing an end to the liquor nuisance among the 
that there were Indian criminals as well as Indi lndians ; but the effective enforcement of these meas- 
.uPilling to abide by the rules of tribal law. B ures had scarcely been attempted. If a more than 
good and bad were settled indiscriminately upon zealous Indian agent forbade dealers to 
same reserve. The seditiously disposed were c o r r y  on their nefarious business within reserved 
they would erect their cabins up013 the 
whole incurred the blame and displeasure aria egded lands immediately adjoining the reserves - 
from the misdeeds of a few. These u t t e r s  irrita places to which the Indians were at all times free to 
those Indians who were well disposed and created go. To make matters yet worse the agent was in 
ever-ready excu~e for an attack. some cases powerless to act even though he desired 
Such, in the main, had been the attitude of the g to do so. The Chippewa agent, for example, com- 
ernment toward the Sioux as the last of the Indi plained that the treaty of 1855 deprived him of as- 
sistants or force through which to punish or appre- 
an altogether enlightend p o k y ;  nor had it been bend violators of departmental rules and regula- 
that was mlculated to seeme their good will. 
Thus was produced that state of affairs where the 
Indian was being robbed and debauched, while inno- 
cent settlers were threatened by Indian violeqee dur- 
ing the periods of his drunken orgies. Not infre- 
i h t s  had been no wiser and a t  times 'soslrcely quently the massacre of isolated settlers completed 
the tale of an Indian visitation to a near-by liquor 
dealer's establishment. Fortunate it was that the 
Sioux, "the Iroquois of the West", were slow to take 
up and make their own the vices of their white neigh- I 
chief justiiicatisw fsr exiatenae ~eemed to hav 
that they might prey upon the near-by red To the activities of another type of frontiersman, itante. The government failed to apprecia der, Indian wars were sometimes due. I n  
need for an adequate defense of the frontier. ny instances the trader was an individual who 
t '  
. 
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was unable fo earn an honest living among' his wh 
neighbors further east: necessity had made of h 
an exile from civilization. These traders secur 
the confidence and good esteem of the Indians 
various and devious ways, and the latter soon 
came indebted to them. In fact their deliberate 
in most cases was to secure upon the Indian a le 
age of such a character as to render necessary 
surrender of most of the Indian's profits from 
chase or treaties. Because of the Indian's proflig 
it was necessary that he should buy on credit if 
bought at  all. When government payments beca 
due, traders were always on hand, and their boo 
invariably showed Indian indebtedness enough 
absorb a considerable portion if not all of th 
ment. The Indians kept no books as a matter 
course; and not understanding those of the trader 
they could not deny the debt. As a matter of fa  
the Indians were always willing to anticipate t 
next payment in order to get credit. In the face 
this situation "the poverty and misery of the Indi 
were continually growing". Again, the Indian c 
not sue in the courts if he had so desired. Ou 
such conditions trouble or bad feeling inevitab 
\ 
Owing to their long residence in the Indian 
try and their keen knowledge of Indian char 
the traders had become "the power behind 
throne". This was especially true in treaty-maki 
The Indian commissioners grew to realize the pow 
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of the traders in the securing of treaties and were 
not slow to request their services. It was to the 
fkdncial interest of the traders that treaties should 
be made, for thus there was insured a steady supply 
of money with which the Indians could pay their 
debtw "The commissioners did not do much more 
than feed the Indians and indicate what they wanted ; 
the traders did the rest."27 Due to their influence, 
the government habitually incorporated in treaties a 
clause providing for the compulsory payment.of the 
Indian debts to the traders. These debts, in some 
cases, were in the aggregate equivalent to small for- 
tunes. To prevent abuses, the traders were to be 
paid out of the first cash annuities.88 It was not an 
uncommon thing to have these debts absorb even 
more than these first annuities. Hence, the Indian 
had to wait long for his first money. Concerning 
this plan the Indians were not always consulted, but 
the traders expressed $heir satisfaction. 
In  time matters grew so bad and the Indians be- 
came so rebellious that Congress, in March, 1843, 
stipulated by law that no payment of Indian debts to 
traders should henceforth be provided for in treaties. 
But the traders were ingenious and evaded the law.29 
Matters came to a crisis in 1853 when the Indians 
rebelled, claiming that by misrepresentation in the 
treaties of Traverse des Sioux and Mendota in 1851 
they had signed away their annuities to the traders 
to the amount of two hundred thousand dollars. In: 
vestigation proved nothing.*O As Superintendent 
111 
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mind was, now and then, driven to the dis m i l e  failing to protect the Indians against the 
savage vengeance "." traders, the government also failed to protect the 
frontier in an adequate manner against the ven-. 
geance of the Indians who had a desire to even mat- 
ters. Apparently the government failed to realize 
that as the frontier expanded to the west and north- 
west in Iowa there was also a growing need for pro- 
tection. Many unfortunate incidents had occurred 
along the border before a go~ernment surveyor by 
the name of Marsh, from Dubuque, was attacked 
near the Des Moines River in 1849.82 Upon the filing 
of Marsh's complaint, soldiers, dispatched from 
Fort Snelling in Minnesota, established Fort Clarke 
(later renamed Fort Dodge) on August 23, 1850.88 
The inadequate garrison of this post, numbering two 
officers and sixty-six men, was at this time prac- 
tically the only defense on the northwestern Iowa 
frontier.84 Following the establishment of this fort 
the predatory Sioux bands generally retired west- 
' ward ten or twenty miles?= 
:di + r ~  r :'. h.3 4" IA.  
- By 1851 the last remaining Sioux lands within the 
I - l'ii-,.Li,i?jfiif' , limits of Iowa had been ceded and opened to settlh- 
ment. Trouble for a time seemed at an end. Until 
that time the only protection against the Indians 
17 
\ 
7 
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9" 
development of their claims, decided to remain 
probably one hundred Wty miles away a t  Fort R 
dall on the Missouri and Fort Snelling in Minneso 
near the mouth of the M i ~ e s o t a  River. Occasio 
irely out of touch with the sha t ion  : they 
Sioux and Mendota had defhitely settled the 
.&at the Indians had withdrawn or had ceased being 
reported from the north usually dissipated into me 
rumors.86 
The apparent quietness of the Indians in, this 
tion induced General Clarke, commanding the S 
Military Division, to direct the abandonment of F 
Dodge. This order, which was issued on March 
1853, directed the reriaoval of the garrisoh to F 
rid gel^?^ With the abandonment of the post 
bwever, could be done in the way d organidn~ an 
Major Williams, his son James B. Williams, and adequate force on account of the widely scattered 
discharged soldiers. A more ill-advised order co &macter of the settlements. 
' In a letter to Governor Grimes in 1855 MGor Wil- 
abandonment of the post on June 2,1853, the Indi again expressed his great anxiety for the 
"inaugurated a reign of terror among the wttlers ,We@ of the frontier as the Indians had becoie 
far east as the Cedar river,"88 
-, &creasingly bolder. His former commission was 
Many settlers in alarm began the abandonment ~enewed and he was granted fnll power to mt upon 
I. , 
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ing to chastise the Sioux near Port Laramie for 
rnia and Oregon trail in Nebraska and Wyoming. 
was thought this action would cause the Sioux to 
Washington-although he believed that his ek refuge east of the Missouri and, as a matter of 
enge, carry death and destruction with teem as 
with promise of mtion. Failing here, he appealed ey fled toward the Mississippi Valley frontier." 
the President, but received no response. Finally, Because the Indians were becoming more threat- 
g, appearing in larger numbers than heretofore, 
George W. McCleary that he knew not "how extending their depredations over an increas- 
wider territory, in the early winter of 1855 
and in fact he had about made up his mind to di nor Grimes was asked to call out the militia; lieve them all." As a last appeal for action, e declined since he believed he was "authorized Governor addressed a letter to the Iowa delega 
in Congress on January 3, 1855,'in which he 
pressed the hope that they would coiiperate with 
in pressing the mtttter upon f&e attention of 
proper Federal officials and in urging badly nee 
relief.J" 
ns be removed to their treaty reserves. 
e Governor pointedly stated that the govern- 
owed protection to these settlers in the homes 
encouraged them to occupy. He further 
that a poat in this section would curb the IIY- 
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annoying and suspicious occurrences which kept t' 
in the presence of this distressing condition of z 
fairs the military authorities of the National ga  
ernment did nothing to relieve matters. No troo 
were sent to protect the settlers, nor were the lette 
where the Indians grew sdciently emboldened 
- 
whole frontier, no  art of which was free frdm alari 
Humboldt, Webster, Kossuth, Palo Alto, and B 
counties the settlers were feeling the effects of I 
dian enmity.(O 
The resentment of the Indians at this time aro 
partly from a feeling of jealousy toward the white 
partly from the fact that they were retrogradin 
and partly from the undue influence of the Ameriol 
Fur Company. 
From the start the Indians, particularly the Siou 
been jealous and suspicious of the whites. As 
passed and the Indian observed indications of 
general and permanent occupation by the whites 
the territory which he had known as home, his 
ous fears increased. The land of his fathers, 
[ ~ d i a n .  It "was a trying ordeal" and "naturally 
ened in his breast feelings of bitter r e p t  and 
sy." " His "distrust grew into open protest 
ims were staked off, cabins built, and the 
eonnd prepared for cultivation." It seemed that 
Indians had resolved not to submit L'until they 
d entered an armed protest against the justice of 
a e  claim which civilization makes to all the 
w e  white race. This was the inevihblle result of a 
b o n g  the fir& to appear on the frontier there were 
w e  made a longer residence amid such surroundinm 
kogression may be cited whiskey.5P But there were 
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other causes, such as the treaty of 1855 with th 
Chippewas, which rendered the agent powerless 
control the Indian or his seducers if he had so 
sired." Then there were the errors committed 
people who were brought to the frontier by the go 
ernment as helpers in advancing the Indian's we1 
fare, but who had, through mistaken methods, pro 
duced opposite results. Again, the Indian 
mistakenly led downward "by many years 
ous idleness and riotous living . . . . In 
state of demoralization they were gathered up 
thrown together on their little Reserve, where all t 
worst characters could act in concert, and wh 
they found bloody work for their idle hands to do." 
The government had liberally supplied them 
tobacco, and they had never lacked money 
which to buy whiskey. Their wants had been loo 
after so paternally that they had little else to do 
spend their time in idleness. Craving entertainme 
they soon learned to find it in a wrong way. 'They 
longer cared to hunt for food, since they did,not nea 
to do so. Soon their expeditions became mere ra 
upon their protectors, accompanied by unrestraine 
destruction committed to gratify 'their craving f 
some form of entertainment. Thus, while the for 
of retrogression were a t  work the Indian was da 
becoming more of a menace to the well-disposed b 
der settlers who viewed his changing attitude 
helpless terror. 
But most insidious of all in keeping the Indi 
inimical to his white neighbors was the influence 
the fur traders - especially those of the Americ 
an attitude toward the  white,^ -in order 
d be wrong, however, to create the impres- 
the fur W e r s  operated in seo~et. Ra&- 
Tone knew their pPrpoPe d methods : their 
thy openly admit- wd their meth~da 
the Indian an credit. T%B i ~ h r  p aicftiee 
for it obligated the b h  Q serve- the 
in redbhg its ends. Perhapa the m o ~ t  
xample of the Clompmy *e Wdwrenoe with 
Indian amelioration k Pis b forrsld in the 
Winnebagoes. Their agent, Joseph M. 
of the mast enlightend I* agent0 the 
r hew,  had for &a.w years been 
ve the conclzition of tbe Winneba~ 
. t  , , \  
r '  
,h . According to some reports, about four hun- 
' ,  I., 
IV Sioux warriors fortified themselves aome . 
miles di~tant.~" Thus matters remained dnr- 
THE GRINDSTONE WAR AND THE DEB 
OF SIDOMINADOTA 
s reached a climax in an incident which' oc- 
The strained relations between the whi 
Indians resulted in unfortunate incidents 
served to intensify the bad feeling already e 
&red. Of these, two may be noted a 
significant in the frontier history o 
Iowa. Thus, in 1854 and 1855, the so-c 
stone War" caused the whites to abandon the 
tier for a time and spread alarm far and near. 
incident might properly be said to have had its e insensible. The Indians, enrtqpd a t  Dick- 
gin in intertribal hatred. s act, dinlanded a settlement for the injury to 
For aome time a group of Winnebago families ave, making it plain that only Dickerson's best 
been accustomed to camp near Clear Lake. In or one hundred dollars in money would satisfy 
they had been encouraged by an old Ingian tr 
by the name of Hewett. At the same time there 
encamped among these Winnebagoe Dickerson had given them about six dol- 
Fox Indians who for years, in the low 
been the greatest enemies of the Sio 
latter became aware of the presence of thes 
"grindstone incident" caused the settlers to 
and Foxes among the Wivlebagoes they s greatly alarmed: men from Clear Lake, the 
down upon them and by mi~take scalped a City settlement, and vioihity organized and 
bago. Gtreaitly alarmed, Hewett and his ak to drive the Indians out of the country'. 
friends fled down the valley, telling their chase of some miles, the band of over twen- 
which appears to have suffered somewhat! from e white men came in sight of the rapidly fleeing 
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r 
d &ief eawe of the nmwaere at Obhoji tEL&t it 
md worthy of mmewhat extended mootim in 
p b ~ e . ~ ~  ItS conn8etioa with k b r  events may 
@ a matter of ~ n j ~ e ,  ovhg bO the &&rat+ 
g! the Indims mneerned. 
p nearly a decade after the v3litai had begad 
pm in northwwteq Iowa '&A@ h h b i h ~ Q s  of 
smgion had been obliged to endafe ps-mstmt mo- Clear Lakess7 
make peace, the settlers feared for the future 
so along the line of settlements they sprea 
alarm that the Indians were on the warpath. 
reported that no danger from further at 
the settlers armed themselves. Doubtless the " 
stone incident" soon ceased to impress thle s 
with any permanent sense of impending dpnge 
it was not long before they began to return to 
deserted claims. 
there occurred another incident which dis 
temper not alone of the Indian but also of 
first composed of only about five 
is kdd, of de~perercloeb and mar- 
had grm by ths ga'th&@ of 
@ t u w t e ~ ,  fleeing from their avmging feuow: 
en, mtil it ambrd at th~sr marly five L 60 The band a8: a w3wde o~grtwwmb1txl i?rmita 
t he  puqmaa af d t e d  wwfare 
~rtieularly again& irsohtd bbds 
x h h k b l .  U W ~ I I  known and 
$f3EL 4 northward 
@I$ of its ~ ~ 1 . y  ko&oar~  @&.&qmmellaome 
h r .  It was, in short, a baa4 ,I$ hibn oub 
b~ 4 8 :  such, it wag bated a d  .fe r d  men 
mte men dike. In its forqa it 
&'nor foe, but preyed upon Zvoth wi$hont dis~ 
'on It daimed no hams, W r a ~ ~ d  a t  dI 
r it;s fancy migbt l e d  e
l h  or 4 4  Two ~ h g - e ~ r s * <  ~i had
aderahip d this loomly c,tonsoii- 
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dated band upon the death of Wamdisapa, an In 
of somewhat milder disposition than his succe 
Sidominadota well maintained the savage ~htb;pi 
of the band and may be credited with the inspin 
of many vengeful and frightful deeds comm 
during his brief leadership.02 He was only nonit 
the head of the united group, while really the le 
of a small band seldom  umbering more than fk 
and frequently less. By all who had to deal 
him, red or white, he was looked upon with dist 
His fellow leaders associated with him only in 
of dire necessity, for they well knew that Sidor 
dota would go any lengths to accomplish an 
'While he continued to make his refuge and I 
quarters along the Vermillion, as did his pred 
sora, his favorite haunts were the headwaters o 
Des Moines and Little Sioux Rivers and the n 
of the Iowa lakes.B8 
About 1847 Sid~nainadota began to frequent 
portion of the Des Moines Valley where Rort D 
now stands. It was his band that in 1849 attacl 
party of surveyors in charge of a man b$ the I 
of Marsh about three miles from the present si 
Fort Dodge. Marsh and his party had been 
from Dubuqne to run a, correction line acmsl 
State. After crossing to the west side of the 
Moines River, they were notified by Sidomint 
not to proceed with their work as this territorj 
Indian land. With the departure of the Ind 
the surveyors continued 50 run their line. In a I 
time the Indians returned, destroyed the in 
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rneots and l a ~ d m w k s  of the surveyors, stole their 
boiees, and drove the men back across the Des 
~dnes . '*  About a year later some settlers, more 
ad+enturous than their fellows, located near the 
of the Boone River. Sidominadota, becoming 
&ware of the arrival of these settlera, paid them a 
,isit and ended by destroying their cabins and driv- ing th e people out of the co.untry. This sort of be- 
havior was continued toward every white man who 
ventured into that territory until the founding of 
Fort Dodge in 1850. 
r c b o n g  others who had received indignities 
from this band was one Henry Lott . . . . who 
in 1846 settled near the mouth of Boone River in 
Webster County." Lott's past had been a varied 
one and much of it was obscure. He boasted of New 
~ngland  origin, while his wife claimed to be a daugh- 
ter of an early Governor of Ohio or Pennsylvania. 
If, however, we are to accept the judgment of their 
contemporaries the family had degenerated.06 Lott 
is almost always described as  being notoriously law- 
less, a horse thief, a vender of bad whiskey, a crim- 
inal, half-civilized, a desperado, an outlaw, and a 
mnrderer.07 Up to the time he appeared in the val- 
ley of the Des Moines his whole life had been one of 
adventure. 
His fist appearance in Iowa, so far  as known, was 
at Red Rock, Marion County, in 1845, where he, 
essayed the role of Indian trader while dealing out 
bad whiskey to the In&ans and surreptitiously steal- 
ing their ponies. It is said that his Red Rock neigh- 
hood-which he did by moving on to Pea9 
Here his stay seems to have been brief, for 
the same year he is found located on the Des 
River near the mouth of the Boone, where he 
a cabin and resumed his whiskey-selling and 
  tea ling.^" 
Lott's horse-stealing aativities caused the I3 
to grow suepicious; and h a l l y  they traced th 
of five ponies directly to him and his fellow ms 
ers. This led to an Indian council which decid 
Lott should be driven out of the country. 
ingly he was waited upon by Sidominad 
warned "that he was an intruder ; that h 
on the Sioux hunting grounds9'; and 
expeoted to get off a t  once. Lott contended 
was not an intruder and refused to go. The 
then began the destruction of his proper 
horses and cattle were shot, his bee-hive 
and his family threatened. Lott seems to hav 
something of a coward, for when the Indians 
taking summary action he fled. While the 
se. 
I 
were destroying or stealing his property and 
the helpless members of his f d y  he, acco 
his own story, mosf~ed the river and secr 
self in the brush. Later he and his stepson, 
his wife and young children to the mercy of 
dians, fled down the Des Moines River to 
Point, a short di8tmce south of the present 
Boone. 
Here Lott related his story to John Pea and o 
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men and seven settlers from Pea's Point went to 
E&t9s assistance. It was past the middle of Decem- 
hap. and the weather was intensely cold. After 
w -- r 
mSs flight from his cabin, his twelve-year-old son, 
Hilton, had started in search of his father, but when 
&out twenty miles from hi$ home and three miles 
f r m  Boonesboro had frozen to death." The relief 
prp.ty, on December 18,1846, found the dead body of 
t b  boy a short distance below the village of Center- 
a e .  After burying the body on the spot where it 
was found, the party continued on its way to Lott's 
cabin. When they arrived they f o h d  that the In- 
dims had gone. The family was safe, though suf- 
fering and destitute as they had been robbed of 
ev~rykhing. The wife, however, had been so mis- 
treated and had suffered so extremely from expo- 
sure that she died a short time thereafter.1° 
vdwing vengeance, Lott moved south to the settle- 
ments and built a second eabin.l1 Here and at other 
points in the vicinity he remained a few years, ag- 
laording to d l  accounts, and bided his time in true 
frontier style. In the autumn of 1853 he and his 
stepson passed through Fort Dodge on their way to 
ered Indian, raised a terrsc  war cry for pur- 
embers of the family except a boy of twelve 
ompleting the work of destruction, Lott retnrned 
s own cabin, burned it to make the whole affair 
was located six miles from Fort Dodge. 
In January following Lott's new settling, his way to California and had there been 
ed by a vigilance committee.T6 
his squaw, mother, four children, and two o 
children- came up the Des Moines and enc 
on "Bloody Run", a short distance below the 
of Lott's Creek. Aware of the corning of t 
chief, Lott plotted his destruction. Going 
lodge of Sidominadota, where he perceived 
was not recognized, Lott reported the prebence 
large drove of elk feeding on the Des Moipes bo 
at a point since known as the "Big Bend".7" 
s and set out in an attempt to l m t e  the mur- 
was easily trapped by the ruse. Sidominadot 
h g  been liberally treated to whiskey, mount 
pony and set out for the hunt; while Lott an 
btepson followed. When a safe distance away John Johns met a t  Homer, the county seat of Web 
the Indian camp and beyond earshot, Lott an ster C o w ,  and placed the guilt upon Lott and his 
stepson fired upon the Indian, killing him rrtepson. But no very great effort was or could be 
right. Secreting themselves during the day, 8 made by the authorities to secure the offenders, 
murderers, a t  the coming of darkness, disgui owing to the start of ten days which they had se- 
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E FRONTIER AND THE WINTER OF 1856- 
' 1857 
With the Indians in a most unhappy and vepgeful 
added to the embitterment of the Indians, who of mind the Traverse des Sioux Treaty lands 
thrown open for settlement in 1853. For sev- that this would settle matter& That the years people had settled along the border of 
took somewhat the form of a farce was du territory patiently awaiting the opening. Assur- 
were given the settlers that the Sioux were all 
Lished npon their reserve seventy miles north duoted the affair. 
owa's northern boundary. With these assuran- 
s of safety, the settlers rapidly pushed to the west- 
tempted to pacify the Ipdims with man3 pro ard of the Des Moines River which hifherto had But the Indians grew sdlen and suspicious an Men the farthest limit of their movement. 
8 The line of frontier settlements by 1857 extended 
in a semi-circle from Sioux City to Fort Dodge as a 
'mnter and thence to or near Sp~ingfleld (now Jack- 
wn) in Minnes~ta .~~ Only a brief time served to 
destroy this line as the settlers moved westward in 
asmrch of the choicest claims. Before discussing the 
events which were soon to transpire it will be weU 
b note the outward movement of this frontier to 
the northwest. The effect npon the Indians of 
the sudden outward bulging of the line was little 
short of maddening? as they felt themselves being 
swept onward by a tide they could not stem. All of 
87 
tion "swept across the state with an impe extended up the Des Moines Valley from 
carried everything before it. " During the s odge to Springfield. 
of 1855 "land-hunters, claim -seekers and e the northwest of Fort Dodge the hiooming set- 
ers ' ' steadily flowed into northwestern Iowa.. moved up the course of Lizard Creek, which 
followed to its beginning. Then9 they crowed 
than to make temporary improvements, after Little Sioux and settled near Sioux Rapids and 
they returned eastward planning to take up pe Near the latter place in-the midwinter of 
nent possession in the following summer.80 had come J. A. Kirchner and Jaoob Kirch- 
The main arteriea for this westward mov 
were the Little Sioux and the Des Moines. 
Fort Dodge the wave spread out in fan-shape t 
movement were in the main determined by two 
Fort Dodge had been established as a United , James Bicknell with his family and Cwo 
land office for the territory west and north, and 
settlers. Up the Des Moines, settlers had pu 
Many had stopped a t  occasional points alon 
Des Moines and made permanent settlements. 
the present site of Algona, in 1854, two brothers, . Their f i s t  attempt had ndk met with much 
C. Call and Ambrose A. Call, made "the first se 
ment on either branch of the Dea Moines above of 1857 to renew the attempt8"n the h t e  
 fork^"^* TO the west of Algona a t  Medium L r of 1856 about forty people had settled along 
ores of Lake Olcoboji and Spirit Lake. 
ollowing the original movement np Lizard Creek 
the Des Moines River, settlers had began push- 
, , 
i n- I 
ing up the course of the Little Sioux from the 
souri River to a later junction with those co rsolation from each other and consequent help- 
ess in case of Indian attacks were probably best 
at the present site of Smithland, Woodbury C 
in about 1851 by a group of three apostate Mo 
from Kane~ville.~"n the spring of 1856 the Mil t that time was Iowa City- over two hun- 
Massachusetts, Emigration Company had fo , . I 
a colony of about twelve families near Pilot 
in Cherokee County.88 The site chosen was a 
north of the present city of Cherokee. Nearly irregularly in a northeasterly direction, by 1 
miles above this point was a second settlement. Correotionville, Cherokee, Waterman, Peter- 
the northeast of these, in Buena Vista County, 
the Weaver family at  Barnes's Grove. Above 
in O'Brien County was H. H. Waterman, a t  W 
man, who could boast of being the only white s Moines and Blue Earth Rivers, where it ex- 
within the confines of that county. Further n 
Little Sioux, in the southwestern corner. of 
Connty, were the families of Mead, Kirchner, I 
Tayl0r2~ 
limits of the frontier. To the west there we 
est settlements were those on the Minneso 
e fact that many settlers delayed their pema- 
1 
uncommon. All were separated from each o 
endure in their new homes. Blowing report$ 
had brought the wgion into general notice, and by 
' .,' 
not distant future. 
ness and severity, which make it a land-mark 
most interim cold. By December 1, 1856, the 
was three feet deep on the level and from fift 
twenty in the ravines and other low places. 
by the use of snowslhoes and hand sleds. 
tinued to fall at  frequent intervals. The p 
became bleak and barren snow-covered wastes, 
by terrific winds and untenanted by man or 
The clo8ing of February and the opening of 
witnessed no abatement in the severity of th 
ter. The snow which had been falling the 
..i,. . =, 
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r long yet remained on the gronnd. Indeed, 
eason was so prolonged that it is said spring 
e only in late April, while May and June were 
. In  July great banks of snow were yet to be 
in some of the sheltered places.8l 
though the white settlers suffered considerably 
ljtl self-imposed denial of food and from unsuit- 
e houses in which to shelter themselves, their 
ions codd not compare with those of the In- 
. In Dakota, which was their winter home, 
suffered terribly. Their game was gone- 
e they did not know. Nor were they able to 
w it if they had known. As the winds swept 
the prairies of Dakota and sharply penetrated 
ickets wherein they lodged, their desperation 
pace. At la& in the closing days of Febru- 
the intense suffering from cold and famine 
d be endured no longer and they sallied forth. 
course of their march spread out to the east, 
orth, and the south, and took them to the white 
ements along the Iowa and Minnesota frontiers 
e they sought and took both food and shelter.Q2 
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John C. Fremont, who made observations as to 
&ion, latitude, and longitude. It was following 
VI 
OKOBOJI AND SPRINGFIELD I N  MARCH reports of the region indicated it was the fav- . home of the Wahpekuta Yankton Sioux. Spirit 
Of the settlements made or projected in n especially was believed by this tribe to be the 
western Iowa previous to 1857, those having cem of various myths and legends intimately con- 
eminent interest in this connection were and life of the tribe. It? was 
shores of Lake Okoboji and Spirit Lake in Di 
County. Although this lake region had been sence therein was clearly evi- 
many times in the spring and summer 
settlements had been made at that time. 
tors had simply planned to return as soon 
rangements for permanent occupancy could 
feeted. They had been attracted thither by the 
told by Indians m d  traders concerning the 
natural beauty of the pegion. 
For some time the lake region had been 
to the traders and voyageurs of the uppp 
sippi Valley, and their tales concerning it 
favorable. The French interpreter of the 
Clark expedition wrote so clearly of the 
to leave no doubt as to his having been 
it was who first mote of the Lac D'Esprit, men 
ing it for its great natural beauty of location 
being the chief seat of one of the Dakotan ", of Minnetonka, "the great water", and of 
Hunters, traders, trappers, and adventu 
the region frequently thereafter, but left only D'Esprit or Spirit Lake as it is known to-day. 
ac.counts as to its character and worth. The the first of these, Lake Okoboji, with which this 
44 
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n. 
narrative is primarily concerned. Upon its borders 
ihe first permanent white settlers built their ckbina 
and staked their claims; and here was perpetrated 
the awful tragedy which has come to be known as the 
Spirit Lake Massacre. 
. The lakes, lying closely together as a group, oc, 
cupy a large portion of the townships of Spirit Lake, 
Center Grove, and Lakeville. The northernmost and 
somewhat the largest of the group is Spirit Lake, 
which is about ten square miles in area. The nor- 
thern shore of this lake touches upon or extends into 
Minnesota along practically the whole of its course, 
To the south, not connected at this time, and extend- 
ing in a narrowed, almost tortuous course, stretches 
East Okoboji for a distance of over six miles. At no 
point is East Okoboji much over three-quarters of a 
mile in width. West Okoboji lies to the west of its 
companion and is connected with it by a narrow 
strait a few yards in width. The west lake stretch- 
es to the west and north, circling in a segment of a 
circle nearly halfway back to the nort! and east 
to Spirit Lake. In length it is about the same as the 
east lake, although its width is over four times as 
great a t  one point. Issuing from the southernmost 
bay of East Okoboji is the outlet stream, which at a 
distance of six miles from its source effects a junc- 
tion with the main stream of the Little Sioux. 
The shores of the Okoboji lakes are in the main 
well wooded, while those of Spirit Lake have only 
occasional clumps of trees. Along the shores of thc 
latter prairie and water usually meet without inter. 
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Thus easterners felt that here could be 
his boygood years and learneddthe trade of 
ade. At the occupation of comb-maker he had 
able to accumulate some three thousand dol- 
which, for the time, was considered rather a 
Abigail, and Rowland, were born while the 
lived at Seneca. Abigail, the yoagest daugh- 
is to figure so large$ in the story of the. 
ake Massacre, was born in 1843. Later the 
abandoned the trade of comb-maker and 
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suffered much from the change of climate. 
Rock, however, was only a temporary stopping 
for Gardner had no thought of settling short 
farthest bounds of the frontier. 
In the early spring of 1855 Gardner, in co 
extensive prospecting tour to the west and The small returns from the sale of the claim 
ear Lake were invested in some oxen, cows, 
least, at Clear Lake; for a little later we fi 
and Luce with their united families moving 
Shell Rock Valley to Nora Springs and thence "promised land". This was largely due to its 
the greater portion of April and early of fish in the lake waters and the plenitude of 
tling too late to  plant crops that season, 
could not look forward to a very co 
Gardner and Lnce decided upon 
und no settlers a t  the time of their arriva1.O" 
no settlers had been seen by ,them since leav- 
claim of the Call brothers near the present 
The Mason City settlement on Lime' Cree rous carts into which had been loaded 
thought of, but the natural advantages of Clea family but the household goods and the 
. 8 .. 
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farming implements as well as the food suppl 
burdened the oxen could make only slow p 
even d e r  the most favorable conditions. E 
more, it seems that the Iowa plains had r 
from an over-abundance of rain that summei 
berless quagmires were encountered; whil 
streams could hardly be forded on account 
swollen condition. Added to these conditic 
the uncertainty of the route-due to lack o 
ledge of the country. Many a time it was nc 
to unload and carry articles of freight over 
places. Enduring these trials with the fort 
well-tried pioneers they steadily pushed on. 
July 16th they came to the southeastern a1 
West Okoboji; and here they rested, for they 
their journey's end. 
Since leaving New York the Gardner fan 
been augmented by a union with the family 
vey Luce. The latter had plamed from the 
unite his fortunes with those of the Gardm 
had been unable to do so at the time of their 
New York. Luce had married Mary, the 'e 
the Gardner girls; and a t  the time of their 
a t  Lake Okoboji, the family numbered two 
Albert aged four and Amanda aged one 
Gardner-Luce party was thus composed 
persons at the time of its arrival. 
Luce and Gardner did not settle at once 
the families tented, the men spent several 
a careful survey of the lake shores and the si 
ing prairie region, the better to determine a 
permanent settlement they desired to make a 
ul selection of lands. 
the end it was decided to build cabins upon the 
ury's Point upon the high, oak-wooded ridge 
terminated in that point of land. The site 
land for the next year. This was accomplished 
breaking some of the prairie sod. In addition 
s made as feed for the oxen and other cattle 
the long winter season. The making of the 
her children, including Mrs. Luce; while Gard- 
and Luce pushed ahead with the building of the 
. By the time this had been done, the season 
so far advanced that, though the Luce cabin had 
begun, its completion had to be postponed until 
return of favorable weather in the coming year. 
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Thus it came about that the Luoes took up f 
abode with the Gardners for the winter which 
now upon them.08 
~ h a e  out prospecting for claim sites in the 4x1 
three days following their a 
ner heard a report of fire-a] 
to its source found that 0th 
vrival, I 
m s  and 
er mttle 
rived in the vicinity. The camp of the new ard 
was in procew of being pitched on the shore d 
west lake near the strait connecting the two r 
bojiw The party was.compo 
Granger, Bertell E. Snyder, 
sed of c 
and Dr. 
- 
riott. They had come to the lake region for the 
pose of examining the country with a view to fa 
settlement.Bo Having completed their recorn 
same, the members of the party were preparia 
spend some time in the neighborhood hunting 
fishing. 
These newcomers came to be so well pl 
the advantages of the region that they 
solved to spend the winter here and possib!y 
permanent settlement. After reaching this 
sion they constructed a cabin on Smith's Po 
of the strait. These men, moreover, were 
of a townsite company which had been fo 
May, 1856, at Red Wing, Minnesota. As p 
it was their purpose to start 
some one of the lakes in thia 
a town c 
I region. 
as leading stockholders in the concern laid c 
the point upon which the cabin was built, as 
to all the land lying along the northern shore 
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E lake. after resolving npos permanent settle- t all but William Glranmr decided to remain 
& Granger was the &ly-mamied man of the 
1 had. been selected and of br&ain~ h k  his 
to ar&e a t  the lakes, they had not long to WEbit 
I no) far removed. The sound of the aaw and ham- was soon heard in a number of places aloag the la ~hores, while signs of st i l l  greater mtivity in 
I neare~t settlement was that at Springfield, Min- , about eighteen miles to the northeast ; while nth the nearegt was at Glilletd's Grove. more 
I one lqew no reason existed for their apparent f&l- 
r - -r--- 
red to spend the winte; in l$& v i h t y .  
I fi 0 arrive after the Gldners  was that of 
J ock,, who came with his wife and five 
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children directly from Delaware Co 
They settled south of the strait, nearly 
site chosen by the party from Red Wj 
place of their settlement has since bec 
known as Mattock's Grove. The site w, 
mile from the Gardner-Lnce cabin. W 
tock f d y  had also come a Robert M 
was about eighteen years of age. Rob 
had preceded the other members of his 
were still in Delaware County but were 
move to the lake region when suitable 
tions had been provided for them by thc 
From Hampton, Franklin County, 
came in the late fall the families of Joel 
Noble, and Joseph M. Thatcher. Thesf 
been neighbors at Hampton and had co~ 
groap. They settled along the east sl 
Okoboji, some two or three miles from 
cabin. The Howe f d y  was large, ( 
Mr. and Mrs. Howe and six children. 3 
eldest of the, children and a young ma 
three, remained in Hsrrapton, since it 
that he should come out in the following 
, soon as he could procure the supplies 
be needed by the three f d e a  in their 
neering. Alvin Noble, Howe's son-in- 
with him his wife a d  onel child - a two 
The Thatcher f d y  wars also small, 
Mr. and Mrs. Thatcher and ta, child 
~llonths of age. The Howe cabin was t 
erected and was also the nearest to tl 
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boji. When it had been completed, all hands 
ed in the erection of a cabin about a mile beyond 
northeast of Have's place which waa to be jointly 
ied by the Noble and Thatahex families until 
arrangements could be made. Boarding 
e latter families was Morri~3 Markham-a 
of frontiersman from Hampton, Iowa.loc 
te in September came Mr. and Mrs. William 
rble from Linn County, Iowa. Having stopped 
oraril y on the Okoboji lakes, the Marble# after 
prospecting decided to locate on the southwest 
of Spirit Lake-distant, in an air line, abont 
es from the Gardner~l and perhaps a mile less 
e Howes. Their cabin was the most isolated 
-which made it easily possible for events to 
re upon the shores of the Okobojis without 
owledge of the Marblee for days or even 
ch was the chain of aettlemats of those pio- 
who were to pass the frightful winter of 1856 
on this isolated frontie~. A8 winter closed in 
them they felt reasonably secure, since Indians 
only very rarely been seen. With little or no 
ence of frontier life on an American prairie, 
elieved their supply of provbime to be ample 
e closed season. No one anticipated an un- 
winter. During February a trapper named 
h Harshman came to the cabin of the Red 
people. Being a man of genid dispoktion Be 
onraged to spend the ~emaining portion of 
ter with them. Whence he came no one 
in seven or eight f 
J. B. Thomas, who had built in the edge of 
er near the river about one and a half miles 
one and a half miles away. The Adam P. 
cabin, where he and one son lived, was the 
of the Indians and whites for many miles ar lated, being far removed from aU of the 
Indeed, Springfield w a ~  the only settlement o& In addition, there were the homes of 
within a radius of fifty miles.'"" 
settlement, had come from northeastern 10 
vanguard had appeared in August, 1856, r of the Okoboji settlement.lo8 The 
The Woo&brothers had come somewhat earli latter had come to the lakes. As Mrs. 
river, where they laid out the town which prevailed upon to accompany the Strongs to 
winter the settlement had about seven f d y  of J. B. Skinner comprised, beside h i i -  
, hia wife and two children; while in the Harsh- 
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man home there were also two children. Mr. 
Mrs. William Nelson had one child; while Mr. and 
Mrs. Robert Smith and a second Harshman and wifi 
were without children.loO The unmarried men of the 
community were Joseph Cheffins, Henry Trett&, 
Jareb Palmer, David N. Carver, Nathaniel Froq 
John Henderson, and John Bradshaw. As the ra 
sult of being badly frozen during the winter of 185g 
1857, it had been necessary for Dr. Strong to, ampa 
tate both of Henderson's legs and one of Spaith'q 
These operations had been performed shortly ,befor# 
the visit of the Indians in March, 1857.11° 
u 
TaE JOTJRNEY EAST FOR SUPPLIES 
February the unusual severity of the winter 
occasioning gome alarm a t  h lake rrettle- 
-partioPlarly as the stoclt: af providom laid 
the winter was nearing exhamifion. In view 
e deep snow and the intense eohd it skmed more 
fooli~h to think of attempting; d e  one's 
even to the nearest depot of supplies-which 
. The banlrs of mow were $fteen 
on to the w e  of law. Add to 
intensity of the sold, abd one &m well hag- 
t courage or dire ntxmdky it mnst have re- 
t~ induce the traveller .t;a ma$ ,at  for the pur- 
sr way over an w M d e n  and in 
m l n n g n m w  
st stma he rrrade to re- 
a oondition whish migat bm~me intolerable. 
b ~ ~ r n r n  h thithis Wo- 
o;h would mrve as an M b x  k~ indicate how 
ly, it wag deaided tbrt Lnoe 9nd  hateh he; 
to their former hokm in the ea~itern 
on of the State in quwt of the 'needed food. 
69 
. . 
spite of the difficulties encountered, all went 
days of February. The journey proved to be 
almost incredible hardships: the cold as Shippey's near the mouth of Cylinder 
unendurable, while the banks of snow 
sh Colony". Here the overloaded and ex- 
the end, however, they made their deliberation it was decided that Burtoh 
Hampton, but only to ~ d e r  the dia 
pnshed on to Shell Rock, Cedar Falls, a 
before they were able to obtain ~ f f i i e n t  
come from any great distance. They were al- 
friendly in their attitude toward the whites, 
rom time to time took occasion to relieve their 
boji; Eno& Ryan from Hampton, a son- evident gnffering from cold and hunger. They; 
Joel Howe; and Am Burtoh; a brother 
Joseph M. Thatchen. , .d ortable ~e s ide s ,  but were also encouraged 
' ; I  A . 
I 
, - fmr~ ~ ; ~ h - . .  mq 
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to share in the settlers' humble meals if 
pened to arrive at meal time. They never 
tler2s cabin empty-handed at any tirn 
But as the time for the opening o 
it had been noted that the Indians gr 
and less sociable : they seemed to 
the whites as much as possible. 
the settlers, untrained in Indian ways, saw 
singular in their later attitude and felt no 
for alarm. Future developments 
show that there had been mare 
alarm. More than once the 
served to stalk each cabin an 
f a t  an undue interest in th 
ever9 was accounted 'for at 
mriodty in things new and strange. 
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THE INKPADUTA .BAND 
a n u d e r  of years p r d g  the killkg of 
ota another Indian band, M a r  in &ar- 
at led by the murdered l e d t ,  had roamed 
try and terroriaed the people between the 
omes and the Big Sionx rivers. .Dnder the 
of hkpduta or 66E!bxlet Point", this 
frequented in pdOular  the hedwabrs 
Des Moines: they resorted to the Big Bioux 
ond only when fleeing h m  plnnisBment.lla 
refuge beyond the Big @ i o n  was with the 
om, whose camps along the James or Dakota 
ere albays an asylum far aatlawed a d  die 
8ioux bands. Hem li&padnta,was free to 
for ahelter mi. defenm. Bat with 
was Inkpaduta &I? b m h t a i n  e p n  
nceo of friendly The Inkpa- 
of Indians had become well-hoop ei$er 
e name of its leader or as the "Bid Topu band, 
the faot that it frequently ax&& pennons of 
attached to lance ends.%%' 
duta, the leader of the bad,  was a Wdhpe- 
ionzc of a villainous and w ~ ~ ~ r y  reputation 
among his qwn tribesmen, who feared or hated 
h e  to his misdeeds he had been expelled from 
6% 
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proper conduct; instead i t  seemed onl 
him to the point of committing other 
deeds-if such were possible. 'Owing to em to the present site of Algona, where 
for some time. Resuming their fight, 
p e h h .  Originally this division seems avelled westward, crossing the Big Sioux. 
en out of a very mark& Uerence in , they established themselves on the Jacques 
the proper attitude to assume toward es River in the vicinity of Spirit Lake, South 
enemies, the Sac 4 Fox Indians. 11* After removing to this region they were 
advised a cemtion of hostilities which requently known as the "Banties" of the 
Moreover, in several of the enco 
kubs had suffered severe losses 
been able to successfully recoup. 
A rrtecond d ik ion  of the tribe led by disruption the band reorganized under two lead- 
or "Black Eagle", was so quarrelsome an or chieftans - Warndisapa and Tasagi ("His 
fd that it stoutly opposed m y  considemti 
toward peace. Black Eagle is characteria time to prosper as never before. But their 
reckless, lawless fellow, always a t  war" eds became so numerous that the neighboring 
tribes. After the treaties of Prairie du 
- 1826 and 1830, he was "one of the firkt 
Sioux to violate their proviaions by making w 
the neighboring tribes. His conduct in this 
grew especially bad after the treatg of 
his attitude won for him the '#ill will of 
ing to altel: his condud-, Wamdisapa and s. 
gronp of kindred spirits were virtually driven 
from the tribe and no longer considered as its 
against the Sacs and Foxes, who, in retaliating, 
.I. 1 
',' 
realization of his plms - about 1848 
had made a reputation for relentless 
progress as rapidly as Inkpaduta wished, seemd to thrive upon its evil reputation: thus it 
that he hastened the event by securing the is that "from, time to time some villainous gio= committed a murder, or other g r o ~ s  crime 
Inkpaduta had planned so it eame to pass some other member of the tribe, and fled for 
Warndimpa's early death the two division fear of vengeance to the outlawed band of Wahpa- 
kootw for protection. '?la" 
a still smaller number of followers he again 
this time to northern Iowa - preferring to br 
hatred of the Sacra and Foxes to that of his f 
pan 
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as far south and east as the Upper Des Mo 
Iowa."lz4 Their life of necessity was but 
growth of their villainous disposition. It has 
even Sidominadota-by many regarded as an 
fiend-left the band and went far down the 
of the Des Moines the better to escape the 
its leader.laVt was soon after this act that one the followers of Inkpaduh were slipping 
minadota and Lott crossed paths with the , To stimulate an interest in his band, Inkpa- 
that the Indian's life paid the forfeit. appears to have settled upon a plan of making 
ts; and he was successful in creating in 
rectly chargeable to these Bedouins of the 
who tarried at  a “trading house but a few lesa than five or six hmdred warriors 
along the frontier in isolated bands of 
that suoh was not the case and that at  the 
numbers that it was upon the eve of dis-' 
what band was at work and where its usual 
vous was located.lZ6 Settlers dong the Boyer 
I '  
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pox had badly marked him. Indeed, he prese nd control. Unspeakably immoral himself, he 
unusually repulsive appearance. His featurerrl. vertheless hated the vices of the whites that were 
coarse; his comten8noe was of brutal casts owly taking hold upon the members of his band 
he was very near-sighted. His near-sighte 
came total blindness in old age, so that at  yearned to be a party to the treatiei of the 
of the battle of the Little Big Horn he wa ekutas as a chief and to share in the annuities 
piloted about by his mudl grandsons who, erefrom. The annuities, with the 
to save him from the general slaughter, 
in having him safely carriea.into Canada n the death of Wamdisapa it ap- 
s t y  of Sitting a was definitely dropped from 
Although his band as a whole was of bad as ; and so he was not 
Inkpadata stood out above his followers on ted regarding the disposal of the Minnesota 
of his hatred for the whites, his revengeful northwestern Iowa lands. It was thought that 
had forfeited his council rights; but when the 
Mrs. Sharp speaks of him as "a savage mo was on hand and de- 
s denied him by the 
H&s." lm "Of all -the base h r a d e r s  am ention to the treaty- 
fellow outlaws, his nature seems to have been 
war chief that he won s p b  in the admir peared annually, and only twice was he defi- 
the Indians. In oivil life they would have refused. This denial was an affront extremely 
to him a denial of 
terrible monster. " la'
I.. .I 7;- I ': 11 /,, 
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INKPADUTA SEEKS REVENGE , 
I 
Buroing with h a w  for hdiw and widq 
alike, Inkpaduta and hirr band left the Fort 
Agency of the Lower 8iom in the autamn of 
They appear to have gone westward to W 
S i o q  where they spent Prome time in hpnw 
Iiahing. Their next and find move, before e3t4 
e m p  for the winter, was to the Ya-n eanm 
fe~ienda &od p r o W r a  Doubtless during lim 
ful o ~ d e d  of that unueBlad s ~ s m  when thev sd 
oondition, and p b d  revenge npan the* g 
c~1tora .~~~ 
The questian h a  P'w~ently been d s e d  r 
where the hkpsdaia bmd of I n k  really pi 
the w i n k  e e m  af 3,85&1B7. Some wxifere 
hrtd sdered during the w i n k  in the valleys e 
T ' I '  
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k ~ i n e s  and Little Sioux, would go down the 
agree was the case, until they arrived at 
would then have doubled back upon a 
own to be barren. I t  is far more probable 
band wintered in Dakota, and with the ap- 
of spring returned to their favorite hunting 
s. When they had been denied food at Smith- 
y at once started up the Little Sioux'and 
to the hunting grounds of premuned plenty. 
.ehing is certain: at the first breaking of winter 
8 and his b i d  of Indiana left their winter camp. 
ging upon starvation, they hastened on foot or 
hrseback toward the white settlements dong the 
r frontier; and it can truly be add of Inkpaduta 
mters to the beginning of the white settlements 
ra the Little Sioux in eastern Woodbwy County. 
;t the time of arrival at these wtlementa the 
br. -apparently there were about &n lodg- , 
a all, comprising men, women, and azildren. So ' 
hown the warriora in February, 1857, includ- 
&e following : Inkpadnta, the leader ; Roaring 
8's pioneer history was but one of many justly 
use Inkpaduta much concern. Moreover, it 
be said a t  the outset that Inkpaduta and Si- 
ota were not brothers - as has so often been 
seemed to the Indians that they were 
a land of plenty, for game which had 
seen nowhere now began to make an ooc 
minds that this region, their land of pl 
been usurped by the whites. They were 
revenge and prepared to carry arson, m 
pillage the full length of Iowa's western revenge can not be accepted. Furthermore, 
It ~hould be borne in mind, as events rra rm LLbrother" with the Sioux was not limited 
low, that the deeds of these Indians were n lood relationship. "The tribe consists of a group 
means spontaneous or the result of any n calling one another brother, who are hus- 
isolated incident or circumstance. As an to a group of women calling one another sis- 
tion of what occarred in Iowa in the To c d  one another brother was a common 
there has been advanced the theory 
brother, Sidominadota. This explanation 
not have done so thereafter mcording to the 
ability, however, such was not the motive ce of blood revenge universally taught and 
dims : on the contrary the real cause must 
in the innate character of the band that c ceremonial observance Inkpaduta was neither a 
. 
noted for retentive memories in matters of r e probable that his own charwter and that of 
members of his group, coupled with an over- 
hence he would not have succeeded him allied with the intense suffering of the moment, 
not have taken up blood revenge as  his 
Moreover, these two men had bitterly disagr in murder. This would seem to be more in 
Sidominadota had severed all relation and with the known character of the Indian and 
his known conduct. The idea of blood 
Inkpadnta would have rejoiced a t  the news 
enemy's death : it is certain that the murder 
sentiment so noble and dignified as that of r 
and would not turn on his heel to retaliate 
has come to light. 
F'ially, the bands were so widely separa 
so busily engaged in dodging each other th 
doubtful whether Inlrpadoota ever heard t 
ticulars of All  Over Red's murddr ; it is 
that he would not have been concerned if 
Thus it seems evident that InkpaduQ 
* ,'i, , 
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THE 8lWTHLAWD INCIDENT 
The approslob of .fuh and his band 
white 'wttlement6 was mobserved-due p l ~  
to the fact h t  .the rseverity of the winter had 
into thsi settlemnt all the hdtusfsr and trapp 
were commonly the' purveyors of such new! 
the frantier. Although tlYe Indians appa 
Bmithlmd on the Litfb Bionsn in southeaabrn 
bury County nnannomd, no d a m  was fti 
t h y  h8d been %re before and seemed quite 
ly. Even now they bere, outwardly at leasllt 
indieation .of fpimd&ip for the whites. Quie 
inoIFensiv~1y they be &om the settle1 
pi* their evident wndition, 8; 
liberally as they to satisfy their nee& 
tban .their d01$Wkd8.'20 
It menas thect the I&w had been i t  trha 
merit but o brbf h e  when they discmered 'I4 
whites Bad not heq able to complete the liar 
of 'tbe past season's eom m p  on amount 
.wming of the early mil deep snow& Muah 
corn hkd been buri the settlers' 
content to leave it for In early aph4 
making this dkeovery 'the Indians with a i 
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THE SMITHLAND INCIDENT 79 
to a change in the temper and attitnde of the 
toward the whites. They soon became sul- 
solent, with a manifest tendency to commit 
of malieions acts-probably Ear the pur- 
tted; and so the wiser heada in Smithland 
drove of elk appeared in +he timber on the 
7 I 
st., 
J Y n P  ' 
.f 
THE SPIRIT LAKE MASSACRB 
Captain Smith was selected as leader of the 
ation not for his known military ability, but 
ase he owned a "rnagnillmnt suit of regimen- 
with its quivering epaulettes, gaily bedecked 
terrbr to the souls of the Indiana. 
e party was quickly and quietly prepared for 
ation. Finally, a settlers' council was aptain Smith demanded of the Pndians that they 
result of which was an effort to disarm 
as an assurance of safety. Failing to re 
full purport of what was being done, th 
alarm, they had really taken a very nnwis 
They probably thought that the Indians w 
come forward and offer some rea~onable be advisable : they evidenuy thought that the 
that not all of the Indime 5-m then in the 
worse blunder in @elring to correct the fim 
among the men of Smithlmd and vicinity un ans, who seemed to sub 
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to &cover that the 
dbns later reappeared with guns - possi 
How they secured these arms wa& not kn 
had a marked effect upon their oonduct. ' 
became defiant and openly committed theft 
their wants; for they knew that they we 
close pursuit of them. The ruse, it is 
fective: that same night the Indiaps 
river from Smithland. As they fled it 
I 
r 
I 
I 
After leaving SmiWaad the next plme 
liLkpaduta and bis b w d  sleems to have 
rentionville - a p1w about t,wen;ty. 
wwse of the Little Sioux. Here the 
to have been friendly at  k t ;  but 
long in the settlement before their 
thieving led to apposition from 
d e g  the later portion of 
thoir of friendship only for 
emhg a.n entranee to the cabins 
having been admitted helped 
was moit convenient and be& suited to Cb 
sach as food, guns, aa.d ammunition. 
The ugliness of their red  character for 
time appeared in their b e  
name of Robert H m m d  
resisted their thieving Jtsr he had admi 
his aabiq, with the result .that he was b d f  
This epkde  appear$ to 
upon, their fiendhh career. H~viag left 
helpless in his cabin, they tnmed, when 
&nee away, and literally shot the mbin d 
hingea This was done, presumably, as a .  
of what was likely to happen if they were 
84 
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he proceeded up the course of the Little Sioux, 
rt  of the settlers; and when they had satis- 
her settlement visited was that of, the Milford 
orn from their hinges, and fWMe ruined. 
g was torn into shreds, aYna f&%m ti&s were 
I 
was doubtless due to the fact that the se by the possessor of the fork and levell 
to get down and go to his cabin. They 
went to the stable, killed an ox, and attempkd 
eal a horse ; but the animal was 80 vidous that 
finally gave up the attempt and left. These 
ut incidents illustrative of the behavior .of the 
picion. They demanded to be told from s as they passed to the north of  Cherokee and 
settlers had come. Not having received Little S io~x . '~  t blij~sdk i,? - 1 -, 
information they probably concluded they nving in the northwestern corner of Buena 
the departure of the Indians, the Milfor 
places-at Ashland, at  Onawa, and a t  entertainment at  points further down the river. 
As they came to isolated cabins north o te, violence, and cruelty now ehameterk,mj their 
tlement the Indians resorted to various s. At the home of a Mr. Weaver they not only 
logs of the cabin, while flourishing 
about the heads of the affrighted o man in 0 'Brien County. me Bidt to the Wat- 
Parkhurst finally p d e d  them by pr cabin, however, seems b have been from a 
which she set before them. Having detachment rather than from the b a d  as 
g Sioux bucks stopped at my house; they 
tall 'I had to look up at tbm". They told 
f the Smithland affair., ~!Uthh& they seemed 
excited, Waterman paid little attention to 
story for he reco@ed. them as the same In- 
I. .-_ I ,  
I, " 
n s '  
I 
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fore. He did, however, become alarmed 
began stealing his property- to which he 
jected. But they took everything they co 
back and stringing him up by the thumbs. 
ently satisfied, they committed no further 
but departed in the direction from which th 
come.145 
After the episode a t  the Waterman cabin 
in the attack upon Springfield. They were 
satisfied with thieving and pillagin 
turing of people and the taking of 
their raid. The mere presence of 
wonder is that the general massacre of 
As already noted there were a t  Pete 
Kirchner, and Ambrose S. Mead. 
ilies before the coming of the Indians the 
conditions were such that no steps could be 
thest to the sonth and weat, was reached k&. 
had been anticipated, for by the 
the Indians arrived the h t e s  had fled to the 
r of the E c h n e r  home ac3romi the river. At 
er. Here the Indians repeated their atroci- 
aving only the cabin and 4he lives of the set- 
seems that they had n d  been warned of the 
of the Indiana. Mr. Df& vat3 abmnt a t  
alls ; but befare going h~ W mranged with 
ns appeared Mr. E. TE$~w- r41sted their 
they threatened to 
might oarry out Ohe t b ~  
a view to proem& h&p. Mrs. Mead 
had been k n o h d  dnrwdnj and otherwise 
-, 4 
pose of puni~hing the Indians.14T 
Hattie, the eldest of the Mead children, e the Sac County relief party was forming 
they attempted to take Emma Mead, who on its way across the country, the Indims had 
contented themselves with beating her all Rapids now stands. No damage was done rat 
back to her cabin home and then letting her settlement, the band seeming to be conteat with 
Taylor chiM was kiaked into the fireplace 
was fearfully burned; while his mother 
ey seemed disposed to create trouble. 
their home. The Indians evidently feared 
or did not care to be burdefied with prisoner 
time.146 
Mr. Taylor made good his escape and 
aoross the country to the Sac City settlement 
march up the Raccoon River to Storm 
e was extremely scarce. 
ers when in the late wiqfer tihw kt48rned of the 
loctlted them and at DD;E~ paid them a viait. 
men were well remived and tbir wants a& 
to by the settlerr. '$%@&rig well pleased 
were pursued to within a few miles of S left with protestations 6f friendship. A few 
the company was stopped by a terrific s later a second and Werent  group appeared, 
paying unwelcome attentions to Mrs. a i l  
decided to put an end to his coming. 
One day, after the Indian had been p 
annoying, Gillett followed him and at  some 
from the cabin shot him. The next 
brothers visited the spot where the 
decided upon flight to save themselve 
vengeance. Accordingly, they hastily 
lhdhns discovered the body of the murde 
they destroyed as much of the Gillett pro 
they could lay hands upon. The influence 
murder in provoking the terrible deeds co 
by the Indians a few days later .when they 
the lakes can not be definitely determined.14s 
When the Gtilletts fled from their homes they 
not whence they were going except that they 
seeking to escape from Indian retribution. a 
finally decided to make an attempt to reac 
Dodge, although they reabed that this wo 
an exceedingly difKm1t h k  since they knew o 
a general way the direction in whioh that station 
In their wanderings they finally reached the 
settlement at Sioux Rapids, where after some 
selling it was decided to send aouriers to Fort 
others were chosen to make the journey. 
as near the fist of Maroh when the men from 
Rapids reached Fort Dodge with the intelli- 
of the Indian depredations along the Little 
. At first their story was not believed; but as 
could be expected. D ~ a b t  was, s$rong that such 
succor to the settlers an the frontier even 
t should be fortunate engqgb t~ .ma.& them. 
s finally decided that a q  atbmpt at relief 
probably end in a needlws m f i w  of h d .  
. In the light of futms awn& i B  may be said 
this decision was indeed a wise1 ane.140 
THE FIRST DAY OF THE ~ L ~ S S A C ~  
Nothing is known of the Inkpadata band f r  
time of the episode at Gillett's Grove until 
pearance at  the lakes on the evening of Sa 
March 7, 1857. From events that followe 
inferred that they were in a fiendish temper 
holding a war dance. Mrs. Sharp refers to 
ceremony as a scalp dance; but such it could' 
have been, since with the Sioux as with other I 
dims such a dance is held only when scalps d 
hideous painted forms bf the red men in a half sd 
the ground a t  once, the settlers must have felt f;l 
5 Y* , , 1 r 7  ".. "7 -7 ,-i ~ s ' c n  7 r 
w ' " .'.m.. I. 
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air one can ~ m l y  imagine that they could 
lmly about the duties of their homes wondering, 
rhaps, when the Indians would 1mtke8l6O 
rhe people at  the lakes had r e w i d  no inkling of 
3 events that had been tr-&* to the south, 
r they were isolated from all- o thp  white a t t l e -  
the south knew they were &ere. . Then, too, the 
acter of tbe season and the &t&mltier of trans- 
tation' were such that no om would think of 
a journey in that d i r d w ,  TB the people 
o had settled along the Lid&& B i w  relief lay in 
ttlements. Having no i n f o q n ~ ~  ~ m ~ e r a j n g  the 
gondud of red men in the vd&y mth, the k 
I E+; : 
The Indians selected as a &ta Ba;r their camp a spot 
directly across the trail whi& ied from the Gardner 
morning of Marob eighth dawned mld but , 
and bright, forecasting for Cbrdner the likeli- 
from the remainder of the settlement., T 
tion of the prairie, Gtardner arose early in order 
&at as much as possible of his journey might be isolating the O.ar&ers. ;acomplished doring the first day. Not only did 
Gardner himself arise early, but every member of 
his family did likewise in order that each might 
where Thatcher and Bnrtoh had been left 
'rnntribute something toward s p e e e g  him upon his 
Breakfast having been prepared md placed u p n  
the table by Mrs. Gardner and hpr daughter Mrs. Everyone had begun to feel that powibl Luce, the members of the f d y  were '&hering 
might not be far di~tant. 
about the table when the la- of the door was 
lifted and a tall Indian stepped within the cabin 
with protestations of hunger a d  friendship. Mrs. 
Gardner at once prepared an ~&&tional place at 
the table which the Indian was invited to occupy. 
The Indian accepted this ~oIB@W$* and seated 
himpelf with the family; and all ware mon engaged 
the breaking of wider should render the in partaking of the morning's mad. I t  soon developed that thiil b&an visitor was but passable. Thw, when Lace and Thatcher r 
a forerunner of more who werh tr6 follow. Before 
with the news that mP& ,was near, Gtardner 
8 the meal had been finished &e door was again 
began preparations te ~twt npon his trip opened and fourteen Ins warriors, besides btar  or on the mo* Sunday, Marc women and children, csowdd into the cabin. All 
The purpose of the trip not only to ~ m r e  demanded food, the while protesting friendship as 
if' 
. , 
, 
manner demanded various things other than 
The Indian who had been the first to ente eouble arise. To Harriott and Snyder this $d not 
cabin now demanded that he be given am seem necessary: they left for home, protesting that 
there was no occasion for uneasinees. Garher, 
'..-and prepared to distribute them to all. :heir camp, but were seeh to be prowling about in 
not prove to be satisfactory to one of the the vicinity of the Gardner cabin. On their way 
who snatched the box from hia hand, appropr home Harriott and Snyder met and did some trad- 
ing with a group of the red men by whom they had 
been intercepted. So sure were the two men that 
secure, but was prevented from doing so the Indians were friendly that thq did not eonsider 
Lace who a t  this aa'omept interfered. This the fact of their presence worth mentiofling as they 
passed the Mattock cabin. As a, further indication 
of their confidence in the friendly character of the 
red men, it is noted that in a lettier written by Dr. 
Harriott, presumably after his return from the 
Gardner cabin, he states that Indians had camped 
near by but they were very friendlyr and had oc- 
casioned no uneasiness among the settlers. I 
At the same time the fears of the Gardners were 
increased by the sight of India& in the near-by 
with letters which they wished to send with Gar timber and by occasional calls at the cabin where 
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&& satisfaction in the takingof life. They did 
,t seem to want the cattle as food, since they left 
[em untouched. 
About mid-afternoon a numbek of shots were 
?ard in the direction of the Mattock cabin. As 
~e afternoon wore away there came no evidence as 
I the meaning of the firing. The suspense became 
~arful as all manner of suggestions were offered 
explanation of the shooting. Oardner reasoned 
.at it could not have concerned Luce and Clark 
I fitice becam; frantic, for she had believed from the 
f i r ~ t  hat her husband would never return. If the 
.Indians should kill any one it. would surely be Luce 
an account of his foiling the savaig;era in their pur- 
C weeks later when their dead bodiasl, were-found along the lake shore not a great distance from Luce's home. Thus m warning of wril reached the 
I -- fully at the Gardner home : all eyes waiched either for Indians or for the rellML of the messengers. 
. . .  
. r 
\ 
Suddenly he came running back calling soon as Qardner fell, the quest for flour was 
began barring the door, determined after the men who had attempted to p r o k t  the object 
their rage. Mrs. Luce and Nrs. Gardner were 
ter. Mrs. Gardner objected that they shou @eized and held by several Ind im while other8 beat 
faith in the good intentions of the Indians an &em into insensibility and death with the h t t s  
was better for one not to shed the blood of an 
Yielding to her importunities, Gardner de 
'from barricading the door. The family now aw 
in terror the second coming of the Indians. relations of the affair she r&d wholly upon 
Looking through the windows they observed stories related to her fr 
warriors hurrying toward them from the dire 
--an act of savagery whit& wl@ken were oom- 
pelled to witness. When 
for a part of what the Gardners had but for 
The scarcity of flour had been one of the re 
for the planned trip to Fort Dodge ; and yet, a Having destroyed the 
risk of causing his family to s a e r  priva turned to the destructibn 
Gardner turned to the flour barrel to gratify 
Indian, but failed. Gardner fell to the floor, Indians appeared to c o u ~ d  
Having made a beginning,..the Indians no 1 At the elose of their de 
restrained the impulses of their savage na by one of the Indians w 
-- - 
about their eve&p cam; fhes bucks and saa 
she had been carried sway from her hbme witl 
stolen goods. Shi~ering from cold and fright, 
witnessed the fiendish joy with which the event 
that memorable day were told and retold bv 
As the evening wore on preparations for the sr 
dance began. f3om the rhythmic cadence of 
hideous -dance son$ started, and the scalps of 
day, elevated on the ends of long poles, could 
seen ~waying b d  .elazd forth marking time with 
movements of the woqqn who bore them. At el 
shriek of the dan* women, the ca~tive 
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of her home.1D4 
Before the Gardner cabin was deserted 
Indiansl it was completely ransacked. Ches lsought a brief respite in sleep to 
broken open and their contents scattered abo en them for the work of the succeeding day. 
house and yard. All available food store reaking of the early dawn the Indians were 
clothing were carried away to the camp. 
had abundant omrtnni tv to learn this whe ir bloody work:ss 
dike, ==sped in the-clothi;lg of the murder 
wililly.rammted the incidents of the day. 
his cabin is not known, sinog no living witnesses, 
my provieion for clothing against the winter's er than red men, survived to the tale. From 
she was not allowed to share in the wearing o 
Indians. 
d e w  there were persons shying a t  the Mattock 
cabin unknown to others in settlement, since all 
dmbtless thonght her h e  had Dome. In th the people were later accomted,.fos in the bodies, 
ness, lighte'd oemiona11y by #&he flaring of 
Snyder, Earriott, and H a r W  apparently dis- brand, the distorted and-hiawnsly painGd fa- 
the savages swinging albsnately backward covered what was happening wkoss the strait, and' 
' . # 
8 , .  ' T- 
I " IN' , ,  
Hoye started on what proved to be a 
trip to the home of either Gtardner or 
. With his sack thrown over his shoulder 
XIII 
THE SECOND DAY O F  THE MASSAC 
&though the scalp dance had continued As Howe walked briskly along b faay have been 
olving in his mind possible pkm~ "for his work 
the small hours of the previous night, th the corning season; or ha map b e  been were astir early on the morning of the nin 
March. They were determined upon comp 
fiendish work which they had so well b 
previous day. No council was held so 
only white inmate of their tepees could discera 
the same time every Indian seemed to know 
to go and what was to be done. There was no 
fusion of plans or hitch in their execu 
point. 
It was on the morning of March ninth der are not known; but the % d l y  mntilated 
portion of the Inkpaduta band started for the "body was later found and &a Bw&d by the Fort Badge relief party. , , , , 1 
and Thatcher cabins which were nearly three 
from the Indian encampment. As already .' After murdering Howe &e 
the settlers about the lakes had established 
of mutual exchange 8ystem among themse 
the purpose of husbanding their food supplie 
the absence of Luce and Thatcher on the expe 
to Waterloo and other points in eastern Iowa. 
morning Mrs. Howe discovered that the sup 
meal was so nearly exhausted that it would be Eowe the Indians proc 
sary to procure an additional supply from 0 ing members of the the neighbors. Thus it was that on this Mo 
108 'daughter, and three yomqpr Maren. It seemed 
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obvious to the members of the relief party, frc 
conditions which they found a t  the Howe 
that there had been no resistance offered a 
next stage in their worklwhich consistc 
dealing death to the members of the Nobl~ 
Thatcher families. 1 
Here they made demand; h i c h  co%d nl 
granted; and then, as a t  the Gardner home. 4 
resorted to insult. Their insolence was resist, 
Noble and one Ryan-a son-in-law of Howe 1 
* 
Indians desired, for without further Drovoc 
door, where he fell dead after exclaiming "Oh, 
killed!" The two children were then torn 
their mothers and dragged bv the feet ont n 
satisfied the Indians' &ire for human blood;] 
they desisted from killing Mrs. Noble and 
Thatcher. For some t i m ~  the Indians busie 
selves in destroying hogs and cattle and in c 
the poultry. Finally, they returned to the 
separated., Thenceforth each captive was 
to remain in a tepee wholly separated and 
from the others. XIV 
The captives were now subjected to FROM OKOBOJI'TO HERON TIARF: 
through which the Indians evidently h 
re-make them into real pale-faced squaws. Following the massacre little was done by the 
the beginning they were required to jCndians except to search the vicinity of the lakes for 
facee and dress their hair as  Indians. &e homes of other settlers. And so for 4 brief 
w e  scouting parties were at  work; but obviously no 
cabins were found, since the parties returned 
@mpty-handed. On the morning of Tuesday, March 
tenth, the camp was broken, West Okoboji was 
arossed on the ice, and after a move of three miles 
to the northwest, camp was again pitched in what 
was known as  the'Madison Grove. The Indians 
pointed a t  them as  with intent to seemed inclined to move very deiiberately. This 
shooting occurred. These feints a t  s m y  be accounted for by the fa& that they knew 
nished the Indians a great deal of what they were not pursued. At t&e B d d ~ 0 n  Grove they 
be real amusement. For days they remained but one night, and at  early dawn of the 
eleventh they moved north to grove beyond the 
cabin of William Marble on the sgonthwe8t shore of 
, 
tt's Grove the jonmqy for the Indians 
to be subjected to nearly every annoyance had become easier inasmuch m they had procured 
f the Indianls might invent.lsl horses and sleds. These murat have & obtained by scouting parties while the main was en- 
camped a t  Lost Island Lake. Since the 1ndiank 
had not learned how to hitoh the horses to the sleds 
Abbie Gardner, Mrs. Noble, itnd Mrs. Thatcher now 
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nrsday, March twelfth, wqs a day of inactid& 
packs for the whole party. The horses 
were for pleas&e and not for the transpo 
freight and workers, 
So deliberate were the movements of the 
qnenfly the squaws and captives found it nec 
to pause in their mareh in order that the 
might make t h w  side exclrsions.m Under Upon the mdrning of Friday, t&e M e n t h ,  the 
favorable conditions this would have been m Indians are said to have arisen WQ letad with great 
come as a relief from fatigue, but now each s aare removed from their fao& tb phiat which until 
anticipated as a period of intense suffering 
cold and *exposure. and which would have senied 
As h e  sun approwhed the wgstern horiso 
Indians began to ezert themselves in quest 
who had never before seen bd j ,n  leave his gun 
outside the cabin. The M&lw had just risen from 
FROM OKOkO 
emerge from the ,timber and approach the 
-a request which Mrs. Marble at  once set so she left the window and started forward to 
gratify. While she was doing so the Indian her husband when the volley ms fired into 
Marble's gun, bantered him for a trade. 
accepted the banter, and soon a deal was ccr for the timber; but she was soon overtaken 
for one of the Indian guns. The outcome ragged back to the scene of her husband's 
trade seemed to be a matter of no little elati 
the Indians who hilariously turned to the food 
had been placed before them. 
After eating, the Indian with whom the 
had been made proposed that the relative 
of the guns should be determined by their 
and indicated a desire for target practice. 
Mrs. Marble protested the advisability of 
contest her husband agreed to the proposal. 
a suitable wooden slab had been secured and 
should replace the slab. Laying down his 
Marble stepped out from the group. This The massacre of Marble t a s  &a Wt a& in the 
act on'the part of Marble gave the Indi bdian attacks upon the white ~.~$&&~rnts at the 
lakes. Osly four individuals had d v e d  to tell 
the story of the frightful deeds crc)mmithd since the 
morning of Sunday, March eighth. Of wow, only 
Marble, and fired. Marble instantly fell dead. two were destined to return to the homes of friends". 
Meanwhile, Mrs. Marble had been standing at  or relatives and relate their tales of suffering and 
window watching the target work. When she s 
When the work of destmtion of the settlements 
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nd moved leisurely in a aorthwestward direc- 
From the time of their deparbre from this 
the lot of the paptives grew ~16mdil~ more dif- 
bear. m e  snows of win4ier d t e d  mder 
ence of the spring sun oaa odsiqnd days 
caused the prairie trails to bemme two 09 three 
deep in slush, exoept an l&e w.pa~ed lraolls 
oh the winds had swept free h p a ~ l ,  m w .  In such 
Bertell E. Snyder, and Dora Thatcher.la5 
The tale is told that, before leaving the re 
the lakes, the Indians left a record of their 
They are reputed to have stripped the bark fro 
trunk of a large tree in the Marble grove and 
they had visited was shown as six, while the 
in flames. The number of persons whose li 
, paid the forfeit of their visit was also to be durable, but she sustahed 
each individual being so drawn as to show the 
of her faith in resene w w  
lost all hope. But, desr 
them steadily farther am36p the bounds of civi- 
,,.- - , . . ,  a , . , -  - . . 
. . 
. , I  .! . 
" kP '  
bation. No b top longer than over night was 
by the Indians at any ppint in their march for 
two weeks, when they arrived a t  Heron Lake, she realized that the Indians were bound for 
sister, Eliza, who except for herself, was the only 
ing member of the family that had come into 
e West. In all probability Eliza was doomed to 
e same fate as Abbie had seen meted out to her 
the squaws hastened their departure by putting 
ways. When all preparations had been com 
in belt" sallied,forth Co the taking of more 
lives. The squaws and papooses were left 
camp to guard the eaptim~, a d  upon the d 
of the war party the women took every 
cabin he was seeking and found himself instead 
the Gardner home. As he approached the cabin 
was surprised to fmd it deserted. No light could 
seen nor was any sound to be heard. Looking 
XV re dosely he saw the mutilated bodies of the Glard- 
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SPRINGFIELD AND FORT RIDGEL 
Morris Markham, who had followed the 0 
settlers to the lake region, spent the wi 
ping along the lakes and in the marshes of the 
Des Moines. He had brought with h 
oxen which, during the early days of the winte 
strayed away and were thought to be somewh 
the valley of the Des Moines. But they coul 
be located; and finally the effort to trace 
abandoned. No information concerning their dnst ahead. Stopping an8 geering Womgh the 
abouts had been received until the sixth of shrubs he saw directly ~tcroas his p a  ithe m p  ia 
when Luce brought word that the oxen were which the Indians were the:? dtting in~dc~rm wuncil 
found at Big Island Grove in Emm over the events of the day. 9ke bar- d tibe dog 
the following morning Markham left f 'for some unexplainable swmn 'passed %&QU~ nn- 
Grove where he discoveied and identified h ' heeded by the Indians who mtinued in con@ulhtion 
ty. After spending a few hours in vi over their fiendish deed%.. lbdarkham slp:ppd by 
tlers he started upon the return trip to th them and hastened as rap&* @@,be could ak?r6BS the 
Noble and Thatcher. Owing to the st ice of the east lake to the p- lie .called home. 
weather and the conditions of travel, he did Upon his arrival at  the Hawe cabin t h ~  a m 8  some 
attempt to bring the oxen back at this time, but of violence, confusion, 4 desolatiog, peeted him. 
turned alone and on foot. Sickened at  the horrible aieht, cola #b=, and 
Owing to his imperfect knowledge exhausted he pushed on '+&?#&e h o w  of Noble aria 
and to the darkness that had settled Thatcher, hoping that the a,@& be well. In- 
had come within known territory, Markham mi stead, he found only an glhs kbin and murdered 
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the Minnesota settlement; and they hoped to 
h the place before the Indians appeared and 
s prevent a repetition of the affair a t  the lakes. 
$t Springfield these bearers of bad tidings had a 
With the coming of daylight Markham set o men who carried the news to Fort Dodge. No 
woner did the people a t  this place become aware of the nearest settlement, whiph was Granger's the outbreak than they took measures lookbg to- 
on the Des Moines, River. With feet alrea 
ward'protection from a similar attack. The com- bruised and froeen he journeyed on to sp 
hetoic. Completely exhausted from continuo 
7 
posure for thirty-six hours, he finally reache 
. home of George Grmger, where he related the e 
of what he had seen. of the news, others remained; and a few gave lives as the price of refusal to believe that 
would be attempted at Springfield. His refusal to 
believe that the community was in danger was doubt- 
less due to the fact that he had traded, with the In- 
dians for years and did not note, in his recent deal- 
ings with them, any cause for alarm?$ ,, 
went deeded.l6@ The thought uppermost in the minds of most mem-, 
I bers of the settlement was to ?end a relief party to 
the lakes a t  once. After some deliberation this was 
north to Springfield to waittr that group of ae deemed unwise : soberer second thought convinced 
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them that it would be better to take measml 
their own protection. At the lime there were 
able-bodied men and about twelve adult won 
the village.171 This number, it was argued, 
able to reeist f i r  only a brief time, since they 
in no condition for a prolonged defense. Am 
Two young men, Joseph B. Cheffins who had 
thither with the trader William Wood, and a Ya 
German, Henry Tretts, were selected to bet 
.~tatement of facts which was' signed by indiv 
at Springfield who personally knew the agent 
Lower Sioux at Bed W0od.1~~ Cheffins and 
left Springfield a t  once, but they were not a 
reach the Lower Agency until the eighteenth. 
distance between the two points was not greater 
seventy miles, but owipg to dSculties enc 
they had been obliged ta detour and thus 
tance traveled was more than one hundred 
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e way under the disabling effects of a dazzling 
When the Lower Agency was reached they 
scarcely see - so severely were they suffering 
snow blindness. They were dso physically ex- 
;ed, for they had traveled almost continuously 
but very little rest. After their arrival they 
forced 'b remain in bed for two days before 
were able to begin the re& joll~ney to Spring- 
74 
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mte had to be abandoned, for it was soon found to 
nd cireuito& route down tbe vdle9-of the Minne- 
)ta, as far as  South Bend, for the pmpow of fol- 
, d g ,  as long as possible, a b a t ~ n  trac%.?' 
Concerning the diflicnlties enco~zlltetred on the trip 
mtain Bee reported that "the seama was =pro- 
r 
acticable owing t i  the depth of the snow. 
Bee in reporting upon the march stated that 
XVI , "by advice of experienced guides, a long 
RELIEF SENT FROM FORT RIDGEL 
Charles E. Flandrau was a t  this time the 
the Lower Sioux, and as soon as he was 
or &taw operations; tbe d o n  is; in 
to Fort Ridgely, which was located on the Minn masses on the tra& wueh 1, was fdlswing, 
Biver fourteen miles southeast of the agency. asses were thawing ,md :mJd not bear 
he immediately had an interview with Colonel of the men, mar?h l q .  h t  d! t;h& heavy Alexander of the Tenth Infantry who was 
command of the post. As the result of this 
.bry of the whole: wading 
mtting through them with 
extricating mules and sleighs 
ging the latter up steep hilh @r over b w  gpac,es of 
prairie; the men wet f r m  m o r a g  till; r&#t, and 
sleeping on the snow. S d  .mar&' the 1 t$~shclw I 
,minns of which was a fam hhji Bee with a company of forty-eight men was the name of Slocum. E'FCE~.W#~ 
march to the scene of reported trouble.'7e 
, Moines was an unbroken waste 
Realizing that if they wished to make any co The route mentioned by Cwtain Bee kodd have 
erable progress the company must travel by taken him down the valley of the M.h$ssota for 
other means than on foot, the expedition starte forty-five  mile^ to ManhZB~4 (Me of which 
sleds drawn by mules. The original intention 
to strike directly across the country in order to r Sprinringfield. From 'M&*( ilbl mast h a v e  been 
the d ie t ed  people as soon as possible. But , necessary to double back h-ntty-dve miles fol- 
128 1 '  
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eds with whid I was eompelld h~ W a d  
9- The narrative af a  in& d & ~ b  is the his- 
- - 
encountered while st i l l  on fhsc beaten track, the. ter- 
m would have carried him 4 4  t , ~ ~ e c t i v e  point; . 
lowing the course of the Watonwan to Made Bend, on March twenty-second, they met 
lowed, since the region beyond was a wild they advised him to turn back.lTs Although Captain 
Indeed Slocumls was the westernmost white Bee admitted the apparent hopelessness of the 
~ k ,  his military training prompted him to reply: 
was still nearly fiftymiles4,o the northeast of Sp r'My orders are to go to Spirit Lake, and to do 
' what I can. It is not for me to interpret my orders, 
but to obey them. I shall go on until it becomes 
imposaible to proceed further. It will 
then be time to turn back".lsO And so he pressed 
On the morning of March twenty-sixth Captain 
Bee and his company of men left Sloeurn's for 
orily~a&tested too well what could be looked Springfield.lsL Thus it happened that on the same 
f, ;. if',:) 't: to in the fuimh. Agent Flandrau and his i morning that Inkpaduta and his party left Heron 
~ 7 ;  hl!.~ter Philander P r e ~ o t t ,  . a  French Canadian Lake, taking the direction of Springfield, the Fort 
I ' agenr, also aocokPanied the party. - Ridgely relief party left Slocumyg pushing toward 
According to Flazidrau ‘%the f i s t  day's the same point. But mark the difference in their 
' appalling." Indeed, at the close of this relative rate of progress. While Captain Bee, en- 
cumbered with the ponderous army equipment, 
taking hopeless, hcttuse so 'much time had found progress nearly impoqsible, Inkpaduta, un- 
impeded by equipment of any kind save rifles and 
. would necessarily ke ttwaumed before the tr scalping knives, easily covered the distance from 
n I no good could result fmm going sn".lw On 
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T. Wheeler as the pshb of defense. The 
cabin was distant about as@ and a half 
PREPARATIONS FOR DEFENSE AT SPR 
r cabin about three-gnartera of a mile beyond 
Indian traders, Gkorge and William Wood gon of these cabins, the prineiprrrl of wbioll were 
built their post on the west side of the Des M 
while the settlers who came later, mostly from 
the river. The cabins of the settlers were not The Joshua Stewart f&@, 
ly grouped, but were scattered up and down the art, Mrs. Stewart, and Wee 
&ally a t  the Thomas cabin; bxg$ 
tion the settlers could not be of much service to 
wrought by the fear of M m  attack, and the too 
ficulty of successfnl individual defense was a 
concentrate so far as possible. 
In this conference the Wood brothers d 
$0 the Indians for no good reason whatever, Miss Drusilla 
that in all likelihood it "had been done by the whi 
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of the timber, was the stable, near which were 
rack and some stacks of hay. Beyond these 
was a ravine which descended rapidly to the river.'" 
Out upon the open prairie, nearly three-fourths of a 
! d e  away, was the cabin of Adam Shiegley. 
On the tenth day of March- before the arrival of 
Granger and Markham- Jareb P a h e r  and Na- 
thaniel Frost had gone to the Slocnm farm for the 
purpose of bringing home, some supplies which had 
8 been abandoned some time previously in the drifts a 
sign of the approach of hostile Indians. few miles from the farm house. Mter an absence 
of nine days they returned on Mwcb nineteenth. 
The fist house of the settl~msnt remhed by them 
was the stsre of the Wood bmtbrs,  Upon enter- 
any real cause for alarm in what was seen or ing they found two strange hillama "each of whom 
8 had a double barrelled gun, a t o m ~ b a w k  and knife ; 
centered, was located in the edge of the one of them a very tall Indim i as painted black; 
they were very busy trading sad &id not seem in- 
that of the double type, each section being abo clined to talk much, but said tbq.veae from Spirit 
Lake and that there were twenty l&gw of them, all 
pioneer phraseology as a “dog trotu-a n of whom would be at  Sprindeld ia two days. They 
and somewhat own oonnecting passageway. purchased a keg of powder9 s ~ m e  aka&, lwd, bbnkets, 
part was used a~ a kitehen and a general beads and other trinkets. " T%&w ,&ey had com- 
room; while the other part was reserved as a pleted their varied p u r & m a  wU& amounted in 
room, which on otmmiun ~ r v e d  as a spare bed- all to more than eighty dolhq$ fi4j3~ Jpaid for them 
The one room faced 'the prairie ; while the in gold, which act aroused obi@ of Frost 
looked out upon the timber of the river. The and Palmer, gold was am nnlpnown form 
dows had been so plwed that through them a of money in that region.?% , ., 
in all cardinal directiom might be secured- Before these Indians b d  mtag&eted their tradihg 
in addition to the port-holw was deemed a wis and departed, two friend&,,h&as4 Umpashota, or 
caution. About ten rods &am the cabin, and Smoky Moccasin, and ~ 1 &  Bliffalo, entered and 
, 
. -, - :#;: 
.*( "'I' 
I' I / = , , , '  ,. ' , 
' 8 . i:, '  
, I  
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greeted them in a cordial manner. The two 
strangers. On the same day, &noG Moc 
some reason that did not appear clear, (m 
tepees to Coursalle's trading post.lsD On 
lowing dsy when he was interrogated by' 
Wood as to what he knew of the viaiting 
Smoky M e  admitted that he had be 
that "they had raided the Spirit Lake settl 
apd killed &.the h t e b ,  except four young 
p~isonem ?without having one of their numb 
~ e d '  in m y  manner." When questioned 
he "wid he feared they were lingering som 
in the neighborhood, and intended more rm 
'At -,rate9 said the Moccasin, 'I am going 
,of a -tation the Wood brothers ;e 
.unconvinced tbt  danger lmked near, and ri 
the fears ~f the besMm~ an the east side of the 
But they were m k  t h ~  only ones who we 
doubting Mm4ih&sj #tory :. the failure of the 
attack to deve10p mamd ~everal  of the s 
own number. Thas it 
vqlunteered to go to 
would accompany him. mb, anxious to pr 
the correctness of wh& Itdl tmad told, expresrsed M 
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, March twenty-first, the $air set out, oar- 
ving no definite route which, they1 could +!follow 
bin, which waar?- dwerted. A 
ion r e v e d d  the 4e-t that trunks 
bad been broken open and .the coabnb sf the house 
- ecattered everywhere. The l m d ~  ats Mr. Marble, 
however, was nowhere to be e m ,  .+ ' a k t  the 
days befom the 
, although @BP~,  
the lake ~h, @&&@ :app~ared to 
be only one day old. a f te r  
.earefdy the men deeided. 
enough had been seen to 0 
' had been there. Palmer 
Markham's story was only -* bae. The returp 
trip was made during the &&wmay,n m d  the earlp 
evening of the same day wi&ont inctidentP1 
,b ! 
,h' 
' i"" ' .,' 
11 e 
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*bin, he sent scouts forward to reconnoiter. Thus 
vhile the unsuspecting settlers were a t  work the 
@pies of Inkpaduta were stealthily lurking*in the 
aear-by timber stalking their white brothers as they 
would some wild beast of the forest. 
The settlers were unable to. mmplete the task 
which they had undertaken by noan, and as every- 
~ n g  seemed so very favorsable it w m  tboaght advis- 
able to continue the work without inkerruption. Ac- 
of wood. And so, on the morning of th cordingly, they did not p&uge to eat the mid-day 
~ i x t h  a number of the settlers were out meal that had been prepared f w  them, bat contin- 
ued working until about two coklock in .the after.. 
arations they hoped that the soldiers from noon. They then withdrew, into the cabin to eat 
their long deferred dinner.. While tb@s engaged 
lief and proteetien. Che5s and Tretts had they were startled by a ory from Willie Thomas, 
who was outside a t  play and who now thought that 
expected any day ast, hour. Happy in the Henry Tretts was n . z , 
tion that relief mwt b near the settlers s Immediately the people in f h w  e&im l u ~ h e d  out 
still more the vigU ~ h l k  +hey had been hoping that the report was %me and that the mes- 
sengers sent to Fort Ridge@ were i~ f.riat returning. 
In the distance a man ww observed bs be approaqh- 
ing. He was clad in civilian dress and to all out- 
ward appearances bore a clob msmblance to one 
of the messengers. In &at,] so dose was the re- 
Henry Tretts!" But the words had scar 
either been badly wounded or killed by the shot. 
, but the e m p m g  of the antents of a 
decoy Indian dressed in white men's cloth r of guns into their mi&t BYMW~ them to 
pear. All sf this had 
tlers from @e cabin. While he was slowly app 
the ravine to the rear of the stable and posted 
aslves for action when the ruse worked o 
while women screamed. Bradshaw and Ma 
as soon as the doors had been secured, seize 
ing the cabin bullet prod. 
Meanwhile, the h & m ~  kept up a constant 
hiding by shooting at any who happened to 
themselves. While the *a were busy reloa too weak to fight but c 
her kneeg fervently pe 
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brother stated that after the door had been 
he heard groaning from the doorstep. It w 
sumed that the boy had been killed. At all 
no one felt that it would be wise to open the rly for their misplaced confidence in the peace- 
at  this juncture. It later developed that he intentions of the red men. It was reported- 
been shot through the head and had probably 
in a brief time. when the firing upon the Thomas cabin began 
There were now left in the cabin only William Wood, thinking no harm would come to 
him, started to cross the river with a view to in- 
vestigating the cause. When he reaohed the west 
John Bradshaw, and Morris Markham. Dr. bank of the stream, he ran into a group of Indians 
had gone to the Wheeler cabin that forenoon to kho at ance riddled him with bulleb. It is further 
the wounds of Smith and Henderson and ha ~ s e r t e d  that a pile of brush was thea collected, his 
returned at  the time of the attack.ls4 lifeless body thrown upon it, and the whole set on 
e .  This conclusion is drawn from the .fact that 
in a pile of wood ashes, not far  from the river's 
edge, a group of the Fort Ridgely soldiers later 
found charred human bones and .with thsm a twenty 
dollar gold piece.lSVhe body of George Wood was 
found, while that of William Wood was never dis- 
covered - unless the charred bones indicated his 
fate. Since the Wood brothers were the only per- 
sary to conduct a cmtinuous attack. The sons in the settlement who had gold coin it was 
however, continued until sunset. It was later thought that the remains in tlm asheg were those of 
covered that the ,Indians had withdrawn at William Wood. I 
time, although this fmt wcts not known to the George Wood, who had remained at the store in' 
mates of the cabin. The desultory nature of his brother's absence, possibly witnessed his 
Indian fire had allowed the settlers to prepare, brother's fate and attempted t~ forestall a similar 
I 8 
r e a d h g  the river and in crossing it, but 
ans and made his escape. h his o m  relation 
by the Indians and shot. His body was the people at  the Thomas cabin he stated that he 
to no further violense.lgT d behind a log in the yard while the Bavages did 
It would seem that during the afternoon, $heir work of murder and plunder. After they left 
the attack was being made upon the T h o r n J  he ran to theD cabin of Robert ,Bmil&, but was 
Ingpduta s e h b d  three of his band to ra  frightened away; from there he made bis way to 
mainlag cabins or a t  least to investigate the Thomas cabin where he arrived at dusk and was 
pInna8r in ease they should be found ab taken in by the inmates-whq h~wever, m e  near 
shooting him for an Indian pr0wler.1~ 
After completing their ghagtly work a t  the 
Stewart home, the Indians retarned in tbe direction 
of the Wood store, which they probably planned to 
'pillage. When passing the Wheeler home, they 
attempted no further molestaaion than, to shoot an 
ox and empty the contents of &sir p s  into the 
when purchased. Mr. Btewart being willin cabin. One of the charges narrowly *missed Mr. 
sltepped b& into the house to secure his Henderson who was lying helpIess as the; reradt of 
coat When he mappeared and stepped his recent amputations. For some reason the In- 
dians did not take the trouble to d e t e r h e  whether 
o be aoncerned in ,any people were really occ3upying tha From 
Mrs. Stewart and here the Indians appear to have @opt3 clirmtly to the 
Wood store, where they iinishd th& --;.k and then 
d their bodies h departed for Heron Lake. At $h@ h e ,  however, 
the departure of the Indianda w&lil aot known to the 
terrified inhabitants of the settlement. , 
At the Wood store on the m$t slide of the rivir 
the father lay dead o n . h  threshold, the guns, powder, shot, and lead were found in reason- 
with one arm e n c i r ~ l h g ~ & e ~  murdered infan ably large quantities and appropriated. But this 
and taken. It is said 
with dry goods, groceries, powder, lead, be 
wearing apparel, provisions, etc. . . . XIX 
this plunder were several bolts of calico and 
flannel. Of these, especially the flannel, they SETTLERS FLEE F'ROM 8ItING)FIELD 
exceedingly proud; decorating themselves with 
fantastic fashion. Red leggings, red shirts, 
blankets, and red in every conceivable way, waa 
style there, as long as it lasted."201 
s of knowing whet 
reached thak post. 
e tale of Markh 
and drive to the 
while the nearest settlement was no less than 
Moreover, there were among them three been gone nearly half an how, which led the 
wounded people whose sder ing  would only le in the cabin to fear that he tala had fallen 
tensifled by the cold and exposure incident t 
drawn sled. Feather tick@ were &st taken to 
sled and upon them the w o d 4  Thorrias, garv- 
,er, and Miss Swanger werg p b d .  h o m d  them 
were packed such articles as were deemed necessary 
I 
most rugged person. 
In the course of the discussion someone 
attention to the fact that the Indians had 
was so weak that at best it was believed he 
live but a short time4 Carver was willing 
left behind if by so doing the safety of the o 
thought of flight was about to be abandoned wounded, blankets, bed- 
either side and behind 
be safe in the stable. Markham, who had Progress was slow 
fore volunteered to risk his Me, offered to go be discerned in the . Frequently they 
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would stap and by ms and consultation 
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L the meantime the stranded settlers, thinking 
themelves that they were moving in fhe pr 
rection. Often they missed the way m d  
pelled to alter their course. At two o'cl 
'Granger's Point was resumed. Bifter remaining 
m e  for two days to reonperate they mtinued the!&. 
&mey southward toward Fsfi Dcdge.gQ u !" 
It will be recalled that the Wbwlsr had 
the men ~tood guard, With the coming of 4 
progress well-nigh impossible, decided to 
after some deliberation it was decided to' 
Palmer ahead about ten miles to Granger's Po 
plaoearnanww& & the open prairie. 1 
had fled from the cabin that &he nUq 
ing,  upp posing that &** and children had I& 
Wled in the attack u r n  We Thomas cabin. 
e direction of the Thamas 
loon and had surmised tbt w 
w a v e  happened. As all wag the catbin on 
', tude characteristie of pi 
rsrd to visit the cabin as 
she arrived a t  the 
, conclusion was that 
cabin had been m 
Dr. Strong, having 
concluded that his f 
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and the three women-Mrs. Skinner, Mrs. N4 
Mrs. Smith-decided to escape if possible be1 
receiving a second visit from the Indians. B 
Smith strongly protested against the plan of L 
people was a vastly more diilicnlt one than with 
p q t y  at  the Thomas cabin, since they had no $I 
or other means of transportation. From the Y 
it was evident that the disabled men must be 4 
doned-a plan in which the men themselves 7 
ingly acquiesced. 
after providing for the comfort of those 
were to be left behind, Mr. Skinner and the tE 
women set out. Smith attempted to follow, 
was compelled to return to the cabin after ag 
and Henderson, whb could not 'be taken was 
little son of Adam P. 8hiegley. After the d e ~  7 ture of the grownups this boy made his way to home of a settler who had not been disturbed 
was there well tagen care of until found by 
father who later came in search of his son. I 
days later, on Sundiy, March twenty-ninth, 
Wheeler party arrived at Granger's Point wh 
they joined the people from the Thomas cabin.aO' 
E &OnlZ leave. , & I 
tain Bee finally re 
grove and its vioini 
ed with ho success 
Conrsalle and his 
Moines River - proW1g7 
Springileld - mme in, fox 
rted that the Indims, Ctb 
gave the information that Inkpaduta's band 
truth wiped out not only the settlemenb' 
twenty-five miles to the west, and were he n miles between the two pointah The approaieh 
the Y d t o n  country on the Missouri. e lake proved easy, and by ten @+dock the I&e 
knowledge concerning their whereabouts C been reached and wholly wwrmdded by Captain 
said he did not have. " men so that it wodd have belaa~diffi~ult for any 
to have escaped unnotimd. The b~buct ions  
were still a t  Heron Lake that Captain Bee 
to pursue andl punish them before going t shot should b~ &ed M a s ~ @ d  for the 
field with his command. Having been told 
the dead were to be found a t  either Spirit 
Elpringiield, he coneluded that little could b tion taken by La 
a d  perhaps everything lost if he should ha 
the acenes of the massacres a;nd allow the 
trators of the horrible deeds to escape 
i sbent .  Hence "at retreat" that 
called for no less than twenty volunteers to 
came Captain Be& and Lieutenant Murry 
expected that upon #B approtwh of the soldier 
ed that possibly the b 
their suoceeding in *W#, $he teamsters were about four miles to tlm 
along to lead the mula, m b e r i n g  thirteen i 
to be used as mounts in the pursuit of the flee t'mbered the Indians' 
' better concealment. 
guide to make a dash to that point by orning. Furthermore, the Indians were 
mule mounts. If signs there should prove en within reach, being encamped on a low 
at the first lake the members of the party of ground bordering s small stream just 
a slight rise of ground west of the lake. They 
pursnit would be useless. The dash was so located that while the Indian lookout was 
planned; and signs in abundance were fo 
Coursalle pronounced them to be a t  least 
four hours old. Such being the case Lie 
Murry returned to the main cornmaad. 
It has been charged that Coursalle lacked 
rest of the warriors pr6pazed fior battle . . 
life had been threatened by the band.s11 It little while intense; a d  ilthoagh less mani- 
further charged that Mrs. Coursalle was ours was ful19; as gre&$ '#M we were well 
e that the Indi 
told us we were 
th to zms, whatever th 
respects. After an hour 
ticed deception or waier not wise in wood and ing suspense . . . . 
lore. us. The soldiers, it seen$tlj 
How near the troops m e  to the Indian I 
Upon Lieutenant Ildnm$s a d a ~ ~ ,  it was decided 
to give up the pursuit. !I?& d&8isn was based in 
part upon the report m d e  by Lieutenant .Murry 
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and Cwrsalle and also on the fact that the sn 
were nearly exhan~ted. From this point U 
Bee's command went to Sprinfield. Here 
and Henderson were found in the Wheeler 
where they had been left two days prek 
sesroh of his boy. These men related to C; 
Bee the   tory of event@ so far as they kn 
hlkg of the flight of their companions in t 
W&as were gone and that a guard of sc 
would be stationed at Sprin&eld for their p d  
ti*. The messenger, however) failed to over* 
refugees and in a few day8 returned. Meanwh 
Capt+n Bee sent a detail of b e n Q  men um 
he found and bur id  Marble's body and then retq 
ed to Springfield., 
In a &al adjmbat of matters, Captain I 
left a detail of twenty-eight non-commissioo 
-- 
by a second detail mder  Lieutenant J( 
McNab, remained tm.W in $be fall of 16 
Captain Bee reported 66, $"Wq@dgely on A1 
eighth, after an absence &~mti%hree weeks.21B 
IZATION OF RELIEF AT FORT DODGE 
AND WEBSTER CITY 
When the citizens of Fort Dodge and Webster 
E were convinced by repeated tales of Iddian ors that assistance was needed Usep orgax@aed 
b l ie f  party to fend off the $ava$e forays of the 
k The trials and sufTerbg~3 of this little vol- 
k s t s  the hardihood of the pime- who chose 
m task of advancing the fronthir. 
Early in November, 1856, O P ~ & Q  0. Howe (a 
rwyer and later a professor af.W at, %be Strtte 
hiversity of Iowa), B. U. PPhwl&&,' .md B. F. 
~rmenter, guided by a we1l-howa!md wiclely ex- 
Ire leaving statred out cl- 'm wntheast of 
arble's place on what is n&d && of the town 
. 
f 01 
east 
'Per 
- 
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the oxen, the men went forward on foot to the 
ments along the East Okoboji Lake. 
ey came to the Noble and Thatcher oabin. 
ing of winter during the closing week of 
would be dficult if not impossible o 
overabundance of snow. It was to f o r p  
Indian visit. From here 
to  the Mattock cabin, 
P d y .  Tbey now had 
ited the settlement and 
or three mila  of their destination, and somewhere , 
I to the southeast of Gar Lake, on'the evening of 
1 :  Jbfarch fifteenth their oxen became too exhausted to 4: ' as possible that P 
low more slowly with the oxen, while the othe 
ing, March twenty-first, they arrived at  For 
with the news of the Indian massacre a t  the 
brought of the Indian raid on the frontier.214 
When Howe and Wheelock had reci6d the 
of conditions as they found them a t  the 1 
coincided oo nearly with information 
brought to the community that no one could d 
determining the course to be followed. This 
k g  was called for the next afternoon (whic bster City was as a p o n ~ ~ ~ u a  as  at Fort 
Smday) in the sohoolhouse of the village. . Upon the arrival of h e  messengers a meet- 
the meeting convened practically every able- 
man in Fort Dodge and vicinity was present. 
William Williams presided as chairman, 
Charles B. Richards acted as secretary.216 H; 
and Wheeloak were called upon to relate their 
that immediate and r%mlute action should be 
to deal with the situation. The chairman, 
seemed best in the light of eesting circumstancens satisfaction of all.e1s I I $  
to cause it to 
march one continuous flounder from Webster 
and some extra clothing md blankets. 
Rosenkrans, the Funks, E. W. Saulsbury and 
City could boast of but few people who were 
to provide much assistance; but each did hib 
and in the end the volunteers were reasonably 
outfitted for the journey. 
John Gates, Josiah GtMith, James Hickey, 
hrey C. Hillock, M. W. H6w1mdI-Eb D. Kel- 
ck Stafford, and A. K. Ttdk @ the country 
diately adjacent to Webster:C?&y.= 
ptain Johnson was not a W&&r Uity man but 
from Bach Grove. In view d! fie l ahr  inci- 
testimonial to the spirit and determination 
men, untrained as t h y  were, can be given 
say that they made the march of more than 
I -- 
. I '  , 
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lot never to r e t ~ m 2 ~ ~  si 
While news of the massacre was being 4 to Homer, Webster City, and Border Pla* 
citizenb' of Fort Dodge and vicinity were 
work organizing their groups of volunteers, 
by the b e  the Webster City unit had arriv 
ars the marching conditions a t  this time wol 
a severe drain upon the physical endurance d 
strongest. In addition it was recognized tM 
yonng men would not have in many instanw 
Early on Monday morning-each of the &a 
panies selected  officer^. Oharles B. Richardrsj 
had acted as swe- of the first general da 
was selected a9 t'ltkpkh of Company A ; while9 
as First Lientenatif* &! X. Wright as Sergeant 
. '..> < 
s:  George W. Briuee, William E, Burk- 
, Henry Carse, - Chatterton, Julius Con- 
&re ready fdr some form if  united action. 
too it wae thought best to select only the 
men, since the inclemency of the weather 
A r e  2 dependent families. Fully eighty 
stepped forward in response to the call fo 
hers, and from these tw6 companies were or 
F. Duneombe wtw & ~ e " 3 2  to head Company B in the same manner 
tain Biehards at onm' m1ected Franklin A. 8 
age a bar to joining t&e 
whatever they f onad 
-named James h severe winter in a f r  
geant, and Thomas ' ly was there a man or 
in the surrounding cow 
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apparel, blankets, or other akticles that might 
useful on the journey* The equipment o%, 
varied from the worst conditioned dotgan t 
of the finest type of Sharps rifle to be found 
Ail of Monday, after the muster 
spent in collecting the equipment for the exp 
After some little effort two or three ox te 
wagons wem s m r d  to h a d  the food su "tg 
bedding* and a m p  equipment. A team and q 
was dloMed to eaah compmy, so that all su$lj 
for d organization might be kept separatcal 
&sthot. The imperfect means of transpow 
pnniCted the taking of only limited supplies8 
no. grain 
oxen mil 
f orags 
subsist 
could be ta 
t. It was 
ken 
tho 
enough, &at the cattle might be able to f o r a ~  
themeelves at the Parioas camping or stod 
places along the route. 
a f te r  the oom@~ bad been organized ae 
arate units and &e'Webster City contingenh 
arrived* a domr odrdination of the forcers 
effeated. 
tions was Iled 4 
g of 
&h matter 
! the 
of c 
cussed. In the $ decided to organke 4 
Willia.ms, the only 
eqerience and who 
m8 Grimes to act in I 
an emergency, wa &i c;o-d the batta 
thus created. This mawn@  cognition of the 
doubted ability and v igm:~ i  &he first postma8 
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& mayor, and first citizen of Fort Dodge-es- 
$ally since his age of sixty years was far beyond 
tt considered de&rable for members of the expe- 
ion."' The future proved the wisdom of the 
ection, for his command of the situation had 
to- 
for 
with 
Ebtely 
shaping 
than 0th 
the 11 
erwiae 
~ t e r  , develop] 
might have 
nents 
been 
I case. George B. Sherman was seiected as quar- 
master and commissary; and in order to e,nable 
a to better perform his duties he was' detached 
)m Company A into which he had already been 
zstered. Dr. George R. Bisell of Fort Dodge 
- 
surgeon, 
1 member 
and h 
of the 
,e proved a 
emdition. 
most 
Thus 
ranized, the -battalion numbered i t  the time of 
ving Fort Dodge a total of niketpme officers and 
isted men. 
I ,  . ' . I . - 
. - $ 
, ' .  . , . '  
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THE MaRCH FROM FORT DODGE 
MEDIUM LAKE 
or appreciation of mtive service. With snow onstrated his ability 
- ly four feet deep on the level, and with e expedition was in a m p  
culties in marcbing and in the transporta 
found themselves plunged into snow-We 
beds where with the oxen they floundered va 
some time in more than fifteen or twenty ducive to slumber 
drifted snow before they gained the lesser 
beyond. The dilliculties were greatly increase 'night on this exp 
the lack of s&cient transportation facilities. 
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now as it w'as at the time. I, Boo, dept on a, 
bank and had as my next neighbor one of t h q  
rible snorers who could make a danger signal Ir 
than a locomotive whistle and more musical 
calliope in the procession of a circus."P81 II The morning of the twenty-fifth saw the 
awake and astir early in' the preparation of a Id 
fast that failed to satisfy. On this second dq 
line of march led them UD the course nf the 
- r---- 
the lamL The point which theyuhoped to 1 
was Dakota City just above the junction of t h e a  
* , - . . -- - --- s= 
to CPOSB and recross the river no less than fift81i 
twenty times. In the end this plan of march pli. 
impracticable since the ice in places was not st 
enough to sustain the weight of the men : w h o a  
" - -- 
broke the banks o'iu$he river. 
Matters b e m e  muoh worse as the day devef# 
into one of coxlgider&ile warmth. The water 
ning down from the hibides collected in the de 3 sions and turned the aaow of thn rnvinoa i m t n  UI 
- - 
.1. . r----- 
8 . lielpleae. The rays rifli&d from the snow kAvl"; ;, 
h r n e d  the hands and faoer of the men?' Bv n 3  
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attalion had covered no more than the ten 
to Dakota City. Here they c a ~ p e d  as best 
could. Some were able to mmre places in 
es, and a few were taken inti, the homes; but 
the greater number were mhpalled to sleep 
eir blankets on the open p d r i e .  By this time 
e of the men were showing efidbnoe of exhaus- 
n, while others were sufFerinis a '-vim marked de- -
in spirits. 
the march north from ~ & 6 t &  CX&y the rBal dif- 
ies of the expedition dev~lqwd. Etayon& this 
t the snow w a ~  piled ep high-kmt frequently the 
ves and timber along the r i v e r d  not be reaoh- 
When snch conditiow m u  abatered  the 
and was compellet3 to kmp **&'open prairie. 
was not, haweve 
; h e  on account 
evils, they elwted what 
kept within the sbelter 
e difficulties. 
gons which followed 
hing the snow wm 
possible for the 
%,bough the deep d r m  -411 '& %of however, 
TS solve the t r m  
snch help the o 
I W r n , T  FT ;r,K , - ' 
8 I d )  ! 
tter road and if possible 
gether w i ~  the oxen. By almost herculean 
the wagons were thus dragged through the dr 
snow. Clften the mow would accumulate in 
marching, the dragging of wiigons by man 
and the clearing away of snow continued dur 
dWJ oat from Dakota City. Under such 
ti@m the advance of the command was 
sloiw. . 
y, and that i t  was as well to keep moving. We 
s to shelter us; so, to many the outlook W a s  ex- 
every mile or tyo: . 
not be reached on 
companies m e  to e night. Being some distance from the timber 
cnlties before them, ey could obtain no wood with which to kindle fires 
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now understand this is not to be a holi 
gone far enough is at liberty to return."a40 
was willing to accept the offer. It 
ever, that Daniel Okemn and John 0' 
ms that the tar box of Oobnpmy A's wagon 
a settler tit Mclbight's Point for some time, . The formal triaa p x o ~ d ~ ~ - - ~ ~  organiza- 
was at  his cabin that the advance scouts w 
ceived and oared for. Church, whose home 
sion- was carried tlzroqh an& Brhee wag de- 
Dodge for alpplies and had stopped at th 
cabin on his return up the river on the Fort 
was being organiad a t  Fort Dodge to 
whites who might beye escaped and to 
Indians who had done khe deed. Upon hear 
he had resolved to awa;it the coming of the 
tion and enlist for semioe. 
At McKnight's Point a halt of a half-day on 
day afternoon was tabs for pmposes of recu 
tion. Here a number of d w r t e d  cabins furn 
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had heard of the massame at the Irish Colog 
were hastening south to Fort Dodge to r q  
The6 men at ance joined Company A. I 
It wahl at Shippey3s Point that 3.116, That&( 
' Asa Burt& wese found agxiowly awaiting tb 
ing of tJu battalioa- ThatOher was nearly 4 
omr $hie reprted fate of his f d y ,  bat had b 
dumd by Bartch to await the coming of the 
--in Company B of which the two men ng 
Xistgcbgw The load of supplies -mostly flour, - 
Lnw and Thakher had been taking to the lake8 
%he e-astern part of the state-was coaliscab 
th use of the battdion tts the supplies of the 
were growing uncomfortably low and Shema 
c o d s a r y ,  was homing nervous. , 
On Sunday q m i n g  the onward march wr 
sumed wi th  the Wsh settlement on Medim La 
the objective, poi& for the day. As the e q  
moved further b- &e north, the Mcnlties G 
mamh beetme bewuse the snow increar 
depth of the snow in (La,&m places see& f a  
less. The "colony" ww ballp reached witho 
he settlement at Medium Lake comprised about 
lve or fifteen Irish families who had come from 
ois in the fall of 1856. They had selected claims 
p the Des Moines River, but had made no per- 
- 
rnent improvements. Instead, they had b a t  
orary cabins in a grove at the southwest corner 
dium Lake where they planned to spend the 
r."' In time this temporary settlement devel- 
d into the town of Emmetsburg, which to the 
ent day has retained a large percentage of people 
nativity. 
. from thc 
Here 
3 perils 
also 
of an 
were many people who 
I Indian attack and had 
me together for the winter. They were found liv- 
b in rudely constructed cabin shelters .or in dug- 
t ~ . % * ~  Destitute gf provisions, they were as far as 
esible being s u ~ ~ o r t e d  from the slender stores of 
heir Irish neighbors upon whose pity they hsd 
krown themselves. 
here the 
recruits : 
expedil 
there 
;ionar 
after 
y force was augmented 
it comprised one hun- 
Led and twenty-five men. Since &st of these per- 
coas did not formally enlist their nameB do not ap- 
par upon the official mueter roll of the battalion. 
[ot only did the companies receive recruits at Medi- 
m Lake, but it was here that they were able to ex- 
hange their worn out oxen for freah t e a s .  They 
rere also able to replenish somewhat their commis- 
,artmen$ 
much f~ 
for the 
o d  as 
9 new 
the e 
members brought with' 
~ettlement was able to. 
'i' 
; , , ; ' J ; )  I,' 
, .I, ' 
' J m  I ,  . " 
FROM MEDIUM LAKE TO GRANGER'S PI 
On Monday morning the expedition set oui 
much refrwhed; for the men had not only fti 
the evening before bat that morning they "butti 
a mw Wt had been wintered on prairie hay. . 
beef wilrs n ~ t  exactly porterhouse steak, but B 
Fad fop hungry men.'m4' The day's march 1 
hart3 one, and when Big Island Grove near tha 
L b s  was reached the men were so exhausted 
they threw themselves on the ground, rolled . 
their blankets, and went to sleep without lsuppe 
Ex-Governor Carpenter, in relating his expe 
es as a member of the expedition, says that the b 
after the lapse of forty-one years a picture 
him "of Capt. Ohtales 3. Richards and Lieu 
F. A. ~trathon . , . . with two or three 
men, cutting wood, p 
was spent by the so%& 
men. 
.: 182 
!nc- 
re \irgfi 
before 
tenant 
the 
ing 
hey 
ic?n 
Ippcr : 
---ple 
)ln- 
~ h t  
eir 
fact that their visits were recent was the report 
a t  the campfires were still glowing, and that fish- 
g holes were found in the ice.m0 
Many members of the expedition believed that the 
ndians, after raiding the settlements at the lake, 
rould cross over to the Des Moines and proceed 
oath on a war of extermination; d the signs a t  
lig Island Grove were very readily taecepted as a 
ubstantiation of this belief. ,It is ,probable, how- 
ver, that this was a mistaken cornfusion. Sleepy- 
lye had frequently rendezvoqed at Big Island 
trove, and the arrival of the expedition. may have 
dowed closely his departure on, q r h g  hunting 
rip. I t  is not probable that I&pa)duta9s men went 
I east of the lakes or south of Springf~eld. On the evening of the arrival of the expedition a t  
Big Island Grove, Major Williams decided that &nce 
' they were evidently in the Indian eo~mtry the march 
should thereafter be made with more caution. A& 
cordingly, he called for volanteers for an advance 
scouting party of ten men whose work would be to 
to observe, interpret, and report any aughlin, being true plaimmen, took the lead, 
might be discovered. They were to 
celerity with which" they "with their long 
wiry frames, pulled through the snow and 
the snow-drifts ' '.'*" 
advance had made a h a t  twelve miles when 
spot come into view. 'It 1~8o.n b~zwae vident 
e spot was moving. athation of the 
embers of the party wm mngd b the dis- 
. after sighting with their -tmr& for aome 
s, they too conduded ikth Q%& wW redly 
move. Furthermore it w t ~  .-d that the 
wheat flour. sddition the men 
squad advanced on the nm bsm& the party, 
was probably two milers tlw& , BR* no  moner 
latter were observed to h& c himrid aonaulta- , 
creek toward which 
ing- although it ww 3,~. fmt the closing 
Maroh. Orders were &m to the men to 
dia 
, 8 8 .  . 
Having reached the crest of 
tionists prepared to fight. 
halted and likewise seemed to prepare fo 
Before beginning the attack, however, the a r  
Church and a second man was awaited. Whe- 
le anxiety of the previous week"*" 
*om the story of the refugees it seems that while 
making their way southward, and almost 
far to the southeastward a group of men 
they, too, supposed to be Indians. It happen- 
t the men of the advance guard were wearing 
s as a protection from the cold, and so they 
did have the appearance of blanket-clad 
s. The refugees were wild with terror for 
lake region or haid been carried away in cap felt that their' end had certainly come. There 
the Indians.a58 
A pathetic sight, indeed, were these te 
had worn out their shoes; their dresses wer 
into fringe abont t hy1  aqkles ; the children 
ing with hunger - a d  cold ; the wounded 
deplorable condition for want of surgical ai 
food was entirely ex.hu$ted; they had no 
making fire; their blankets and clothing 
and frozen . . . . 'Tb refugees were 
come . . . . hQ they s a d  down in on and Smith were chosen to carry the news 
o the main body of the expedition, which at  
time was nearly eight miles to the rear. Mason 
. - 
' " '  . , , 
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de'clares that he was so excited that notwithats 
his fatigue he ran the whole distance. Whc 
messengers were within two miles of the expe 
their coming was observed by Captains Dun 
and Richards who rode out to meet them. : 
Williams was sent for and a consultation helc 
mn, Duncombe, Richards, and Dr. Bissell we 
dered by Major Williams to pwh forward as rr 
as possible to the aid of the refugees. A1 
o'clock'in the afternoon the start was made, a 
well 
@tip 
did the 
res from 
men make the 
. SpringSeld w 
reti 
ere 
clrn t 
reac 
o'clock. The advance guard and the fugitives 
found in the shelter of the creek willows o 
mile from where they had been left. Camp had 
pitched-if such it could be called. Meaw 
a storm had come up and it was raining furic 
whic 
and 
shelt 
h only i~ 
ragged 
~ r / ~ ~  
 creased the sa 
ref ugees who 
d PI 
wer 
ight 
,e wj 
When the main expeditionary body arrived ; 
midnight strenuous efforts were made to pr 
some sort of comfort for the distressed and E 
ing fugitives. The only semblance to a tent in1 
expedition's equipment -one made of bla 
patched together-wae provided them, and 
wounds were dressed by Dr. Bissell. Being so 
the scene of the masawre, it was feared that 
then 
And 
Indians 
so guam 
might be in tb 
ds were p l d  
attack. Since the men were greatly exhausted4 
189 
ur. Thus little rest came to any of the men 
""- - 
g a  from its already skender store. Being thus 
qtted, they were given a guard and sent on to 
Irish Colony. Mr. Church left the expedition a t  
b ~ o i n t  to accompany his wife and children to Fort 
re and Webster City. 
&s decided to push toward thd point &s rapid- 
possible. When the march was resumed on the 
rmina following: the meeting with the refugees 
&ham, andSareb Palmer did l a ~ t  continue with 
3 refugees, but enlisted as mmbm of the expedi- 
nary force, each hoping for a & a m  to even up 
~Cters with the red men. 
$ the trying ordeal of the ma&, In the morn- ' 
r additional precautiom mm t&& 20 gnard 
ght chance to be in tde 64pber &long the streams 
d about the lakes. The given orders' 
fire their guns only in und Indians. 
te advance had continue& &nt three miles, when 
190 
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of reports in quick sn~cession from th 
runners to be Indians, and he at oaoe 
hoping to head them' off before they co 
mmbe soon &ached n& e 
two of the expedition smuts. 
It wm learned h t  while passing 
the timber two old hunter members of the. 
h e e d  to see some beavers sunning theme 
the ice. Unable to rbsist the first impulse,: 
emptied the eontents of their guns at the uns 
k g  animals. Th.8 men, seen running out 
timber were only chasing some of the anim 
had not been Idled by the init 
while, the whole expeditionary fo 
and with loaded gnns put in 
attack. Some members, unabl 
selveq did not wait for the command, but 
the imagined Indi 
. After some little 
red to a state of o 
who were oceu 
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brtook the humanitarian task with the hope that 
~nhow the future would care for itself. 
Lake. Aocompanied by two mounted men- 
m+ain Richards and another whose name is now 
e burial detail was to proceed 
&e sad task of burying the 
XXrV command at the Irish set 
THE BURIBL'DETAIL 
When morning came the conclwions of -the detail set out upon its 
cil were r6portsed to the oommand, and v erosssing of the Des Moines, 
not over twenty-dve in number, were call ed, the horsemen were unabl 
serve an the burial detail. The report 
a most cordial response and the full quota 
Wrs was obtained at once. Those who 
their willingness to serve were : Captain J. 
son and Captain Charles B. Richards, Li 
John N. Maxwell, and privates Henry Carse, 
El. Bnrkholder, William Ford, H. E. D 
C. Howe, Gteorge P. Bmith, Owen S. fl in the afternoon. Making 
Stebbins, Silas Van Oleave, R. U. Whee le and Thatcher cabin, they foi 
Smith, William A. De Foe, ch Ryan and Alvin Noble a t  
Addington, B. MaCormick, J. M. Th 
R. Wilson, William ,E Laughlin, Elias D. 
and anothm ~hoge.r)mne is not known.260 
had no assurance @at %by would be able 
192 
to the lakes, per- 
dead, and rejoin 
;tlement on Medi- 
journey; but at . 
the first stream 
e to force 5 pas- 
- ,  
.e. The men crossed safely on a log; but-the 
ses could not be forced to swim the channel, and 
~ r . an  hour's work Captain Richards, and his com- 
lion gave up the effort and returned to the main 
mand.261 
Vithout incident the members of the party remh- 
the southeastern shore of the east lake about two 
their way to the 
md the bodies of 
the rear of the 
~se. Each body had been riddled with bullets. 
! yard and adjacent prairie wore &iakly sprinkled 
h feathers which had come from the, destroyed 
her ticks for which the I n a m  had had no use. 
bodies were buried at the foot of a large oak 
3 near the house. While Borne of tihe party were 
lTing the dead a t  this mbh, others walked on to 
Howe cabin where seven b d e e  were found lying 
b u t  the cabin doorstep. Among the mangled re-' 
ns found in the yard Thabhar indentilied his in- 
tint child. The burids at the Howe cabin were 
completed late in the afternoon; but 
vented the men from proceeding to 
ins. Returning to the Thahher cabin the 
from the Thatcher cabin. This was in kee 
the desire of the father that his child 
buried upon his o m  property. Returnm 
Howe cabin the followinp~ mornina they f 
h w i d  detail reported the &rment of eight 
a t  the Howe mbin. 
From Howe's cabin they proceeded to the 
ments on the west, lake. At this juncture the 
was divided, and one section under Captain J 
took the lake shore trq, while a second 
Lieutenant Maxwell ~rmeed the lake directly 
with the Mattock d i n .  The Johnson 
to have f o d  the M y  of Joel Howe 
and to have b d  ik near the swt where it 
tered through thel a d  along the td 
ward the Granger h a m e . ~ o a s  the strait. Ei 
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e of a desperate resi~tance was noted. Dr. 
s found with his broken rFfle still grasped 
. Eleven bodies were coll&d and bnri- 
the strait at the Granger cabin they found 
dy of Carl Granger horribly mutilatd, as by 
e Gardner home was the last to be visited. 
ix bodies were found a d  badd about fifty 
o the southeast of the' asbk on &pot said 
been designated by Ellha. Qardner when 
et the rescue party. Ae yet tka.b&eo of Lnce 
@y the time the work of i n t m  sompleted 
 he Gardner cabin, it was lab h~titijie dtemoon. 
a a t e l y  Wilson's memo &&44t~ xe~cue of 
b-party in their stressl h m w  pedled 
in the fall when a visikw *,-*her mbin 
ad seen Gardner 
r stove to insure the 
! winter. Upon investijtkm there was discover- 
the hunger of the men that evening and on fall in. "After the men had fallen in he 
lowing morning. e further order, 'All who favor starting at 
After this potato breakfast on the mor across the prairie, step three paces to the front; 
April fourth, sixteen of the twenty-three men e ~ t  s and fast' . . . . WBat little provision 
left in camp was speedily packed and the party 
en of the party having interests to look after ready to depart at once. Captain Johnson 
lakes, decided to remain a few days longer. Burkholder urged united &on upon the seven 
who decided to remain were 8. A. Smith, 0 
C. Howe, E U. Wheelock, B. F. Parment 
Burtch, J. M. Thatcher, and William R. 
Howe and Wheelock remained to make sure o 
t that proposition as the seven were op- 
their plans. Thus the twa groups parted 
 acre.^^^ 
-good friends but emh , % d y  convinced 
other wae in the wroq. The membera of 
rty that left took all *the $oa& a d  were al- 
to do so because thosg wbo remained behind 
route to be taken on the return trip. While ted upon securing their store from the wagon- 
fasting tbat morning the discussion had arise of supplies which had bean bft samewhere out 
majority favored as direct a route as possible . I 
the open prairie to the Irish Colony. Others he men who remained ~ e t  m$~,raffi lome to locate 
party did not consider such a route to be safe 
there was no difliculty in 
to Granger's Point and thence to the Irish C 
Meanwhile, a storm was gathering which seem 
add force to the arguments of those in favor was falling heavil;~. ln -a short time, it be- 
known road. e a blinding, driving w&16dwf snow. ' Reach- 
The matter could not be settled by argument; the cabin, they laid k s mpply of fuel. Being 
Indian attack. All that could be done 
etorm raged was to await patiently its aba 
safety. 
The morning of the second day after the b 
of the blizz~rd dawned clear and intensely c 
mixed up with water 'and baked over a camp- 
A few of the party shot, dressed andbroiled 
considered them good eating, but that diet did 
ecome popular. ' ' a66 
mgreement of the morning, was quite warm, and 
and, after resting a day, started for the Iris 
ment. At this point they found some of the 
ed from SpriElgtleld settlement who had no 
was Henry Grse who, a0 will be seen, s e e  
terribly on the aZght out from the G a d e r  
were biddm goodbye,. . rendering progress next to impossible. 
When Cylinder Greek was reached the par With the oncoming of the storm began the first 
cteeded through great eff& in effecting a cr dimgreement among the men after leaving €he Gard- 
of the best route to be taken. Jonas M 
cided to remain where it was rather than 
soon as the halt was made the men tumbled 
in a shivering heap and huddled c l o d y  to- 
reached within a short time after the storm 
upon them.2e7 to let the water out. Clarse had removed his 
The other members of the party lost much val 
time in wandering southward along the cow were frozen stiff. He then tore Ebis blanket into 
should have been. Against the protests of a 
Murray continued to lead the party still 
south. Near sunset Maxwell and Laughlin 
for the night sinae they feared the loss of 
in the oncoming darkness. But Murray, 
and Burkholder, thought it best to continue an 
the pasty pressed on."e8 Ahead of ihem was a 
to the east of whioh was a great stretch of 
ue to the tirelem of Maxwell and 
no m e  frar~e to Wth, although the 
at  night was k i d  to have been thirty- 
mm J : I ' '  P - ,<  
I 
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n. He then discharged the gan into 
farther of rotten wood which, after some attention, 
DaUey soon arrived with the help- 
miles to the east was seen a; grove of timbe se. When the blanket wrappings were re- 
man expressed himself as willing and able from Carse's feet the skin of the soles came 
and so without breakfast (for they had no em. Dalley finally succeeded in stopping the 
party started in that direction, believing g and in reviving him. It was only a few 
before that Carse had befriended Dalley by 
last to leave camp, and when about three him under his own blanket. The boy - for 
the timber he found Carse sitting on the s, being less than twenty years of age- 
of a d mound trying to pull on his f rly clad and had anffered much from the 
The blanket wrappings of his feet had the expedition. His youthful strength and 
however, carried him safely through to the 
eanwhile, Kellogg had seated himself a t  the 
ree and before anyone had observed his 
for attention he too had become unconscious 
exposure. Before he could be revived it was 
sary to cut his icy clothing away from his body 
ticable means of removing it. When 
done he gradually regained conscious- 
ed but little the worse for his experi- 
Carse to the timber, by which time he was 
scious and blood waw streaming from his mo ghlin and Maxwell, having attended those who 
Laughlin and Kellogg, who had reached the re needing help and noting that orU. were a~ com- 
table as conditions would permit, started out to 
discovered that not a member of the ss the river with a view to l o ~ ~ g  the Irish set- 
found the river f kol;c4n thick enough 
the rescue. He h d  a gun and powder, support them, with the exmption of a few spots 
wearing a vest with (a heavy, quilted cotton r which they improvised a bridge of poles. Mak- 
their way to the mar& of the timber, they saw 
settlement in plain sight not over three miles 
away. Help was a t  once secured whi 
them to get Che disabled members of the pa 
the river and to mfety in the homes of ground. "After vainly trying for a long 
ment. Here they found Major Williams get them to make mother eeort to reach the 
their coming. 
Without delay Major Williams sent st leave them. After going some distance 
Des Moines to look for Johnson and hi back &d saw them still on their knees in 
They remained out during the whole of the apparently unable to rise. It itit not likely 
when they r e k e d  near dark reported that 
eluded that the men had been at  the were found near 
then gone southward, following the f t  his companions. 
river. Three of the five men in the 
two men had perished minewhere to the we& 
Des Moines River. 
go any farther. %!by were sheeted with i 
vice, upon removhg their boots. Re 
they could not reP& the boots they 
'blankets in strips 6% #&eh to wrap their 
this time they were in '&+kt of the timber d o  
er of beaver and began to roast it over 
and in a half-reclining position he spent 
RETURN OF @HE BELIEF EXpa night roasting and trying to eat the tough 
. , meat, first consigning his feet to a warmer 
From.~r&nger9s Point the return of the and then as his toothache for a time at- 
of the e~-d was uneventful until the 
ment was reached and passed. It will 
of the scanty rations then 
which would be encountered in ventwin 
wnmand had reached the cabin of an old 
near the ~hore  of Mad Lake. The experi if the command remained for any 
the fbt  night mt are illustrative of the e of t ime.27Vhe day of leaving Medium Lake 
to which m.p,mbers of the expedition wer 
ow. Only a short d i s h w  had hen trav- 
en rain began falbg-&at ZB a drizzle, 
the time Cylinder Creek wzw r e d e a l  it was 
roasted failed to .mi&@ the hunger of 
eek was about half a mile mid, mmpletely 
its rather narrow batta~~,  was unde$. 
to five feet of wabr, wWe the main chan- 
very sore feet. Fibally, the pain in his f 
easier. But "his to'otb reminded him that 1 
back. It seems that in crossing the Cylin- 
had lost both overcoat and cap. Upon their 
at the east side of the bottom the men could 
blinding fall of snow. This was the fear 
of April fourth that overtook the Johnson ir comrades. a f te r  spending .some time in 
its return from the Uardner cabin. to accomplish a crossing, they gave up the 
Captains Richards and Dnnoombe, not de 
of being able to effect a crossing of the main until about the middle of the aftehoon 
' dfer took tc, imprcwise a boat out of a ne again returned to the creek. This time 
wagon box. With very little effort this wa ere no more successful than before. Re- 
, 
was mulked water tight with bedquilt cotton. to the thought that the remainder of the 
8' ' Maaaon and Gluermey Smith were the men 
side making preparations to crose- the storm 
s time having abated so that a crossing might 
tempted. The creek was now solidly frozen so 
the task of crossing was easy. The way to4 
the other to the fim. pey's was soon made. Here they told the story 
When morning the storm had abated d ow they had saved .themselves from the terrors 
what, and So it wae deoli,dsd to return to the the awful storm. 
north, 
airing 
annel, 
i~ new 
n box 
Solon 
sen to 
But 
s and 
3, the 
char,- 
men 
1s the 
led.278 
corn- 
to do 
vo or 
tbout 
fed, 
)le to 
then 
brought into use and suGlemented- 
which when fastened together were st 
and over the wagon frames and then 
the frozen ground. This imwrovis 
door. Then with blankets and other c 
mon bed was made ; and into this the par 
wet from head to feet. Here thev rem 
teat af endnrkm n o w  &at " ~ince 
guide them to the Cylinder Creek 
the latter place resolved to remai 
dying down of the storm before m 
attempt at  6rossing; and they set 
vise a shelter. Again the tarpaulin wagon 
the oommand should break up into rsmall 
completely ciosed excepting a sm 
the south or lea side which served the r~ inoreasing dillid@ of d g  food. E,mb 
m to h d  its way horn in 4&e btmamer it 
w a  orderd to 
Saturday night until Monday m ~ea12p clune to m end 
ventured out to examine the sta ~ r & .  But the bard- 
d; before a nwber 
s n d d  triab al- 
the crossing the men had scarce 
to reach the opposite shore. . 
I 
Finding conditions satisfactory they b 
crossing after having tarried "over for 
without food or fire, 0% the ope% prairie, 
mercury at 32" below zero."27e 
It is little wonder that when thev started 
mouth was open wide, his tongue hanging 
in some instances blood running f r  
mouth. " 280 Governor Carpenter, in 
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to pilot them 
boldly acro,ss 
home. Wi 
the prairie 
th his party he 
in a line which 
would lead to a clearing in the 
knew they would receive a hearty welco 
darkness came on the men begm 
tion; but the looked-for timber a1 
did not appkar. One of the men, 
name, became wholly exhausted and 
ried. Within a short time he became del 
then the united efforts of three of the 
needed to keep him under control, with o 
ent suecess. Finally passing into a stup 
more easily managed. 
When Mason and his companions reached 
ber at about eleven o'clock the expected cab 
not be found. The men grew impatient and 
were inclined to criticize Mason as an inc 
guide. Having reached a slight elevation 
and despairing of locating the cabin, they 
to spend the night. Snow was cleared a 
the bare ground was reached and upon 
threw themselves. They had had no food 
start; indeed they had not brought any WI 
for they had expected to reach the cabin 
nightfall. When they had lain sleepless fo 
an hour, voices were heard and out of the d 
appeared hurr 
and Mrs. Elw 
an evening sp 
The finding 
lan forms.a81 
rood Collins 
lent a t  a nei 
I of the men 
' The newcomer 
who were retu: 
.ghbor 's home. 
. is thus describ 
Collins. "Husband and I, after having stayed 1 
ompany of Indians! We were too near to 
the light shone upon the place my pity was 
stirred. There, with thesnow mushed be- 
b, them, were eight men; some sitting, sobe re- 
@, and others lying flat upon their, baaks !" g~ 
b g  been piloted to the clearing the men slept 
&r City. ~ a t h a w a ~  nd Gates had to be left 
e cabin as they were not able to proceed. Thirc 
1 experience was but a repetition of the previ- 
me. As darkness fell the men were again ex- 
bd, but by crawling on hands and knees they 
I ended, for this Webster City gronp, the fear- 
a the Fort Dodge men the task af making their 
home was easier, as it did not necessitate the 
bing of as many streams-which at this time 
in flood condition. At the same time their 
was not laoging in incidents of trial. They 
3ged the march from cabin to cabin so that they 
t have no di5culty in procuring food, for they, 
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March twenty-sixth to April tenth, while 
dition from Fort Dodge and Webster 
its way painfully to and fropl the 
re a t  the lakes, bkpdnh  and 
eir flight. When Lientenant 
i&ed in ths'snow. sighted by the lookout, warn- 
oh was communicated t2erough 
camp. The warriors crouched among the 
ong the creek ready to spring oat upon 
the squaws and children lhade 
for a hasty retregt if need be, 
warrior ~ttood guard over the helpless 
s with orders to shoot them the moment 
s should attack. But Coursalle and La 
guiding Mumy's men, declared 
so old that pursuit would be 
; and so the soldiers rehmed to the main 
No sooner had they s-8 on their 
hkpaduta fled from his t e r n @ r q  camp 
gan the long journey to the B5g Elionx, the. 
, and the region beyond. 
Indians ware now thoroughly damned at  the', 
es of danger, and for two clap and nights 
ept up a continuous flight. No #tops were 
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m d  one piece of wood ~everal inches wide 
for the women captives it was terrible. 
ed with nothing but; a gun. &s a matter of 
the squaws carried packs, but they m r e  a@ 
to such burden-bearing and h e w  how to 
selves from its ill effects. Moreo~er, the , 
, were frequently equipped with a sort of 
snowshoe which greatly aided them in walk- 
The white captives sank deep into the snow a t  
step. They dared not stop to rest, for when- 
~ e y  slackened their pace the Indians would 
The papoose which she 
posed to carry seemed to consider that i 
titled to as many liberties and as  much 
when carried by her as it would have enjo 
making friends with the baby, and watching 
portunity would scratch it in the face until 
diana, hearing ib cries, finally concluded it 
like her and took it away. 
indulged in dag. As sprihg opaxd they were 
to secure a few ducks and geese, which seemed 
plentiful, but of which the Indims obtained 
uri& the plain. Here it was that the 
tribes to assemble from far and near. 
the Great Spirit, blowing the 
all, bade them meet here always in, pea- 
they might be a t  war elsewhere. Bdore- 
the raids at  the lakes had died of s 
Continued pursuit and ultimate 
Inaians. Although they kept constantly on 
after nearly two weeks of nninterrupte 
one hundred miles northwest of Heron Lake. 
travel, even for the Indians, was very 
The Indians wem BOW in a sacred region to burdens of the capG~m 
a region closely d M  with the mper march, the r a s  ww 
their race. Here t4w fmtprintr~. made by 
was 
migh 
This 
selve 
Sprii 
game 
not 1 
in Dl 
TE: 
had to wade a t  the risk of losing their 
were faring much better bhan might gone, by reason of the rapid thawing 
all ordinary bounds, and assume majestic 
l k e d  of mnDh af her paek At the pipeato 
and on the -=& after leaving that re 
medicine mlrn of &e b a d  had undertaken soon as the determination to cross had been 
ed, an Indian warrior-the m e  who had seized 
auch an extent h d  ox of caps from Gardner -removed the pack 
Mrs. Thatcher's back and transferred it to his 
her was not slow to perceive that some unusual 
sition was to be made of her. Bs she was 
other three captives, red forward to the driftwood bridge she spoke 
When she had made the middle of 
g Sioux and drown themselves. , Mrs 
the river. Retaining her presence of 
able by desperate efforts to keep her t would be (meless. But from th% time 
But each time she was met by an Indian 
her loose and with a long pole pushed 
main current. Finally, as  she' came to 
the last time, an Indian who had alw 
iarly brutal in his treatment of the 
his gun and shot her through the head, 
of Sioux or Yanktons were qow frequently 
the fate reserved for them, when and no$withstanding the repuktion of Ink- 
, he and his band were W y  1701'7 Ord ia l l~  
other Indians. Inde~d, they were more than 
y greeted from h e  to &h@ at these chance 
gs. The fact that libq seemed to be known by 
ands they chanced lm meha snggests that they 
re not strangers to the r&% stor$ of how 
T 
' 7  
, 
I (  
. . 
?;: , \ A  I ,  i 
seemed to be rece 
e events f o 1 l . d ~  @ a p i n g  
sguhk Lake, it m y  'b we 
e a*mpts made br the kzzdim and 
of Minnes~tar to a m e  m~tivefj 
ans. of mas- 
the buffalo range. Hunting was now qnite the 
of the day, and food became plentiful. The 
in€? and preparing of skins occupied the time 
squaws. 
. . 825 
able to devise the proper means. 
roper@ to accomplil their p-se- Bebl3 
themselves, and therefore well a c q u h M  
India attitude of mind, they did not * 
rs were ~ m i n g . ~  L 
the rewon for their GO-  for^ 
prop8ition was a r p d .  Gr&sr*noot+ acting 
capaci@ of spokesman of the bli.okh@r& did not 
who feared the consequences. But the b te to b~ Inlrpaduta the enormity of the crime d But Inkpaduta remained nfi- 
? 01 
id I 
e tl 
tanc 
~f tl 
alkt 
cidt 
ranc 
1 fc  
rust 
Ira4 
2att 
-- upc 
Indian 
Id 1 
Mic 
sa; 
nt  I 
w A 
an@, returned to the camp upon the Big 
added, would show his good faith in the this camp Mrs. Marble was inform- 
Frenchman, who happened to be in the camp, for the purpose of getting rid of hie unw 
tenaoiaw visitors as soon as possible. 
demanded for the release of even one o 
was so high that there was nothing to 
ed and somewhat reluctant to leave her new- 
and k i d  friends. Upon leaving the lodge she 
ced in the care of Agent Flandran who start- 
her a t  once for St. Paul where they arrived 
writing of Mrs. Marble's arrival in St. Paul 
was Phips. After his death, she married Mr. 
le, with whom she removed to Linn county, GFardner for she ww r e g d e d  as re1 
, and ultimately to Spirit Lake in Dick[in]son from harsh treatment: by her captors on ace 
WL. 
'I 1 A 
, , ,  .. 56.00 
two yards of blue squaw cloth 44.00 
pounds of tobacco 10.00 
8QM OF ABBIE GABDNER 13.00 
4.75 
From Mrs. Marble was obtained the info 25.00 
as to the whereabouts of the other captives. 4.00 
out delay Agent Fl'andrau and the h v .  St 1030 
1.50 
1.50 
e Agency on credit, as he could not from his 
services- It was not, however, deemed d 
that the rescue should be undertaken by- any 
men- A~ordingly all whites who applied 
once rejected. r the release of his o a p ~ ~ s . ' ~  
The elidnation fhally left three volm 
Pad Ma-58-h-ta-ma-ni (sometimes called ~lmp on Lake Madison it wag etcriddnt to -a- 
that it would not be long @ vold5eF~ would 
e on his trail. He falit sme '&at' 6be dttptive 'Q 
to civilization woalwi pesdt b tedonbled en- 
:. , tage in seem* the release of the two r 4 (I( ,,'!' , ,captives : 
'! ' 1 . d   
I 1 n , Wagon and double -hainem 
111 
.,. ,. Four homw 
esa 
n ~ .  
hg 
om 
tp- . 
nd 
on 
t o  
'P- 
lot 
*bout two weeks after the breaking 0 
Lake Madison they fell in with a band of 
In this band was a one-legged feuow, 
bade- (End of the Snake) by name, 
an eye for business and having heard 0 
of hfrs. Marble, deoided to buy the rem 
tives9 take them to the Missouri River 
there offer them for sale. A bargain 
~hmck with Inkpaduta, who now seemed 
two days after the killing of Mrs. Noble 
 an^ c rowd  the Jarnee samewhere near the 
tribe- one favoring immediate s&, the 
taining that it wodd be better to M e  the 
the Missouri River corntry. 
about the ransom. 
the purchase price had been paid and the 
turned over to her new eare-takers, they 
dro-4 . . A.nother,would te urged by the Ymkkons to remain and attend 
~ 0 d d  be bomd to a stake and burned, to be give in their honor. Abbie Qardner, 
manner in which 1 ~ ~ d d  writbe and at r, was a ~ o u s  to make her retnm to c?i*a* 
spes&ly as possible. 8be bad a h  observed 
preparations which were being made 
my toes, or finger, be wodd show how og was to be served at the feast, and so de- 
piwe Was to be cut &@'.&*O F i l l y  the to attend, urging upon her guides an irrme- 
departure. In spite of her failure to aPPre- 
\ 
tement 
' When 
Indiao 
Calne 
shirta, 
lL UP Ink. 
"'"1~ fol. 
md. 
or the 
in hie 
)f the 
ubmit 
acked 
:ht to 
n the 
main- 
ive to 
\ 
wagon that only Miss Gardner could be rn 
dated in additiog to the AS a fur  
snrmce of good will the chief sent two of : 
men along as a guard. They were to accomg 
group to the '51rahpeton Agency before a 
Evidently this was a safeguard against a t b  
-data% men, for it appears that a'nm 
party followed for four days before turni 
to the camp on Snake Creek?18 
- others walked. The first adventure of the 
which proved to her the good intentions of rself out of cloth furnished by the half-breed 
Sans was at the crossing of the James River. . 
the party arrived a t  the stream, the girl W- 
in a frail little boat not more than five or 
in length-just large enough for herself. 
fright she reca11'8d the Yankton's tales of h 
=4! by her pmhasers. But she was soon was on or about the tenth @ay of June. Her 
m ~ ~ m e d  of their mod intentions. Having pl altogether unbounded whB1 @Be found her- 
once more lodged in Ule h m  ofla ~ X Q W ~  of her 
thong cable to one and. When these pre 
for crossing were completed, the Indians e was actual and mot eddm&d drew. 
'themselves of most of their dof ig ,  
'the stream, and led or guided the canoe 
' 8 'A- 
hi8 
rble 
;eve 
,nth 
r in 
ob- 
een 
)re. 
;ion 
ose 
to- 
' to 
the 
led I eat 
the 
1rY 
ley 
aul 
be 
the most becoming and "effective widow's 
tainable in the market".81' When this 
satisfactorily accomplished, Mrs. Marble 
sented to the people a t  a public meeting or 
in the hotel. Before the reception came 
 overn nor Medary to be used in whatever m 
Cl~vernor thought best. Mrs. Marble was 
realieed on the 
revolt because of the non-payment of 
after her arrival the Indians tentatively 
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, ,took the prominent parts. Ma-za-ku-b- 
rwminded Governor Medsry of the great 
n which his people held the whites and - 
u - t  of their desire to nmnifest this 
and his mmpmions had been *g 
ke the perilous mis~ion-which they 
ertaking. An-pe-t~-tok-cha followed his 
a relation of the salient feetnres 
Yankton a m p  and 
n of the diiliculties met and Over- 
the comcil while the negotiation for the 
autioned the Indians 
g any form of corn- 
ements of the plains 
had rendered would be mwarded in a 
Stme P W s e  in view as on the previous mamer, and thtlt m m t  of their 
that of m a k g  her presentable for a pn 
tion. Xather at Washbg- 
Previollhl her arrival it had been ar r  A w t  F'hmdraa Pre- 
afpl.fleezl.f, M a n  war 
let - the gift of the Yankton <fhief, MetO~wa-ken, 
a whom she had been pnrehased. The bonnet 
een entrusted to the k q i n g  of Ma-za-ku-ta- 
with instructions to ham tt ppre~enhd to the 
n she should be &elf delivered to the3 
Were specially kdbd to be present. T ather, the Governor. E'o~~o* these for- 
much speechmaking, h which Governor es an elaborate state dlnne~ was served in Agent Flandran, Y ~ m - b - t a - m ~ - ~ i ,  and of the released captiva and her rescuers. 
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Purpose of finding her sister Eliza, who ha 
f~rtunate  as to escape the massacres at  Ok T~IT AND PUNISHMENT OF INEPADUTA 
s~rin&eld. Governor Medary aocompaniea 
far as Dubuque. In case the sister could ely after the departure of Abbie @arber ,  
located, he proposed to take Abbie to CO drau and her rescuers returned to the 
Ohio, and adopt her into his own famiIy.rn0 edicine Agency. Here Agent ~ l a n d r l u  
Dnbuque Mr. Lee conducted Miss Gardner to m&e a settlement with the Indians 
well demonstrated their good faith. With- 
liam Williams, who promised to have her ~ t y  the matter was adjusted upon the basis 
Soon as possible to the home of her sister. hundred dollar cash payment to each or. a 
that Eliza Gardner had married William R. of twelve hundred d0llms.8~~ The l eg i s l a t~e  of
o h  Territory bad acted in the matter while 
ndians were on their rjaisgion; , a d  the Fay- 
was now made on b ~ b l f  of Governor MedarY- 
the first of May sentiment had began to 0rYs- 
who was hoping that he might yet hear s favor of some form of action by the Ter- 
vorable concerning Mrs. Thatcher. To legislature looking toward &O r e m e  of the Before such action cmld be -en, IHrs. 
Cross what turned out to be a river of death.8 in the welfare of thorn yet ~~~g in the 
of the Indians somew;hare on. +be Dakota 
An insistent papdar dmmrtEa arose f o ~  im-
e action ; and this d m d  WM me$ by an aP- 
n of ten thon~md d@mS" But the 
of this action had not d e d  Agent Fhndran 
e time he sent & Zn& to the rescue. The 
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lease of Abbie Gardner and Mrs. Marble s 
more than three thousand dollars were expe 
of the ten t h o u w d  app~opr ia ted .~~~ 
dians and had seen them off on their jour 
the rescue of Mrs. Noble and Abbie Gardner, 
to Fort Ridgely to confer with Colonel M 
nt Flandran does not appear to have consider- 
e request for a report its being urgent, since he 
no reply until August twenty-seventh, nearly 
onths later. In the report he took occasion to 
his forces under way immediately and it made the attack on Springfiqld. As has 
those under General Albert Sidney Joh 
was marching west to quell the Mormon dis 
in Utah. Unfortnnately the successor to C 
Agent Flandrau's seheme had to be given up, 
for a time. . 
Following quickly upon the order rece 
Colonel Alexander was one sent by the Secre 
re- 
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representatives from all bands of the 
& Sioux and a few from the' lower tribes, was 
endent Cullen. He told them 
Id be held responsible for the 
e lawless characters of their nation, and 
of this responsibility they should with- 
means of apprehending Ink- 
ng them to deliberate and report lat- 
d to the Lower Agency, wher? he 
circumstances, be superior to the enemy cil of the Mdewakanton and Wahpe- 
to contend with, and I would have no fea et on July twelfth. At this meeting 
cnrrence of the difliculties of last de the same demands as  a t  the Upper Agency 
with the treaties of Traverse des Sioux an a brief time Cullen received deputations 
of the Sioux informing him that 
nor would comply with his de- 
unless United States soldiers were aent with 
He communicated the demand to Major 
an, then commanding a t  Fort Ridgely, who re- 
that soldiers could not be furnished for such 
dertaking since there was not a sdc ient  num- 
t to make it advisable to spare 
whites of the frontier also came to pick up of sending soldiers to co-oper- 
money might be obtainable. At this parti . . . would only expose 
b -late in June, 1857-in addition to on the part of the Indians." 
f Indians on an expedition of 
d would rely on troops to do the work of 
g and killing . . . . in case they should1. 
an engagement with the party they were seek- 
ed a conference a t  the Upper Agency. This dmitting the soundness of this answer Superin- 
, 1 1 1 ,  
::'I 8 ' d  
, ' 
. - 
. ,  I 
tendent Cullen informed the Indian en 
a purpose, and he stated that unless; the 
est could not be granted until they sur- 
the culprit and laid their gnns asjde. By 
On the thirteenth the Indians again dec 
" upon the part of the Indian and military 
a climax on the evening of the fifteenth wh 
Major Sherman's command. The Indian 
and protected. This incident evidenced 
mination of these Indians to protect r 
punish I a ~ - b r e a ~ e r ~ ? * ~  
The crisis was made more acute by the sent word within a day OF b 9  that they 
for the release of the Indian to the military willing to undertake the m s &  and punish- 
ities. Major Sherman made the demand and of ,~nkp&ta. In  this rewlve they were &la0 
the Sissetoas. Bewnw of Little Crow's 
"*<' 
T 
I 
' 
8 ' h ,  
q t l " R ~ ~ ~ T  " 
I . .  J' L - l  ' ' 
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the Indians were in no condition to embark 1 
an expedition, shoe they were without food II 
plies of any kind. Upon their assurance B 
faith in the prosecution of the expedition thd 
promised the needed supplies. 
Thus equipped the Indian expedition stay 
pursuit of Inkpaduta on the nineteenth day ca 
To hold them to the faithful performance d 
promise, Superintendent Cullen sent his inteq 
Joseph Campbell, and six half-breeds along to: 
upon operations. One hundred and six wq 
under Little Crow made up the personnel 
company, in addition to Campbell and thd 
breeds.a52 The membershix, came from the8 
Sioux nation represented a t  the agencieg bei 
crnited from the seventeen bands of the ; 
Sioux and the eight bands of the Lower Si04 
After an absence of sixteen days the L i t a  
eqxditionary force returned to the Upper 4 
on the fourth of August. They reported t#! 
July h 
found 
were d 
each, a 
of the 
wen@ 
six 
ivide 
.bout 
expel 
?-eight 
lodgec 
d into 
three 
dition 
on arriving 
of Inbpadu 
wo encampm 
des apart. 
le lodges we 
a t  SG 
ta's I 
Lents a 
Prior 
re des 
occupants who fled to the Big Drift wood 
twenty miles away. They had evidently fled t 
lake for the better protection it would afford, : 
to the rank growth of reeds in its shallow w 
When the pursuers came up with the fleeing l3 
fighting began a t  once, but it had continued c 
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hoar when darkness put an end to the conflict. 
morning three 
and a boy, and 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - 
were taken, two 
three men were found killed 
Dne wounded. Of those killed one was identified 
:&-pi-a-pe-ta or Fire Cloud, a twin son of Ink- 
ha. It was alao learned from the captives that 
fection had arisen in Inkpaduta's band, as a re- 
of which Inkpadnta and a few followers had 
away and gone 
&tons. Not fec 
to the Snake Creek camp of 
!ling strong enough to make 
mds upon a camp of over a thousand Yankton 
.ds of Inkpaduta the expedition had returned 
port.888 
~t Superintendent Cullen ;as not satisfied with 
, had been done and he plainly spoke his mind. 
insistence irritated not only Little Crow, but 
leaders of the Sioux a t  both agencies. Cullen, 
!ver, was determined and he called a council of 
gssetons and Wahpetonk a t  the Upper Agency 
ngust tenth. The Indian representatives were 
n and Superintendent Cullen was tactless, with 
besult that many sharp replies were exchanged 
disadvantage t 
accused the S 
of both parties. ~ a h G j a  
uperintendent of beinn dis- - - - . . - . 
Bed because they, the Indians, had fa$d to 
; back a piece sf Inkpduta that he, Superin- 
!nt Cnllen, might taste of it and thus pronouncg 
its genuineness and prove their good faith in 
lting the sol& 
spoke bitterly 1 
.er lodge which had been 
concerning the wrongs done 
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in. his failure to reward the efforts 
honestly put f orthaSs Superintend ded in uniting this tribe with the Yanktons 
to accomplish his purpose and in the en secured the leadership. 
admit the need for action upon the part of had now grown too old to bs aggressive, 
tary arm of the government. Such action his leadership was more nominal .than real. 
ties long overdue. It is a reflection upon 
tiveness of the military to note that no furt 
was taken to punish the outlaw and his ba 
made his ill-fated ride, upon the Indian 
was sitting on the banks of the Little 
three were fishing in the stream. The little 
braith, hearing of their presence, sent ding up the valley to hold the Indians on 
T. J. 8heehan with a few soldiers to dr while Custer should come upon them from 
away from the agency. But their frie 
warned them; and when the detail surro 
camp to the south of Lake Benton the Indi alarm in time for Gall and Grass to come 
drive baek Reno, and then hasten b a d  and 
it suddenly ended leaving not a trace of its te Custes and his force. At .this tjme, and 
nance. 
contented himaelf with a We of complete 
He is presumed to have joined with Little 
kota country which was to culminate in the 
of 1862. During the progress of this rev 
1 to 
nili. 
now I 
nui- 
tion 
of. 
the 
ion. 
a p  
F to  
f al- 
lant 
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3 
found the descendants of Inkpadoota ,i 
However, the bloody-minded old savage 
died 
the I 
miserably some years befc 
Life of an implacable foe of 
,re7 '.886 
the wh 
for nearly forty years had terrorized the no1 
ern frontier from the Mississippi River in B 
the far away R~ckies of Canada. 
Of the original band but little more r emh 
said. While the excitement was at  its highu 
closing days of June, 1857, incident to the a 
ment of the annuities, Agent Flandrau, the 
Low 
trad 
er Agency, received note 
er on the Yellow Medicine 
from S 
. The 
the information that Inkpaduta and severti 
band were then a t  the Upper Agency. Th 
immediately sent a messenger to Fort Ridi 
ques 
men 
king help. He was given a c 
under Lieutenant Murry. 
detach 
While 
were on the way from Fort Ridgely to the 3 
Agency, Agent Flandrau recruited a volunte 
of perhaps twenw-five men to .assist in ths 
tions against Inkpladuta. Among these vol 
w a ~  the well-known scout and interpreter, 
Campbell, who was almost an indispensable 
of a 
had 
,ny such expedition. Wher 
been completed, the Indian 
1 these 
. messel 
back to the Upper Agency with the requeE 
guide be sent out to meet and lead them to 
law's m p .  
At dusk the united forces started for the 
Medicine. About midway between the two r 
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ing followed was #at of the Sioux and ac- 
to their custom it passed over the summit of 
ation. When the party had reaohed the 
- 
When found-he was qui& sitting by the 
the trail, engaged in his favorite gwtime of 
g. Upon being accosted he gave ncTt the 
&hst evidence of recognition or interest. When 
i When questioned as to methods of attack he 
ed the best plan would be to "charge down on 
a and when they see the soldiers, they will 
Kith other Day as guide, the ma was resumed. 
& party rebched the riv'er, about one mile below 
i cramp, just at dawn. The amp XKM pitched on 
Mean or open prairie about a qnarte~ of a mile 
m the river. To re&& the9 &alter of the river it 
dd be necessary for one fleeing from the oamp 
pass across the open space and go down a pre- 
itous descent of about lB%y fmt. When within a 
' I  .w 
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Lieutenant Murry. Nearly sim 
called out that there-was the man, and rifles 
ly cracked. Obviously the fugitive was not 
he safely made the shelter of the brush a1 
river in the face of a continued fire. 
In his hurried flight the Indian was not 
for he carried a double-barreled shot-gun. we reached the Agency bdldings in safe&: and 
ossession of a log house, where we remained 
d by Major Sherman with the famous old 
soon as he reached the shelter of the brush Visb battery . . . . We felt . . . 
e man who was chased by a bear, and h d l ~  
was greeted with a volley from the soldie his paws around a tree; he wanted gomebody 
of the man was riddled with bullets. Upo Indians became quiet. 
nuities. On the return it was necessary 
. . < , , . 8 8 '  .7." - 
,pf the Interior, who in turn designated the 
XXX 
THE MEMORIAL TRIBUTES OF I Minnesota, as the disbursing agent of the 
From what has preoeded one might con provisions of this act claims aggregat- 
Minnesota Territory alone was suEciently 
in the welfare of the captives and the punis 
the marauders to take official action re1 
Although such wrus not the case, it 
nesota Territory through its legislative 
first to take official notice of the 
teapt a remedy. To be sure the Gove 
had for several years been insi~tent in 
m n d s  upon the Federal government for 
tion of the northwestern frontier; but no 
accomplished. Both the Iowa legislature 
gress remained obdurate. 
The delay on the part of Iowa was in 1 
due to the belief that f ie  frontier troubles act of the Thirty-fifth Congress was later 
ed action by the Federal authorities rather ented by a second and a third act by the 
the State.88e after the presentation of 
petitione and following considerab 0- the first - of which set aside $16,679.90, 
Thirty-fifth C o n p s ~  enacted a relief 
June 14,1858, by which the sum of h e n  
dollars was appropriahd "for de 
penses of athe several expeditions 
du-U's  band, and in the search, ransom, 
covery of the female captives taken by said on of property at or near Spirit Lake by 
260 -du-tah's band of Bioux Indians", to the 
* '  a 
_ I  
demnify the citizens of Iowa and 
lives lost, property destroyed, and e 
in connection with the rescue of the 
punishment of the outlaws. Further 
recognized the need of the State for assi 
handling the Indian frontier problem, the 10 
latnre took action. On March 12, 1860, a ing in some way the heroic struggles of that 
enacted into law whereby "the sum of thre 
and dollars, or so much thereof as shall be, 57, to relieve the settlers at  the lakes. In 
bers of the relief expedition who had dr 
but who had not been afforded the expeoted r C of the relief expedition, The decision was 
the Federal government. reached to place the memorial in the Ham- 
Under the provisions of this act the Qove ounty court house and to ask the board of 
ment and, when satisfied by the evidence 
that such as were yet unpaid were just, 
issue an order upon the Treasurer of State 
the claims.847 This law was supplemented on 
twenty-second by a second act looking towar twelfth was the date set for the unveiling 
relief of persons specifibally named in the law, ation of the tablet. Mr. Aldrich planned 
though no additional funds for such purpose elaborate program which was to be given in the 
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court room of the newly erected building; ent response. But with the awakening 
than two thousand people attended the on County the interest in the project 
and so the exercises were held on the lawn and when the Twenty-Bth General Assem- 
of the court house. Brief addresses were nvened in Janua.ry.) 1894, it became evident 
Governor William Larrabee, ex-Govern orabie action might be hoped for. 
Carpenter, Mayor' McMurray, Captains ' the most active and efficient work was done 
and Dnncombe, Lieutenant John N. M 8. Abbie Gardner Sharp, who came to Des 
vates William Laughlin and Michael S m e  at the %very beginning of the session and 
Mr. Charles Aldrioh. The speeches were so ed until near its close. In her efforts tb se- 
as to offer a complete review of the attempt &on she was most ably seconded by Senator 
r e k f  to the settlers at Spirit Lake and punk of Spirit Lake. On January twenty- 
boji. The tablet consisted of "a slab of a bill was simultaneously introduced in the 
marble, upon which is artistically mounte and House of Representatives, providing for 
of polished brass containing the namea of oper interment of the remains of the victims 
ilton county members of the expedition massacre and the e~ection of a suitable corn- 
ber of other suitable  inscription^.^^^^ rative m~nument.~" The bill carried an ap- 
Hamilton County place "in a position of five thousand dollars which was to be 
the Hamilton County court house a lastin r the supervision of a commission of 
tion to the patriotic spirit of appreciation, one appointed by the Governor. Suitable 
animates her citbens. ' ? were to be sel6cted near the scene of the 
Encouraged by the response in his home These grounds were to "be purchased, 
Mr. Aldrich set about the stimulation of a nts made and monument ereoted before 
in' the State a t  large favoring the erection ay of July, 1895." 864 So well had the mat- 
8tate of some f i t h g  memorial to those canvassed among the .numbera of the legis- 
whose lives were sacrificed in March, 1857. that there were but few negative votes on the 
proved A long d r a m  out and arduous task,  e. The bill was approved by the Governor 
public had all but f o~gotten- the incident ; me, arch 30th, and went into egeot on April 4,1894, 
had to be refreshed, and a desire for eo April tenth Governor Frank D. Jackson ap-' 
tion aroused. This proved too great an ed as members of the cammission Hon. J. F. 
for one person, and so Mr. Aldrich hrned mbe and ex-Governar C. C. Carpenter of Fort 
legislative body of the Sttl-te. Here he , Mrs. Abbie Gardner Sharp of Okoboji, Hon. 

I ., I 
C I .' 
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' CHA.N(;tES OF SIX= - 
one looks back over the B~X@ y-8 that 
a-marni de3ivend' his 
against white infideliw at .the Upper 
the occasion, "Let us hope that this awak on the Yellow Medicine, ane can O ~ Y  wmder 
ation whieb has been wrought in 
popularly known east of the Alleghenies 
a t  Arneriwn Desert. In sixty years the 
moved steadily westward llfltjl to-day it 
from the Mississippi Valley bat 
& m e r i a  continent. What was a B&%s~ ex- 
prairie in 1857 has become a country of 
ory of a species of American character 
soon become extinct. As we look away to then not a town was to be fbwd t 0 - h ~  may 
we are impressed that there is no longer an numerom large oities throbbing with in- 
frontier; and when the frontier s h d  h life, while towns and villages dot the hqd- 
away, the pioneer will live only in history, here, Loneline~58 and dwslation have 
monuments which will preserve his memor that condition where man% ha.bihti~n 
h abty ypbia~lsr this area has 
sr of ci*a~oa to the verg 
of its arts and indaM81~. In a ~ o m t r ~  
Indims were met with bp the thoasands in 
one may now travel for days aartms the plains 
ut catching a glimp~e of a red man. The In- 
869 
. I 
, - ...+ . 'k...Amd a 
In 
'S oj 
) tht 
itch. 
set. 
iers, 
h e i ~  
;oms 
thev 
Similarly time has dealt with the pea rp continued to live in Iowa ; but not un- 
ferent race who played major or minor she regain the aite of her childhood home 
otion of the Okobojis as a pleasure resort 
title to some thirteen acres of land at 
claims of murdered relatives. The Gar ut of the proceeds derived from the sale 
secure any compensation. For some years 
e, she had married a Mr. Silbaugh. Since 
tragedy a t  Okoboji in the hope of secur 
tlement for the Ctardner claim. ~ l t h  ther than that of her death a number of years ', 
Thus Mrs. Sharp is, now the sole survivor of 
had prezmpted the daim, the sum was only assacre a t  the lakea. 
8 , ../I : \ t ;/rtr'L ;-, 1 
2.. IT 
'I, 
regain their claims, since they return 
brief time to the scene of the massacre a 
e of another generation seek recreation a t  
Mrs. Irene A. Thomas whorse cabin was mad we contemplate the dangers braved, the hard- 
and privations endured, and the ha1 suffering ' 
rnrifice which fell to the lot of the victims 
dust and ashes have been gathered toirether 
r ~ e d  in this historic spot", be conscious that 
paying "a deserved tribute to courage and 
enial, endurance and self-sacrifice 
Dodge she married William R. Wilson, a m&b 
the expedition. For many years Mr. and &s. 
a Mr. McGCowan and removed to Fort Wa 
It may be remembered that Johnnie S 
caped by hiding in the dooryard of his h 
the members of hie family were being 
slaughtered by the Indians. a f te r  the I 
he crawled to the Thoraas cabin, which he 
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p* 57 o f  her book i s  evidently unfair: " N o  other 
aborigines has ever exhibited more aavage ferocity or is9 Hubbard and Holcombe's Yhneso ta  in Tlwee C m t w b s ,  Vol. 
and &.?k~ed the soul o f  humanity b y  wholesale slaughterin 
white race arr has the l s i o u x ~ ~ .  For further support o f  the view that Sidominadota's death was 
not a cause as here set forth we J. W. Powell's K h l u ' p  and the 
lslHubb-d and Ibleombe'a Mbneeota i n  Three cent Tribe in the prefrtoe to  the Tl&d Arvnud Bepsrt of the Burem of 
m, p. 423. American Ethology,  pp. xxxviii-xl; senate Da*ummts, 1st Seseion, 
18s Rubineon's Hietory of the  D&ota or ~b l n d h  32nd Congress, VoT. 111, Doc. No. 1, p. 280; Pond's The Ddotaa or 
8 m t h  Dakota H W o M  Colkdbns,  VoL I I ,  pp. 346, 347. 8bz12: in Minnesota ae !Z%q Were h 1834 in the C~lkat ions  of the 
xhnesota Iiietord~~al Society, Vol. XII, p. 389; Dorsey's S h a n  
lSS Hod@ '8 Hand Book of the Amerioan Indiana, pt. 11, 8ociology in  the Fifteenth Anmuat Beport of the Bureau of Ameri- 9 m ;  S d h  Dakota H W w i a d  Colteattaw, vol.  I,  pp. 110,111; 
aan Ethnology, pp. 213-218. - ' , '  "".y-f'TA' '( - 
~ ~ m t w e  D o ~ m t a ,  1st Se~eion, 35th Oongrees, VOL 11, P& 8 ! n l , ,  
359, 389; Mra Sharp's Sptrit L& Maamme (1902 edition), GH~PTEBX dl I, a #  . 66. 
OHlLPTER IX 140 Smith's A History of DMk4mmn Goswlty, Iowa, p. 53; Flickin- 
ger'e Pioneer Hislory of P o o a h t a s  C w t y ,  Iowa, p. 29. 
la4 Hubbard and Holwmbe's M h e s o t a  ia  Three C m t w b ,  
I I I ,  p. 223. 141 Flandrau9s Inkpaduta Maseame of I857 in the Cotledioas of 
t b  Minnaeota HistO7CcaZ Baddy, Vol. 111, p. 388; Mrs. Sharp's 
l86  Easter a d  E e m d  of Iowa S d d i e r ~ ,  VOL VI, p. 892; ~wt Lake Maasacre (1902 edition), p. 60; Howre ~ ~ e m t w e  Doour 
Bed of  Ioaucl, p. 301; Smith% of p i o k i m  ments, 1st Seeaion, 35th Con@- Vol. 11, Pt. I, pp. 358, 389; sen-' 
I w a ,  p. 53; Hubbard and Holeombe'a Minnesota in Three ten ate Dwwments, 1st Seesion, 36th C o n p s s ,  Vol. I I I ,  p. 146; The,S@it 
VO~.  111, p. 223. L&e M w m e  an& Re&f ExpItCola in the BOster and Re00~d of  
ls~R0binson's H w ~ r y  of  the Dakota or Sioux lnd- fa Iowa Soldiere, Vol. VI, p. 892. 
S m t h  Dakota H & o ~  ColEeothw, Vol. 11, p. 3 4 .  142 A. Wmnener and Cbmpay'e  Eistorg of the Counties of Wood- 
b w y  and Plymouth, Iowa, pp. 305, 306. 
p. 214-216; Mra Sharp's Hktory of the Spirit Lake 
2 edition), pp. 67-71; Chpenter)w The dplrit Lake 
s pond's The Dakotas or 8- C Miwemta as Th9y were L 
in the Co&dwRe of the Mbnesota Eiatoswd Socisty, VoL 
pp. 437, 438. 
a Mrs. Sharp's History of the Spkrit Lake M a s s e e  (1902 edi- 
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CXKAPTER XI 
145 Peck and Montzheimer'e Paat m d  Present of 0 
Ck@mh ~inmties, Iowa, VoL I, p. 38. 
r a  Sharp's History of the SpKt Lake hfasa<e ( 
on), p. 73, where the statement is made that five men, 
147 William H. Hart '8 HisZwy of Sac County, Zowa, p. 
pie and 8teele2s HWwy of Clay C o d y ,  Iowa, p. 67. 
14-9 The Spfait Lake Masaaore aad Bellef JCspeditiolG in 
and B e d  of Iowa 8oldkr8, Vol. VI, p. 892; Smith's 
D b W m n  Cozcaty, Iowa, pp. 58-61. 
140 John F. Duncornbe's Spirit La&e Bdkf 
& their lo- In hie report to Governor *ee, made 
return to Fort Dodge under date of April lath, he *%tea 
e number of Indians killed or wounded must be from fifte 
. - .,. .. 8 % CBBPTER XU: 
to be entirely too high. Only under empt ional l~  1
rnn&tions would it have been ~oeaible for five men, 8ufI 1881 in the C o M i m  of t h  M-bnesota Historioal So 
pp. 436, 437. 
lS1 The Y O B ~ ~ C T ~  m d  E e l 9  Ezped*a in 
and Becord of Iowa SoWers) VoL VI, p. 893; &a ahrtrp pbg of m& a number would ham meant p m w  
M e  Mau8ao~e (1902 edition), pp. 63, 64; smith's ~ i e ~ o r y  ' b t e r  when the party was encountered in its flight from the 
inson CmPcty, ZOUM) p. 65. the m-re, various individuttlll who had the 0 ~ 0 -  
tory of the Spirit m e  ~ a w a m e  (1908 a t i o n ) ,  accurate. Mre. Sharp ape- of 0dY' one Indim 
bjljnred and of no deaths-which i s  more probable. 
. UOn), p. 14. 
,1902 
two 
men, and four children were killed a t  the Mattook cabin. 
36-9 Hughes's Cawes and Beezllts of the Inkpadzlta Massaore in the 
lleotiane of the Minnesota Historid Sodety, Vol. XII, pp. 271, 272. 
F But there ie a third view as to the outcome of the conflict a t  the 
tttock cabin. This version is eponsored by Major W i  Wil- 
ms who was a member of the relief expedition sent from Fort 
dm. Major Williams believed 'that the Indians purpossly con- 
upon 
that 
en to 
mts." - (Cfue 's History of Iowa, Vol. I, p. 299.) This estimate 
-- 
ery possible handieap, to have killeci dr wounded 60 ma& concertled 
emiea Again, there were in all probability not more than fifteen 
iwognieing the h iv idual  members of the baad rePo& them to 
' be. the same in membership as a t  the beginning of the raid a t  
Smithland. Thus the statement of Major Williams could not have 
I 169Mrf$. Sharppa Hi.tory of the S@dt lake  Yad8a~~e  (1902 edi- 3 .  . ". 
r- 
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A. Bmith, in hie Hktory of DioWo~t  County, appears skepti- 
concerning the red charmter or meaning of this attempt a t  
pictographic writing, and in commenting upon it notee that 
of the writere who have mentioned this incident have made 
a of it than the facts would warrant. The three or four pub- 
ed accounts which have been given to the public agree i n  atsting 
P 
at the picture record gave the position and number of victims 
brreetlJ, and do represented those ~ i l l e d  aa being pierced with 
Now this is  mainly action. The flret h v e r g  of the tree 
the hieroglyphics were delineated waa by a party consist- 
LU of 0. C. Howe, R U. Wheelock and the writer aometime in 
;bide bark had been hewed off for a d i e b e e  of some twelve or 
mt~ correctly given, the largest of which waa represented aa being in 
rames. There were also re~msentations of human flguree and with 
a nLrced with arrows i d  their number and position given, is all non- 
,,-- --- , -- 
l aming  to those underStanding it, t h q  could not make much out 
I ~oldiers, Vol. VI, p. 896. CHAPTER XV 
16s Carpenter 'a The Spirit L d e  lU@Wzcre in  the Mica& ~ m t & ,  
I 896; Smith's H i g t ~ r y  of DiokimoN cot&&@, Iowq pp. 72, 73. - 
, . 
C '  
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DioIcioleon County, 10% pp. 73, 74. &on, 35th hngress, Vol. 11, Pt. I ,  p. 350. 
ve Documents, 1st hseion, 35th Congress, Vol,II, Pt. 
1 7 1 H ~ b h d  and Holmmbe's Minnesota 17Mee C 
111, p. 225. 
lT2 Hubbard and Holeombe's Mhnesota in T b e e  C 
111, p. 226. 
CHAPTER XVII 
Minnesota Historia02 Society, Vol. Xn, p. 519; H sz Palmer's Inoidswts of the Late Indion Outrages in the ~ a m i l -  
combe's Minnesota in  Three ce-7&t~k8, VoL III, p. 237; Freemarc (Webstar City), July 23, 1857. 
The Ink-pa-h ta  Massuore of 1867 in the Conect- of 88 ~ ~ b b a r d  and Eolmmbe'e ~ i a w 8 o t a  in Three Centuries, Vd-  
sota Histmieat ~oosety, V O ~ .  I I I ,  p. 390. pp. 226, 230; palmer's 1ndtmt8 of the Late Indian Outrages in 
HamiZton Freemun (Webster City), July 23, 1857- 
CHAPTER XVI , 18cHoover's Th.e T v g e &  of Okoboji in the Ann& of Iowa 
hries), Vol. V ,  pp. 19, 20 ; Palmer's InoWnts  of the Late 
Outrages in the HamiZton F r m m n  (Webster Oity), July 23, 
p. 234; palmer's Inoidclrts of thtr Late Indian Outrages in the 
ilton Freeman (Webster City),  July 23, 1857. 
180 p&er's I W e n t s  of the Late Indkn  Outrages in the Hamil- 
% Freemam (Webster a @ ) ,  July 23, 1857. v 
18, Palmer's I-ts of the Late I n a m  Outrages in the ~ m i i -  
wa Freeman (Webster OiQ), July 23, 1857. 
170 Hubbard and Holeombe's Minnesota C Three Csnt , 18s The gold with whieh they paid for their pnrehmw was pre- 
111, p. 237; Flandrau9a The Ink-plr-du-ta Masacre of 1867 
8 , I m ,  I , '  1~11, , , j" ~'4'" L;1- ; ,la .'. ' 1 1  ',. I' ' 
I ' ,  , '  I 5 ' I  1 
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Spidt Lake M a e w e  and Belief Expedition in the Boster cdd 
t& of Iowa Soldiers, Vol. VI ,  pp. 898, 899. 
were Ponped about h h ;  they were d w a p  friend1 
xol~@mbe'# Y b W a  in Three Cgntdm,  vole III, 
m, pp. 227, $28. 
CHAPTER 
itf-ae (1!402 edition), pp. 94-99. 
2oiMg. Sharp's Hktory of the Bpirit Lake Massc~me (1902 edi- 
soon), pp. 148, 149. For Mre. Marb1e)s i m p ~ d o I 4 ~  article 
&om the St. Paul Pioneer, May 31,1867, republished in the Hamitton 
U67. Freeman (Webster City), J d y  13, 1857. ,,ds,yp . - , , 
I, 
CHBPTER XIX I 
H d t a  Freeman (Webater City), July 50, 1867; 202 Palmer's ZncMtents of the Late I- Outroges in the EM- 
BP*~ Lab M m e  in the ~ i d t ~ d  x m t ~ ~ ,  v o l  iltofi Fremaa (Webster City), Jnly 30, 1857; Mrs. Sharp's H a 0 V  
Cfne'~ x*wpl of IOU%%, VOL I, pp. 884, 306; ae; of the Spirit Lake Mm8acpe (1902 edition), pp. 102104. 
of the S M t  Lakrs Maamre (18M edition), pp. 20s Charles Aldrich in an addrew a t  the unveiling of e commemo- 
-r' 
HE SPIRIT LAKE MASSACRE 
Iowa, on Augaab 12, 1887, states &at they started about m 
It does not seem, howev~, that enah a late hour could h~ 
poseible under the cireumstance&-- See the Annab of Ioro~' 
Series), VoL 111, p. 548. 
~ 0 4  Paher 's  Inaidmta of the Late Indian Outrages iq 
ilton Pre- (Webster Oity), July 30, 1857. 
206 Palmer's Incidslrtu of  the Late I n d i m  Outrages in 
(Zton PPeman (Webetar City), July 30, 1857; H u b k d  
206 h e  version of the flight of theea refugees tdb 
were abandoned. Miss Agnes (1. Laut has thi 
she refers to Mra Smith aa the "one damg 
jured hwband on a hand sleigh1) and hence 
207 For varied versions of the flight of 
Bdra Sharp'u Eisbory of the spirit La&# 
pp. 109, 110; Gtue9e Higtory of Iowa, VoL I ,  pp. 
and Holeombe's M h m o t a  in Three Cmtzwiee, 
CHAPTER XX 
208 HubbaSd and Holcombe9a M h s s o t a  % 
nr, p. 239. 
209 Report of Captain Barnard 
ments, 1st Session, 35th Congress, Vol. 11, 
2loMrs. Sharp's History O! the 8pirit 
tion), pp. 160-162. 
211 Quoted from the St. P a d  Pioneer 
U57, in Holeombe's MCneaota irt Three 
212Mra Sharp's Higtory of the Bpirit 
tion), pp. 158-160. 
am- 
lit& 
)me 
-- sen 
id when 
an in. 
to "be 
[fair to 
he Out- 
21a Hubbard and Holcombehs Y h e w t a  in Three Ce~ctwks, Vol. 
$11, pp. 241, 242. 
CHAF'TEB XXI 
214 For information concerning the journey and hdinge of Howe, 
Spirit Lake Yaesaere and BeZief 
Boster a d  Beoord of Iowa Soldiers, Vol. VI, pp. 
Iowa, Vol. I, p. 311. 
a t  the p W g  of a 
House, in the AM& 
rpenter 's The Spirit Lake Y a 8 8 a ~ ~ e  in the Midland Mobthly, 
p. 26; Addre88 of Johb N. Mmwell in the Annals of Iowa 
's HiBtory of Diokheon 
rom Sergt. Harris Hoover in the Anna& of Iowa 
, Vol. 111, p. 551; Hoover's The Tragedy of Okoboji 
of Iowa (Third Series), Vol. V, p. 16. 
in the Annals of Iowa 
Annals of  Iowa (Third 
Narrative of W. K. LaagM6n in the Annals of Iowa 
Lake Ma8saure and Belief Ezpeditiolt in the Boater 
32-937; A n d  of Iowa 
the west tablet on thy 
Monument near the Glrtrdner cabin, Arnold's Park, 
in the Boster and Record of Iowa Soldiem, Vol. VI, 
* 
.? 8 ' 
. .  
224The roster as here given is  that found in  the 
the Hamilton Freeman (Webster City), August 20, 1857, 
somewhat 
225 Address of Capt. Charles B. RiohurcZe in the Ann& 
(Third Series), Vol. 111, p. 510. 
226 Mr. Dmoombe's Addrew in the Ann& of Iowa (Third 
Vol. 111, p. 495. 
brow))  as reeolutely setting "forward a t  our head." 
W i s  resented and took o d o n  to reply in the 8 u c w  
o f  the Freeman that " I  ean't agree to  be made eo old. 
last December [1856], and never have I been d i e t e d  with 
t i m  in m y  l i fe  . . . . I don't wieh to be coneidered eo 
CHAPTER X X I I  
Addsea o f  J o b  N. YozweU in the A n d  of Iowa 
Series), Vol. 111, p. 526. 
280 A Paper by Miahael Sweenq  in  the Annals 
20, 1857. 
28lDuncornbers Spirit Lake Expgditwn in the Annals of 
(Third Series), Vol. 111, p. 498. 
283 Address of Capt. CharZee B. Richurde in the Annak o f .  
(Third Series), Vol. 111, p. 510. 
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- 
28s Hoover's Ezpedition to  Spirit Lake i n  the  Hamilton B~eentan 
(Webster City), August 20, 1857. See also Duncombe)s S m  Lake 
gcpeditwn in the Ann& of Iowa (Third Series), Vol. 111, p. 496; 
' Address of  John N. *MaayueZZ in the Annals of Iowa (Third Series), 
vol. 111, p. 527; A Paper bg M i c b l  Sweeney in the Annak of Iowa 
(Third &nee), VoL I n ,  p. 538. 
234 McI(ni@;ht2s Point was on the W e s t  Fork of  the Des Moines, 
on the Fort I t idp ly  road, about two miles t o  the southeast o f  the 
n mouth of  Bridge Creek. - See map in Parker's Iowa A s  I t  Is, 1857. 
236 Hbover's !l'b !l'rage&,of Okoboji in the Ann& of Iowa 
rs (Third Series), Vol. V ,  p. 17; Duncornbe's S w t  Lake Elrgedition 
r in the Anmala of Iowa (Third Seriee), Vol. 111, p. 497. 
i 236 A P w e r  by Miohad Bweeney in the Annals of Iowa (Third *ria), Vol. I n ,  p. 539. 
I z87A Paper by Hiclurel 8beeneg in  the Annals of Iowa (Third 
I Series), Vol. 111, p. 539. 
' 28s For this incident see Duncornbe's Spirit Lake Ezpedithn in the 
I Annals of Iowa (Third Series), Vol. 111, pp. 498, 499; Hoover's The 
Tragedy of Okoboji in the Annals of Iowa (Third Series), Vol. V ,  
pp. 17, 18. 
239 Duncombe9s Bpwdt Lake Ezpeditdon in the A n d  of Iowa 
(Third Series), Vol. XI, p. 499. 
240 Carpenter's The S p M t  Lake Massme  in the Midand Month&/, 
Vol. IV, p. 27. 
241 Roster m d  12ecol.d of Iowa Soldiers, Vol. VI,  pp. 929, 934. 
242 The NarratCe of W. 8. L w g U  in the Ann& of Iowa (Third 
Series), Vol. 111, p. 542. 
248Duneombe1s Spirit Lake E s p a ~ t h  in the Annak of Iowa 
(Third Series), Vol. 111, p. 500. 
244 For the exdkben t s  o f  them individuals see the Roster and 
Record of Iowa Soldiers, Vol. VI, pp. 924, 925, 926. 
I 
245 In  the Roster and Beoord of Iowa Soldiers, VoL V I ,  pp. 929 
and 931, it i s  stated that Thatcher and Burtch enlisted either at 
Fort Dodge on March twenty-third or a t  Shippey2s on March twenty- 
eighth. The latter p W  and date seem far more probable than do 
the former. 
247 The NawatGe of W. It; LoasgMn in the Ann& of Iowa 
Series), Vol. 111, p. 542. 
CHAPTER XXIII 
248 Addrem of John N. Maawell in the Ann& of Iowa ( 
Seriee), Vol. 111, p. 527. 
249 Carpenter 's The Spirit Lake Ezpectition in the Annak of 
(Third Series), Vol. 111, p. 483. 
249 Carpenter's The Spirit Lake Espedition in the A n d  
(Third Series), VoL 111, p. 500; Address of John N. Mmwe 
Annab of Iowa (Third Series), Vol. 111, p. 527; The Narr 
W. Kg Lawgirth in the Annals of Iowa (Third Series), VoL 
542. 
251 There aeams to have been some disagreement a s  to 
charge of the advance guard. For the view taken by the 
writer see Smith's Histoq of Diokinaon Count#, Iowa, p. 80. 
252 Frank B. Maavn's R e c o l l e c t h  in the Annala of Iowa 
Series), Vol. 111, pp. 532, 533 ; Carpenter 'a Spirit Lake Expe 
in the Annals of Iowa (Third Series), VoL 111, p. 484. 
268 For an amount of the discovery of the Springlield f 
see that of Prank L Mmn's  Becollections in Annals of Iowa 
Series), Vol. 111, pp. 532, 533. 
264A quotation from Carpenter in h e ' s  History of Iowa, V 
p. 314. 
255 Frank B. Mason's Becollections in the Annals of Iowa 
Series), Vol. 111, p. 533; Smith's A Hietory of Diokgn8on 
Iowa, p. 82. 
256 A Paper by Charles AZdrioh in the Ann& of Iowa ( 
Series), VoL 111, p. 548. 
257 A Paper by Cha.rles AIBrich in the Ann& of Iowa ( 
Series), VoL 111, p. 548. 
258 Frank R. Baaon'a Becolle~tivns in the Annals of Iowa ( 
Series), VoL 111, p. 533. 
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269 Address of Capt. Charles B. Richurds in the Annals of Iowa 
(Third Series), Vol. 111, p. 513; Address of John N. MwweZI in the 
Ann& of Iowa (Third Series), Vol. 111, p. 528; Duncornbe's Spirit 
Lake Expedition in the Annals of Iowa (Third Series), Vol. 111, pp. 
602-504. 
CHAPTER XXIV 
260 Roster and Beoord of Iowa SoZdie78, Vol. VI, pp. 922-937; 
&nith's H i s t ~ y  of Dickimm County, Iowa, p. 84. 
281 Addreas of Captain Charles B. RiohardP in the A m a k  of :ow& 
(Third Series), VoL In, p. 515;  smith,'^ History of Diokirlrson Cow- 
ty, loaoa, p. 84. 
202 The reputed 5nding of the body of Joel Howe may well be 
questioned. The evidence presented buds  to show that the head- 
less skeleton found by Mr. Goodenough wuld not have been that of 
nowe. Of the party thst took the trail route to the Mattock cabin 
from Howe's, H. E. -Dalley is  the only one who in late years has 
survived, and in fact he waa about the only one of the Johqmn 
party who survived the fearful storm of the fourth and was able to 
give a coherent tale of what they had done. The leader of the party 
and its second most wtive member both were lost in the stom. Mr. 
Dalley in relating the facts of the burial of Howe haa always main- 
tained that Howe's body, complete and not headlese, was found but 
not buried a t  the eame spot. Instead the party carried the body 
to the Mattock place where it waa interred. H e  has ever sturdily 
maintained that this act of the party is the most vivid recollection of 
the whole experience. Lieutenant Maxwell has also maintained that 
the body wae not headleer, when found. There ie a dieerepancy be- 
tween the number of bodies W i t e r r e d  in the vicinity of the Mattock 
cabin and the number of people reported to have been killed there. 
The plaee and wnditione under which the skeleton was found also 
lend an air of controverey. The skeleton is said to have been found 
about eighteen inches deep under a cow-path and a t  the head of a 
small ravine worn back about thirty feet from the lake shore. In 
mil conditions as they exist a t  the lakes, such a ravine would not 
have been the result of years of work, a s  is implied, but would have 
been the work of a freshet. That the wearing back was the result 
of' the work of years is implied in the statement that "Turning a t  
the head of this r e d o n  ie a cattle path." Here the inference ia 
plain that the cattle for years had turned to avoid the ravine. Once 
) . I  
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worn t.he ravine back to 271 The Narrative of W. K. Lai~gMila in the A n d  of Iowa (Third 
series), Vol. 111, pp. 544, 545. 
a72 Addae88 of John N. M w e l Z  in the Annals of Iowa (Third 
Series), Vol. In, pp. 531, 532; The Narrative of W. x. L l ~ l g h l b  in 
the A ~ d 8  of Iowa (Third Series), Vol. III, pp. 544, 545; Gue's 
History of Iowa, VoL I, p. 317. 
27s Cap* Johnson had come to Bach Grove on the Boone River 
Troy Townehip, Wright Oounty, from Penney.lvani& Mention h a  
been made of the manner of his enlistment. Upon his failure to re- 
tmn, hie mother disposed of the daim and returned to PegnsylO&nia. 
When the bodies were found, Angus &Bane of Fort Dodge took 
charge of the remains and sent them to his mother for burial. The 
remains of Burkholder. were taken eharge of by his brother-in-law, 
Governor C. C. Carpenter. They were given a military funeral a t  
540; The No-tive of W. x. LaugMC in the Ann& of Iowa ( Forb Dodge, conducted by Major W i a  811 the members of Com- 
a r iee ) ,  Val. a p. 543; Mrs. Bharp'e Hktory of t h  Bpi& panp C that could be broughti together at that time attended. - A  
Maaacve (1902 edition), p. 74. Pap@ by M i o W  Sweeney in the A ~ a k  of Iowa ( W d  af ies ) ,  VoL 
2 e 4 s d t h ' e  A E k t ~ y  of Dick:hmn County, Iowa, p. 90; E 
and Becwd of Iowa S o Z ~ s ,  Vol. My pp. 922-937. CHAPTER XXV 
26s Smith's A Ebtory of Diokham County, Iowa, p. 90. 274 Address of Capt. i%urles B. B~hcrrds in the A m d s  of Iowa 
2.36 Smith's A History of Dickiprsm Comty, Ilamr, pp. 91-gp, (Third Series), Vol. III, p. 516. 
267 Narrative of W. K. LrrughJia in the Annals of Iowa ( 276 Captain ILichards speaks of their sttempt to  secure eupplies 
Berim), Vol. 111, p. 544. a t  the settlement upon their return aa follows: "The settlers a t  
the Colony were on short rations and eodd spare nothing. We de- 
Smith% A Hi8torfl of D b I c i m  C m t y ,  Iowa, pp. 98, 99; cided to buy a steer and kill for the party, but we had no money 
dress of John N. MaxweZl in the Ann& of Iowa (Third Series), and the owner refused to sell withont, pay. We offered to give the 
=I, p. 530; !l%e Narrative of W. K. LaargMin in the Ann& of personal obligation rof aU the oficers, and assured him the State (Third br ies ) ,  VoL III, p. 544. would pay a good price; but this was not satisfmtoq. We there- 
fore decided to take one pii e t  v C s ,  and d e W  several men to 
kill and dress ,the steer. They were met by men, women and chil- 
dren, armed with pitchfotka to resist the B B C ~ ~ W ,  and not being 
d a r e s 8  of Job N. Maxwell in the A& of Iowa (Third Ser able to convince them either of the necessity of the caee or that 
Vol. 111, p. 531. they would ,get pay for the steer, I ordered Lient. Stratton and, a 
q u a d  of men with loaded p s  to go and take the ateer; when 
870 Addaess of J o b  N. Mmwea in the An%& of Iowa 
. . . . the h o a e  party retired." - Address of Capt. Charles 
%nee), Val. ILI, p. 531; Firs Nw"rati11e of W. K. LaughZin B. Richards in the Am& of Iowa (Third Beries), Vol. LlI, p. 517. Ann& of Iowa (Third brigs),  Vol. III, p. 544. 
276 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ b ~ ) ~  Spirit Lake Expedition. in the ProceedQg8 of the 
! = .  
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310 THE SPIRIT MBSSACRE 
287 Mrs. Sharp's History of the Spirit Lake Madsame (1902 edi- 
tion), pp. 168-171. This stone ie more familiarly known in mineral- 
ogy as catlinite-being so named from George Catlin, the noted 
VoL 111, pp. 518, 519. traveler, who first studied it. See Hodge's Handbook, of A m k m  
I~aiana, VOL I ,  pp. 217-219. 
2ssMra Sharp's History of the Spirit Lake Massame (1902 edi- 
tion), pp. 152, 153. 
wind, and so swift the current, filled with floating 
o w  efforts to build s r d t  failed. I t  waa now dark 2QoRobinson's A History of the Dakota or Sioux I n d i a y  in  the 
ing wlder, and the roar o f  the blinding storm so South-Dakota Hi8toriOa.l Collectwna, Vol. 11, p. 237. 
zQ1 Gue's of Iowa, VoL I ,  p. 322; Mrs. Sharp's History 
of the #@-it Lake Maasacre (1902 edition), p. 175. 
mmrades, and e o u ~  only try to save ourselves. ~t was a l ~ 2 G u e ) s   ist tory of ~ o w a ,  V O ~ .  I ,  p. 323; Robinson's A  ist tory 
w a  in the fm of the tsrrifio blimard, our alothes f r o m ,  our of the Dakota or Sioux Indiana in the South Dakota Historical CoE 
f i h g ,  and our strength gone.'' lectiona, Vol. 11, p. 237; Mrs. Sharp's Hi8tory of the Spirit Lake 
Massame (1902 edition), pp. 175, 176. 
2 ~ s ~ & r e s s  of Eg&uernor Carpenter in the Ann& of 
(Third Series), Vol. 111, pp. 486, 487. 2 g s  Ilepubliehed article from the 8t. Pad  Pioneer, of  May 31,1857, 
in the Hamilton Freeman (Webstar City), July 13, 1857. 
279Hoover's T L  Trage* of Okoboji in the A n d  of 
(Third &ries), Vol. V ,  p. 24. 294 B. M. Smith and A. J. Hill's Map of the Ceded Part of Dakota 
CHAPTEIl X X V I I  
a s i ~ c ~ d a m  of Ex-Gouemsor Carpenter in the Annals of 295 The Ink-pa-du-ta Yadsam-e of 1867 in the Collection8 of the 
(Third Series), Vol. p. 487. Minnesota HWorioal Boaiety, Vol. 111, pp. 392-394; Robinson's -4 
zs%Frank R. Y m ' a  Remlleodion8 in the Annab of Iowa ( Histmy of the Dakota or Siocca? Indium in  the South Dakota His- 
&.rim), Vol. 111, pp. 535, 636. to7icaZ Colkctiona, Vol. 11, p. 238. 
2ssLetdm f m  Mr8. CoRina in the Annale of Iowa (Third 200 Robinson's A Histow of the Dakota or S h m  Indiana in the 
Vol. III, p. 549. South Dakota Historicd Colleotio~, VoL 11, p. 238. 
UEAPTER XXVI 297 Robinsonfa A HOtory of the Dakota or S h  I n d W  in the 
South Dakota Historicd Colkction8, VoL 11, p. 238. 
zsc ~epnbliehed artide from the st. P ~ U Z  Pioneer of  hx 29s Ilepubliehed article from St. Paul Pioneer, of  May 31, 1857, 
1857, in the Hamiatma Breeman (Webster City), July 13, 1857. in the Hamilton Freeman ( W e W r  w), July 13, 1857. 
ass Mra 8harp9e ist tori of tL Spirit Lake Massacre (190% 29s Robinson's A History of tL Dakota or S iow Indians i n  the 
288 M m  Sharp's History of tL SpiPit Lake Madsame (1902 
tion), pp. 151-156, 168. 
A 
sou Republished article from St. P& Pbnew, of May 3% 
the Hamilton Pwemm (Websk  City), July 13, 1857. 
301 Flandrau b The Ink-pa-dec-ta Maaawe of .I867 in tEis 
t h  of the ~ h n e 8 0 t a  Eishriod So&y, Vol. ILI, p. 394. 
So2Fhdrau9a [PZla Ink-p&ta  Mbssacre of 1867 in the' 
tione of the MCnemta H&torimZ Sqeiety, Vol. 111, p. 395. 
soa The text of this bond appears in Flandrau9s Ink- 
8m 01 1867 in the CoUeetWns of the Minnegota ~istm 
Vol. III, pp. 396, 396. 
CHAPTEB, XWIII 
804 Ma-ea-ku-b-ma-ni waa a t  thie time the President of A 
Riggar ,Hzmlwood Republic. This Republic was a ,  rathe: 
attempt a t  all-government u p  the part. of c h r i s ~ e d  4 
o$ the Yellow Medicine Agency under the guidance of the - 
Bgga. It was "a respectable community of young men 
cut off their hair and exchanged the dra of the M o t u  4 of the white man . . . . They elected their preeident a 
o88cere for two years, and were recognized by the I n d i  ry2, 
sepszate band of the Sioux. 
in Three Cmtu~Ses, Vol. II, pp. 254-257. 
805 John Other Day won his title to fame in the annals o 
sots by the part he took in the M b l e  &io 
Oertainly nothing else i a  needed to prove the 
Indian than this act of hia The whites and 
gees were in deadly peril of maamere a t  the 
when to "John Other Day . . . . wse entrusted the 
people and the refugees . . . . sixty-two soule in all, 
the . .* . . revelry still came up from the etores on 
tom . . . . he moved off to the eaat with hie white 
, # crosaed the Minnesota and skillfully aovering the bail bo 
away to safety . . . . without rest or delsy he hnrri 
to the scene of the massacre to aave more livee and asgiat in 
the miacreante to juatiee. J t - ~ b i n a ~ ' s  A History of the 
or SWW I n d h w  in the South Dakota Historical CoReobions. 
. . :  
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e 
so7 Mrs. Sharp's Hidory of the Spirit Lake , M a s w e  (1902 edi- 
tion), pp. 216-221, 224, 225. Mrs. Noble seems to have been killed 
the southeastern corner of what i s  now S p a  County, ,South 
Dskota. 
308 Mrs. Sharp's History of the Spkjt Lake Massacre (1902 edi- 
tion), pp. 231, 232. 
son Mra Sharp's History of the Spirit Lake M a s m e  (1902 edi- 
tion), p. 236. 
8x0 Mre. Sharp's Historg of the Swt Lake Massacre (1902 edi- 
tion), pp. 238, 239. 
3llMrs. Sharp9s ~ i e t o r y  of the Swt Lake Massacre (i902 edi- 
[pa Rev tion), p. 241. See sleo Flandran)s The Ink-pa-&ta Massacre of 
s uniqu~ 1867 in the GoZZect~8 of t h  M b n m t a  H&toricd Society, Vol. 111, 1 p. 398. hi L, 
I 312 Lee% Hidory af the Spirit Luke Massawe, p. 35: 
' 
313 Leete History of the SpMt Luke Mawam, p. 36. 
314Mra Sharp's Hisdory of t h  SpCrit Lake Massacre (1902 edi- 
tion), p. 249. 
Concerning this costume Mrs. Sharp haw since remarked that " h e  
style and fit might nod have bqm approved by Worth, but it was 
worth everything to me.. " 
inne. 
1862. 315 l?landrauJs !Ck Jnk-pa-dec-ta iMamwre of 1887 in the Collec- 
tian tions of the Minnesota Zlbtdcd SooklEy, Vol. III, p. 399. 
refu- 81% Flandrau's The I&-pla-&ta M m e  of 1867 in the Collec-, 
eney tions of the Minwmta Hist- #mWy, Vol. III, p. 399. 
ency 
l ae 
bot- 
tndq 
;hem 
back 
ging 
G n t n  
pp. 278, 279. 
so6 Flaqdrau's llke Ink-pa-docto Maasacre of 1867 in the 
tione of the Minnesota HistoI.icaE SoBboiety, Vol. 111, p. 396. 
I 317 Mra Sharp's HWory of the B@dt  ~ a k e  Massacre (1902 edi- tion), p. 257. 818For them speeohea see Lee% History of the Spirit Lake Maasawe, pp. 37-41; Mrs. Sharp% H&wy of the Spirit Lake Mas- saore (1902 edition), pp. 260-266. 
81s Lee9s History of the &irlt Lake M w w e ,  p. 43. I 
820 Mrs. Sharp's Histoly of the Spirit Lake Massacre (1902 Bdi- 
tion), p. 268, 269; Lee's H&ory of the Spirit Lake Massame, ,p. 44. 
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captive woman. I went out and brought the other. The soldiers 
@me up here, and our young men assisted to kill one of Ink-pa-du- 821Flandrati's The Ink-pa-a-ta Maiwacre of 1867 in the 
mh's eons a t  this place. Then you (Superintendent Cullen) spoke tione of the Mbngeota+)~isdcn%mZ Bo&y, Vol. 111, p. 400. &out our eoldiers going after the rest. WBkea Ska (White Lodge) 
8 2 2 ~ d r a u 9 s  The Ink-pa-dccta &iassacre of 1867 ia the ssJd he would go, and the rest of ua followed. The lower Indians 
t h  of the Minnesota HktoricaZ Bwkty, Vol. III, p. 397. did not get up the war parQ for you; it was our Indians, the 
838 h ' a  aistory of tks dpiait Lake Xaiwaore, p. 42. ' Wahpaton and Sisiton. The soldiers here my that they were told 
ou that a thouand dollars would be paid for killing each of the 
824 Flandrau's T L  Ink-pa-dwta Maiwacre of, 1867 in the murderers. Their Great Father does not expect to do them things 
tim of the Y ~ ~ t a  EMt& Bo&ety, VoL 111, p. 401. without money, and I suppose that it is for that that the special 
825 Flandrau'e The Ink-p&ta Maasacre of 1867 in the is come up. We wiah the men who went out paid for what they 
timw of tlw Yinnemta Historial So&@, Vol. 111, p. 401. have done. Three men are killed as we know. I am not a chief 
~ ~ ~ F l a n c l r a u 9 s  1% Ink-po-du-ta M w m e  of 1867 in. the mong the Indians. The white people have d d a r ~ d  me a chief, and 
I suppose I am able to do something. We have nothing to eat, and tiow of the Mbwuota Hktori.uaZ Bodety, Vol. III, pp. 401, 
our families are hungry. If we go out again we must have some 
fJ27Hme E~emtdue Docwments, 1st Session, 35th Congr money before we go. This is what the eoldiers have wished me to 
11, Pt. I, p. 367. say . . . . All of us want our money now very much. We have 
82s House Ezemtkre Doclupnents, 1st Seseion, 35th Congr* never seen our Great Father, but have heard a great deal from him, 
n, PPt. I, pp, 362, 363. and have always tried to do as he has told us. A man of another 
, band has done wrong, and we are to suffer for it. Our old women 
820 House Exeolctdue D ~ m s a t s ,  let Seasion, 35th Con- and children are hungry for this. I b v e  aeen ten thousand dollars II, P t  I, p. 368. 
~ e n t  o pay for our going out. I wid the wldiere were paid for it. 
880 Howe Execu*e Docwments, 1st Seemon, 35th Con I suppow our Great Father has mom money than thie."-H02~~e 
11, Pt, I, p. 368. Ezeotctive D ~ m m t s ,  1st Stmion, 38th Copgreiis, VoL II, Pt. I, p. 399. 
881 Hubbard and Holcombe's Minnesota t Three Cent 885 Hubbard and Holwmbe9s Xiawota  b Tlvree Centdes, Vol. 
111, p. 254. . 111, pp. 267, 268; douth Dakota Hiotorioal CoZb3ations, VoL 11, pp. 
882 House E~emtdue D0mmmt8, 1st Seeaion, 35th Congrew 344 345, VOI. m, p. 226. 
II, Pt. I, pp. 369, 370, 37h as7 Flandrau'e The Ink-pedu-ta iUa88aot-e of 1867 in the Colleo- 
888 House Exeozrtdue Doouments, 1st W o n ,  ,35th Oongreeg tions of the Mimneaota HisdMwd So01~ety~ Vol. III, pp. 402-404. 
11, Pt. I, pp. 373, 374, 375-379. 88s Flandrau's The Ink-pclb ta  iUaiwaa?e of 1867 in the Collec- 
tions of the MLnmta  HistM2caZ BooisCy, VoL 111, pp. 404-406. 
OHBPTElIt XXX 
of a Sionan leader and as suoh if is here Appended: " sse Letter of Governor Jame3.W. Grimea to the Iowa Delegation . 
have appinted me to speak for them. The man who in Congress, January 3, 1855, ip the A n d  of Iowa (Third Series); 
people did not belong to us, and we did no@ expee* to Vol. 11, pp. 627-630; Letter of Ckvernor James W. Grimes to Pres- 
ident Fmnkh Pierce in the Ann& of Iowa (Third Seriee), Vol. 
111, pp. 135-137. 
AT' 
Dirited States S t  
354Law.3 of Iowa, 1894, pp. 116, 117. 
Archives, Dee Moines, Iowa; Statement from tlte 
em s ~ ~ t m d e n t  of Inr3ian Affaiss, St. Pad, ass Report of the Oboboji and Spirit Lake Monunzent C o m m i h  
Public Archivee, Dea Moineg Iowa. the Amak of Iowa (Third Series), Vol. 111, pp. 552, 553. 
866 Smith's A HWory of DiobCson County, Iowa, pp. 572, 574,575. 
367 Smith's A History of Diokinson C m t y ,  Iowa, p. 576. 
34Sletter to Governor Lowe from Superintendent ,W. JJ 
August 12, 1859, in the Public Archive, Dea Moinee, Iowa 
844 U%ited States Statuta a t  Large, Vol. 12, Oh. 157, p, of the Spirit Lake Relief Expedition of 1857 . . . . 
W o n ,  36th Chngreeg June 19, 1860. ive a monthly pension of $20.00 per month, during the liie- 
846 DiaCted Btdes Statutes a$ Large, VoL 12, Ch. 163, p 
Seemon, 36th Oongmq June 21, 1860. 
84% United Statee Btatwtes a t  Large, VoL 12, (3h. 72, p. 1914, asd $4,677.33 for the biennial period ending June 30, 1916. - 
Seseion, 36th Congnm, March 2, 1861. geport of the Treamrer of State, 1914, p. 21, 1916, p. 21. 
Law8 of Iowa, 1880, pp. 26, 27. 
CHAPTER XXXI 
848 Lama of Iowa, 1860, pp. 36, 37. 
b 4 9  CWms V ~ ~ h e r s  Filed with Governor of Iowa in ass Mrs. Sharp's History of the Spirit L&e Masame (1902 edi- 
Oftlee, in the Publie Archives, Des Moines, Iowa. tion), pp. 274-282, 340. 
As late ae January, 1870, in hie *st biennial me 360 Judge Charles E. Elandrau in The Ink-pa-&ta M m e  of h b e ,  Governor lvferrill stated that the Bate  had 1867 in ,the Collections of the MCnt?sota Hiatorid Sode'ty, VO~. 
III, p. 399, haa this to say of Mrs. Marble after leaving St. Paul, 
besots: The bank [where her money had been plaeedl failed, 
and that was the end of Mrs. Marble w far as I know, except that 
I heard that she exhibited he rd f  a t  the Ed, in the role of the 
360 A n d  of Iowa (Third ik iea), Vol. 111, p. 481. rescued captive, and the very last informstion I had of ,her, was, 
851 A Worthy Tribute in the Port Dodge Messenger, Vol. 2 that she went up in a balloon at New Orleana I leave to future 
39, Augusb, 18, 1887. hietorians the solution of the problem, whether she ever came down 
862 A Worthy Tm-bate in the F o p  Dodge &fessmger, Vol. 28 
39, August -18, 1887. 861 Smith's A History of Diabimon Cownty, Iowa, p. 576. 
Seaator Funk's measure waa later aubetituted in the House 
' . , ,  
' .. ' !) 
\ l Y '  
INDEX 
Bach Grove, 165, 809 
Baker, D. H., 167 
Bancroft, Indian depredations near, 
282 
Barnes's Grove, 40 
Beaver, shooting of, 190; sttempt of 
men to eat, 206, 207 
Beaver Creek, 170 
Bee, Barnard E., renef expedition 
under, 128-181; determination of, 
to make expedition, 181; activities 
of expedition under, 158-158; ref- 
erence to, 191 ; Abbie (fardner hon- 
ored by, 241; reason for failure of, 
to capture Inkpaduts, 247; 8 8 r v i ~  
of, in Civil War, 298 
Bell, Abner, 98 
Benjamin, Hiram, 167 
Berkley, Granville, 86 
Bice, Orlando, 167 
Bicknell, James, 89, 88; robbig of 
home of, 89 
Big Bend, 84 
Big Drift Wood Lake, 252 
Big Pace, 74 
Big Island Grove, 122; relief e w d i -  
tion at, 182, 188; evidence of In- 
dians at, 188 
Big 218, Bio~ur 220, River, 228  63, 226, 65, 229, 72, 288; 78, 215, dif- 
flcnlty in crossing, 221; killing of, 
Mrs. Thatcher while crossing, 221, 
222 
Bissell, Beorge R., 169, 188 
Black Buffalo, 135 
Black Eagle, 64 (see Wamdisapa) 
Black Hawk, defeat of. 6 
Blaine (Wsshin&on), 273 
Blizzard, 197, 198; experiences of 
321 
members of burial detail during, 
199-202; erperiencea of members of 
relief expedition during, 208-211. 
810 
Blaod revenge, practice of, among 
Sioux, 75-77 
"Bloody Run". 84. 85 
Blue Earth River, 41, 65, 66 
Blue River, 277 
Bonebright, 165 
Boone, 82 
Boone River, 81, 809; Lott's trading 
howe on, 81, 82 
Boonesboro. 88 
Borde~ Plains, news of mssascre car- 
ried to. 168; reference to, 166 
Boyer River. 18; depredations along, 
68, 69 
Bradnhaw, John, 67, 58, 184, 140, 
14% 149, 187, 189 
Brainard, Jamas, 165 
Brewer family, 164 
B h ,  George W., 167, 206: mock 
court-martial of, 179 
Brown, James A., visit of Indians at 
cabin of, 86, 87 
Brown. Sam, 266. 267 
B d 4  Sioux Indians, campaign 
againat, 277, 278 
Buena V i  County, alarm in, 22; 
settlement in, 40 ; Inkpaduta's band 
in, 87; retereqce to, 88; Indian 
depradatiom in, 282 
Bealo,  dieappearance of, 10; refer- 
ence to, 285 
BuIl Bun, bsttle of, 298 
Burdens, size of, csrried by csptiverr. 
216, 217 
B d . I  detail, activities of, 192-205 
Bdrkholder, William E.. 167, 192, 
197, 200, 214, 266; death of, by 
freezing, 204, 205 ; burisl- of body 
of, 809 
Burtch, Ass, 60, 61, 96, 180, 196, 
289, 805 
Byron (Minnesota), 272, 801 
cabin, erection of, by Gardner, 51 
Californis, 85 
California trail, 21 
EX 
Call, Ambme A., 88, 49 
Call, dsa C.. 88. 49 
Callagan, Thomas, 166 
Calumets, making of, 219 
Camp fires, 171 
Campbell, Joseph, 252, 266, 
Canada, 70, 256, 290; flight 
padata to, 255 
Cannon River, 66 
Captives, treatment of, b 
i i e i a i ;  e r p e r i m ~  of 
dianm, 216-2B4; difaonlty 
enwing stream, 219. 2205 
for mcae of, 226, 246; sale 
Cupenter, Cyrus (I., 180, 1 
266. 266. 267, 809; state 
182, 210, 211 
Cams, Henry, 167, 192, 198; 
ings of, 201, 202, 20% 
Cartsr, Riaherd, 167 
Carter, R. b., 167 
Carter f W ,  285 
Carver, David N.. 58. 184, 1 
149; wounding of, 141 
C e ~ ~ d p ,  Sherman, 165 
(Iatlfn. George, 811 
Cattle, shelter for, 61; killing 
87, 101, 188 
Cavanagh, M i W ,  167 
Cedar F W ,  89, 60, 89 
W a r  River, 18 
Center Grove Township, 46 
Centerville, 88 
Chatterton, Mr., 167 
Chefb~,  Joseph B., 58, 188; 
rasa- carried to agency 
127 
Chemense. 83 
Cherokee, settlement near, 40; 
en- to, 41, 86, 87 
Inlrprdnta's band in 
Che-tan-mam, ransom 
ner by, 282-289; re 
Cheyenne River, 68 
Chippewa Indians, treaty with, 7 ,  
erenae to, 18, 24 
Ohrfstian Indians, ransom of . 
Bdsrble by, 226-281; referen 
812 
INDEX 323 
church, William L., 57, 177, 178, Court-martial, 179 
184, 187, 189, 273 Cob, inability of Indiana to sue in, 
Church, Mrs. Willism L.. 138, 156; 14 
Indian shot by. 141 Crawford, L. D., 167 
chnmbwco, 177 Credit, giving of, to Indians, 25 
Civil War, service of Bee in, 298 Crouee, A. E.. 167 
Clark, Robert, 60, 61, 100, 101, 118, Crow Wing (Minnesota), 279 
289; attempt of, to warn settlers, Cnllen, W. J., statement by, 15, 16; 
loo; burial of body of, 195 &O&J of, to secure &ition of 
Clarke, Newman S., 18 Indians, 248-262 ; di5cnltie~ of, 
Clay County, settlements in, 89, 40; with Indians, 258, 254; reference. 
Inkpadata's band in, 88-98 to, 261 
Clear Lake. Grindstone War near, 2& Cllster massacre, Inkpaduta at, 255 
28; k d n e r  at, 48, 49; Indian Cylinder Creek, 61, 179, 198, 209, 
battle near, 284 210, 214; rise in, 207; V P  0% 
Cloudman, statement by, 10 210, 211; breaking up of expedi- 
Collins, Mrs. Elwood, statement by, tion aftsr crossing, 211 
212, 218 
Columbus (Ohio), 244 Dakota Oity, march of relief expedi- 
Commiaaary, 169 tion to, 172, 178; reference to, 174, 
Commissioner of Indian Ai?&, 20 176, 179; Indian depredations at, 
Company A (Relief Expedition), oa-  282 
cers of, 166; membem of, 167; Dakota River, 68, a84 
mock court-martial by, 179; re- Dakota T d t o w ,  sufferings of In- 
crnita for, 180; night camp of, 182 dians in, 43, 67, 78, 82, 219, 245. 
Company B (Relief Expaditiod), odt- 248, 291 
cers of, 166; members of, 167; die- Dallaa County, 285 
charge of members of, 178; remuits Dalley, Henry E., 166, 192, 202, 203. 
for, 180 807 
Compruny C (Relief Expedition), 05- Darke aonntg (Ohio), 229 
cera and members of, 166; recruits Dawson. J. W., 167 
for, 178; celebration by, 179; me- Debts* payment of, to traders, 14-16 
morial to, at Webster Oity, 268, Defense, preparations for, at Spring- 
264; reference to, 809 Md, 182-187 
Congress, appeal to Iowa delegation De Bare, William, 167 
in, 20; appropriations by, for relief De Ppe, William A., 167, 184, 192 
of Spirit Lake sufferers. 260-268 Delaware C o d ,  64 
Conlan, Patrick, 165 Des Yoines, 86, 265 
Connecticut, 47 Den Moines City, 56 
Conrsd, Jnliua, 167 Den Moines River, 17, 19, 29, 80, 81, 
Corn, picking of, by Indians, 78, 79 83, 84, 87, 41. 66. 68. 68, 78, 122, 
Correctionville, 41; Inkpsduta's band 124, 129, 182, 189, 163, 161, 179, 
at, 84, 86 181. 188, 185, 198, 198, 202, 205; 
Corsan, Mr. 218 settlmentll dong, 88, 89; march of 
Conrsalle, Mr., information given by, relief emedition up, 172 t 
158, 154; service of, as guide, 154- Des Mohes VsUey, 85, 160, 179; set- 
166; reference to, 168, 215, 800 tlementa in, 89 
Conrsalle, Mrs. 166 . Dickerson, James, trouble of, with In- 
Conrsalle's Grove. 158 dians, 27 
Conrsalle's trading post, 186 Dickerson, Mrs. James. 27 
INDEX 325 
D i e M ~ o n  Ooantp, e u l y  viaitma in, 
44; reference to, 229 
 DO^, eating of, by h a b n s ,  217, 287, 
288 
Dngorm l'raU, 180 
DW Wood, 290, 
Dnbuqne, 17, 80, 244 
D n n w ~ a &  John F., 166, 171. 174, 
176, 188, 190, 208, 264, 265; 
lbudmum t r h  by, 170, 177 
Dun-, Wuren  8.. 268 
Earth Ia&w, 284 
Enat Obboji Lake, 46. 161 
EWaum, Oharles, 266 
Edyington (Ohio). 48 
Elk, hunting of, bT Indi.as, 79 
Elk Eapids, 88 
E-t, 4 1  
Emauet County, 80, 122 
Ib~e tObWg,  beghdng of, 88, 89, 
181 
End of the Snrlre, ccpUves pnmhaed 
hoe 284 
Erie, John 165 
EstherVille, 41  
Ewe. 4 
EVIIM, J d &  177, 178 
Exile, method of becoming, 291 
F-ey, Zohn, 167 
Fenton, ~~ T., 164, 268 
Ere, method of starting, 202, 203 
Fire Clond, 74; killing of, 258 
FIandran, Charlea E., news of mrs- 
sacre euried to Fort Rid& by, 
128; awonnt of expedition by, 180. 
181; activities of, upon remei* d 
news of mamaare, 225, 226; ref* 
ence to, 229, 246, 248, 259, 267, 
817; Indiana paid by, for ransom 
of I&. Marble, 280, 281; eborta 
of, to s e a m  relab d captives, 
282, 288; Mm. Marble taken to St. 
Paul by, 289, 240; payment of fn. 
dians smarad by, 245; merit of 
bond issued by, 245, 246; plans of, 
for pnniahment of Inkpaduta, 246; 
inveatigstipn and report by, 247, 
248; expedition against Indians 
raised by, 256.259 
Bluldron (Sonth Dakota). 
Florida, 247 
Flour, demand of Indiema 
co&c.tion of, 180 
Food, j o n m ~ y  erst to 
giving of, to Indiana 
I.cg of, among Indium, 
Ford, William N., 187, 102 
Fort Chrke+ erdublishment 
ahange of name of, 281 
Fort Dodge (milltaw post), 
ment of, 17. 280, 281: 
to, 18, 19: .bmdonment 
naming of, 281 
Port Dodge (town), slum 
reference to, 28, 80, 81, 
89. 50. 89. 102, 126, 
160, 178. 180, 184. 189. 
215, 244, 266, 272, 296, 8 
800; company r a i d  at, 8 
men& northwest of, 88: 
damredstions taken to. 92, 
--s---- -- 
tempt to organfie &ef party at, 
08: ~ I U I  of C h i n -  to make trip 
to, 6, 97; news of maasacre car- 
ried to, 124: orgdsation of relid 
expedltfon at, 150-169; 
Howa and Wheeloak at, 9 1@ ar- Of 
rival of Webater City company at, 
164, 165; departure ot re&# ex- 
pedition from, 170; retarn dtipart 
of men to, 199; return of -bem 
of relief expedition to, 218, OW 
Fort I(earne~, 277 
Fort Larunie. 21, 277 
Fort Leavenworth, 277 
Fort Pierre, 82, 277 
Fort Randall, 18 
Fort Rid*, establishment ot, 
reference to, 85, 72, 180, 188, 
148, 147, 158, 178, 179, 225i 
242, 246, 249, 256; news of 
sacre &a to, 122-127; 
of relief expedition from, 12 
arrival of relief expedition 
158-158 
Fbrt Bnening, 17, 18, 280. 281 
Fort Wayne (Indiana), 272 - 
Frankb County, 54 
freeborn, Willlam, 89 
Fremont, John C.. 45 
~rontier, advance of, 1-8; disrep 
ntable elemen& on, 11, 23; failure 
of government to protect, 12; lack 
of protection on, 17-25; nettle. 
men@ on, in 1857. 87-41; winter of 
1856-1857 on. 42, 48; plan for at- 
tacks on, 69, 74; eborts to w c ~ e  
protection of, 260; tribute to ser- 
vices of pion- on, 268; disap 
pearance of, 269 
most, Nathaniel, 58, 158; trip of, to 
Slocum'a farm, 185 
Fuller Home, 240. 242 
punk, A. B., 265, 316 
Funk family, 164 
Osboo, Joe, 158, 156, 800 
Oslbraith, Agent, 254 
"Galena" (steamboat), 244 
Qales, John, 167 
(tame, disappearance of, 10, 11, 42 
Oar Lake, 160 
Gardner, Abbie, 47, 108, 118, 121, 
228, 284, 245, 246, 267; taking of, 
as captive, 108. 104; early experi- 
ences of, in captivity, 111, 112; 
burden borne by, 216, 217; attitude 
of, toward captivity, 220; history of 
ransom of, 232-244; price paid for 
ransom of, 237; journey of, from 
Yellow Medicine to St. Paul, 240. 
242; ceremony in honor of, 242, 
248 ; war bonnet prewnted to, 248; 
return of, to f r ienb  in Iowa, 244; 
marriage of, 270 (see Sharp, Mra. 
Abbie Qardner) 
Gardner, Eliza, 47, 57, 121, 188, 195, 
244, 270 
Qardner, Francis N., 118 
Qardner, Mary, 47; marriage of, 50 
Oardner, Rowland, migrations of, 47- 
50; arrival of, at  Lake Okoboji, 50; 
settlement of, at  Lake Okoboji, 60- 
63; reference to. 57. 118, 188; 
camp of Indians near cabii of, 95, 
96; plan of, for trip to Fort Dodge, 
96, 07; f i s t  visit of Indiana to 
cabin of, 97, 98; feanr of, 99, 100; 
killing of cattle of, 101; saapense 
in cabii of. 101; desire of, to re- 
sist Indiana, 102; massacre a t  
csbin of. 102-104; pillsging of 
csbin of, 104; discovery of mas- 
sacre at  cabin of, 128; burial of 
victims of massacre at  cabin of, 
105; burial paw at  eabin of, 195, 
196; monument near cabii of, 266; 
pdmpt ing  of claim of, 270 
Qardner, Rowland, Jr., 47, 118; kill- 
ing of. 108 
Oardner, adrs. Rowland. 51, 07; un- 
willmgnesa of, to resist Indians, 
102; d o r t  of, to prevent murder, 
102; ldlling'of, 108 
Gates, Emery W., 165, lJ1, 218; 
meal cwked by, 179 
Gates, John, 165 
&ns, meaning of, 290 
Qibepie, Xm., 278 
Oillett brothers, visit of Indians to, 
91, 92; Indian killed by, 92; flight 
of. 02 
m e t t ,  m. 02 
Gillett's Gbrove, settlement at, 80; ref- 
el'ence to, 41, 58, 04, 118; Ink- 
padnta's band at, 91, 92 
ffoodenough, Lee, 194, 807 
Chvernor, 262, 268, 265 
Qovernment (sae United States gov- 
e ~ ~ m e n t )  
Granger, Carl, settlement of, at  Lake 
obboji ,  53, 68; reference to, 105, 
118; killing of, 107; burial of body 
of, 195 
Granger, George, settlement of, 89; 
tourney of, to SpringBeld, 124, 
125; reference to, 182, 135, 150 
Granger, William, settlement of, at 
~ a k e  Okoboji, 62, 58 
Grsnger's Point, news of massacre 
carried to, 124; reference to, 150, 
151, 152, 158, 160, 189, 196, 206; 
march of relief expedition to, 118- 
191; arrival of relief expedition at, 
190, 191; retnrn of men to, 198 , 
Gray Fwt, ransom of Mrs. Marble by,. 
226-281 
Great Amerlcan Desert, 269 
Gmen, Johnny, 88 
Greenwood (New York), 47 
Grmth, Josiah, 165 
Grimes, James W., 19, 162, 168, 282, 
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295; darts of, to secure frontie* Hoover, Hmis. 165, 209 
ptdectfon, 20; refusal of, to to HOT-, killing of, 85; use 4 
oat mllitia, 21; letter to Pbm diass. 118, 114; tzBatuteW 
from, 21, 22 Indians, 218 
Grindstone War, events of, 26-28; Howe, Alfred, 118, 296 
reference to, 49 Howe, Jacob, 111, 118, 296; 
Gun-caps, giving of, to Indians, 98 of body of, 194 
Guns, taking of, from W e n s ,  80; Howe, Joel, settlement of, r 
re-taking of, by Ind im,  82 Okoboji, 54, 55; reference 
118; Lilling of, 1109; masa 
Hamilton County, 86, 265, 286; me- cabin of, 109, 110; disco 
morial in court house of, 268, 264 maasawe at cabin of, 121 
Hammond, Robert, t rdment  of, by burial of victims of mMs 
Indians, 84 cabin of, 198, 194; burial 
Hmptm,  54, 55, 60, 110, 244, 270, of, 194; finding of bodp ( 
2 72 808 
Esmsey, Qenercd, campaign of, 4, 82; How, Xm. Joel, 108; Wllng 
attitude of Sioux t o w ~ d ,  82; nus- Howe, Jonathan, 54, 60, 6 
ewm .Pi Indims by tzo~pa nnder, 289, 296 
PIT, 878 Howe, W e ,  118 
Harriott, Isaac H., settlement of, at Howe, Orlando C., visit of, 
k k e  Okoboji, 52, 68; reference to, . region, 159, 160; retarn of, 
98, 99, 105, 118; l@ng of, 106, per County, 180; mend  M 
107; burial ~f body of. 196 lakes, 160, 161; msas~ne  
Hwrison County, alarm in, 20. 22 ered by, 160, 161; newa t 
Harshmsn, Joseph, 55, 105, 118; Fart Dodge by, 161, 162; m 
LiUing of, 108, 107 to, 167, 192, 196, 297 
Hmnhman, Mr., 67, 58 Howe, Philetus, 118, 296 
Hathaway, A. Newton, 165, 184, 212, Hme, Ssrdia, 118, 296 
218 Howell, D. P., 167 
H ~ Y .  4 51 Hmknd, Y. W., 165, 209 
Hadwood Republic, 812 Hughes, Thomas, 280 
Hedey, John, 167 Hnmboldt aounty, slsrm 1 
Hempstead, S-n, 19. 28 Lott's cabin in, 84 ; Indiax 
Henderson, John, 58 184, 142. 145, dationa in, 282 
158, 802; abandonment of, 152 
Heron Lake, journey of Inkpudutr's Illinoir, 181 
band to, 118-121; tmivel of In- Indian agent, acthities of, h 
dians at, 120; refmnce to, 181, of captives, 225, 226, 22 
189, 145, 146, 216, 218; journey 281 
of expedition to, 154. 155 Indian agents, lack of power 
Eewett, Mr. 26 of, 18, 24 
Hiekey, Jaates, 165 Indians, attitude 04, toward 
Hillock. Humphrey C., 165 2, 8; r e f u d  of, to work 
His h a t  Gun. 74 mUtary expeditions 
Hogs, killing of, 85, 87 +e to Iowa soil ceded 1 
Il0lcombe, Mr., statement by, 255 wrong6 done to, 9-16; a 
Homer, inquest at, 85, 86; newa at among, 12; liquor tza5c 
massacre carried to, 168; refer- 18 ; power of traders over 
ence to, 166, 286 24, 25; recrsona for resenh 
Hood, Andrew, 180 22-25: outlaw band of, 29, 
INDEX 
feeling of, after murder of Sidomi- 
nadota, 86; attitude of, toward ad- 
vancing frontier, 87, 88; miTering6 
of, during winter of 1856-1857, 
48; feeding of, by mttlsrs, 61, 62; 
treatment of captivfs by, 112, 119- 
121, 215-224; preparations for de- 
fense against, 182-187; attaok on 
Springlleld by, 188-146; ilight ob 
settlers from, 147-152; nearness of 
troops to camp of, 166, 157: evi- 
dence of presence of, 188; iagltivw 
mistaken for, 185, 186; gnsrd 
against surprise by, 189; attitude 
of. toward pipestone qnerry, 218, 
219; tzouble with, over a11l1nities, 
240, 241, 248-251; plan for a m -  
paign against, 246; disappearance 
of, 269, 270; depredations by, 
282; eirect of whiskey on, 288; 
record of massacre made by, 297 
(see also Sioux Indisnr, Baa and 
Fox Indians, etc.) 
Inkpadub, 18, 181, 160, 188; de- 
scriptioz! of bmd under, 68-71; ex- 
pnlsion of, from gens, 08, 64; - 
bitiona of, 66, 71; murders by, 66, 
67; evil reputation of, 67, 68; dep- 
redations by band under. 68, 69; 
disintegration of band under, 69. 
70; description of, 69, 70; chaz- 
acter of, 70, 71; plan of, to aecure 
revenge, 72-77; movements of band 
under, 72-74; memben qf band 
nnder, 78, 74; rewoo4 for desire 
of, for revenge, 74-77; reldona 
between Sidominadota and, 75, 76: 
actions of band under, st Smith- 
land, 78-88; depredations by, be- 
tween Smithland and Lake Oke 
boji, 84-98; h t  day of maseaore 
by band under, 94-107; second 
day of maasacre by band under, 
108-112; massacre of Marble by 
Indians nnder, 118-118; aQtlvftie8 
of' Indians under, at Heron Lake, 
120, 121; attack on Sprindeld by* 
188-146; pursuit of, by aSptSin 
Bee, 154-157; n e m ~ ~ s  of h ~ ~ p s  
to Indians nnder, 156, 157; pnr- 
snit of, abandoned, 157, 168; 
treatment of captives by Indians 
under, 216-224; plans for rescue of 
captives held by, 226; rsnsom of 
Xm. Ymble from band under, 226- 
281; movlng of osmp by, 288, 
284; sale of captives by, 284; ef- 
forts Eo punish, 245-259; pursuit 
of, by Indians, 252, 258; Lilling of 
eon of, 268, 268; defection in band 
under, 258; end of @Torts to pun- 
ish, 254; later life of, 254-256; 
death of, 256; last ezcpdtion 
-inst Indisns nnder, 256-259; 
appropriations for expeditions 
-t, 260.268: explanation of 
condition d Indisns u n d k  290; 
exile of, 291; number of Indians 
under, 298 
Iowa, attitude of Indians toward, 8; 
extinguishment of Indian title to 
soil of, 5-8; Isok of frontier pm- 
teetion in, 17-25; winter of 1856- 
1857 in, 42, 48; reference to, 48, 
87, 256, 278; Inkpaduta'a band in, 
68, 89; return of AbbIe Gardner 
to, 244; memorial tributes of, to 
parsons involved in massacre, 260- 
208; smonnt received by, for 
Spirit Lake Relief Expedition, 261- 
268 ; appropriation by legislstnre 
of, 262; Indian warfare in, 284 
Iowa city, 41 
Iowa Indians, removal of, from Iowa, 
6; murder of, by Sioux, 290 
Iowa River, 281 
Irish Colony, 88, 61, 180, 193, 196, 
198, 201, 206, 207, 210, 809; 
march of relief expedition to, 180; 
mlbf expedition at, 181; refugees 
sent to, 189: resshing of, by burial 
party, 208, 204 
Isht.habah, 284 
Jackson, Frank D., 265 
Jackson, Thomas E., sobriquet of, 298 
JSO~OII (-e80ta), 87, 266; Set- 
tlement at, 88 
Jacques River (we James River) 
J gmani, 279 
James River, 68, 215, 284, 285, 288; 
rendezvous of Indians on, 65 
Jasper County. 159, 160 
John Other Day, m s o m  of Abbie 
Oudner by, 282-289; expedition 
guided by, 257; serviees of, at time 
of massacre of 1862, 812 
Johns, John, 85 
Johnson, Albert S., 167, 184 
Johnscin, John C., 165, 192, 194, 
200, 214, 266, 807, 809; enlist 
ment of, 165, 166; burial detail 
commanded by, 192; dividon in 
party under, 196, 197; antTering8 
of party under command of. 199- 
205; ef€orts to hd, 204; death of, 
by freesing, 204, 205 
Johnston, Albert Sidney, 246 
Jonhpadutn, story concerning, 285, 
286 
Kane County (Illinois). 88 
Banesvflle, 40 
Kansas, 82 
Kasominw, 284 
Kdogg, E l k  D., 165, 192, 202, 208 
Kirchner, Christian, 98 
Kimhner, J. A., 89. 40 
Kirchner, Jacob, 89, 40, 88; ill-treat- 
ment of family of, by Indians. 89 
Koong William N., 166 
K088ut.h County, alarm in, 22; In- 
dian depredations in, 282 
Knoxville, 194 
Lao D'Esprlt, 44 
Lac qui Parle, 229 
La Pramboise, Joseph, 180, 154, 155, 
216 
Lake Benton, 254 
Lake Herman, 288 
Lake Madison, 224, 238, 234, 286 
' Lake M'da Chan-Pta-Ya Tonka, 224 
Lake Okoboji, attitude of Indians 
toward, 1; settlement at, 89; refer- 
ence to, 41, 88, 187, 142; early 
visitors at, 44; early accounts of, 
44, 45; description of, 46, 47; 8r- 
rival of Qardner at, 47, 50; settle- 
ment on shores of, 50-56; first day 
of massacre at, 94-107; second day 
of masaacre at, 108-112; visit of 
Howe to, 150, 160; monument at, 
266-268 
'EX 
Lake with a Grove of Big Tme- 
Lakeville Township, 46 fi 
Land, cession of. by Indianu, rL 
, lotment of, to Indians, 9. 10 
Land oilice. 88 
Lamabee, William, 264 
Laughlin, William K., 166, 184, 
192, 200, 201, 264; men 4 
awake by, 201, 202; fire 8 
by, 202, 208; crossing of ri 
fected by, 208, 204 3 
Laut, Agnes C., 802 
Lebonrvean. Mr.. 86 1 
Lee, L. P., Abbie Qardner e a 4  
by, 244 1 
Leonard. A. 8.. 165 
Lewlr 
Lime 
r a& ~ l a i k  
Creek, 27, 
Linn. James, 166 
Linn County. 66, 229 
Lionordealers. activities of. nnm 
Ini 
Little 
Lisna, 18 
Big Horn. 
.. . . . . ..
battle of. 
Little Crow, disturbance quietad , 
251; placing of, in command 
expedition, 251, 252; expdi1 
under, 252, 258; uprising rind 
254, 256 
Little Paul, ransom of Abbie G L ~  
ner by, 282-280 
Little Rock River, 180 
Little Sioux River, 1, 80, 88, 46, 
78, 82, 84, 85, 87, 90, 91, 98, _, 
293; settlements along, 89, 40 
Little Thunder, 277 
Live stock, killing of, 85 
I 
Lisard Creek, 85, 88, 40, 284; c- 
tlementa along, 89 
Loon Lake. 72, 160 
Long, Steve, 240 
Long, Mrs. Steve, 240 
Lost Island Lake, 118 
Lott, He-, character of, 81; wh& 
key tzailic carried on by, 81, 1 
attack of Indians upon, 82, i 
murder of Sidominadota by, 84-36. 
reference to, 68; location of cabb 
of, 285 
Lott, Iklrs. Henry, 285 
Lott, Milton, death of. 88: marker m 
m v e  of. 
. -  , 
' _  
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: hott's Creek, 84, 211, 218 cabin of, 187; burial of body of, 
~ u c e ,  Albert, 50, 118 158 ; p&pting, of claim of, 270 
Lute, Amanda, 50, 118 Marble, Mrs. William, 115, 116. 156. 
LQW, Harvey, 48, 61, 97, 100, 101, 222, 228, 288, 284, 242, 245, 246; 
108, 118, 12% 180; family of, 60; taking of, aa captive, 117; burden 
settlement of. at Lake Okoboji, 50.- borne by. 216; attitude of, toward 
58; journey of. east for mppliea, captivity. 280; history of ransom 
59-01; retnrn of, to Lake Okobji, d, 225-281; information seanred 
I 96; attempt of, to warn settlers, from, 282; reoeption of, at St. 
loo; ldlling of cattle of, 10%; Pad, 289, 240; Iater life of, 271, 
burial of b o b  of, 195 817 
Lnee, Mrs. Harvey, 51, 97; efport of, Marion County, 81 
to prevent murder, 102; killing of, Markham, Morris, 55, 181, 184, 185, 
108 140, 142, 147, 148, 149, 189; &is- 
Lnce, Mary lK., 118 covery of massacre by, 422-124; 
Luce children, killing of, 108 new6 carried to Spring5e.ld by, 124. 
125; doubt concerning storp of, 
XcBane, Angun. 180, 809 186; proof of story of. 186, 187; 
McCarty, Miohael, 167 oxen secured by, 148, 149 
McCauley, William, 167 Marsh, James M. attack on. 17, 80, 
McOleary, Qeorge W., 20, 282 81 
NcClure. G I .  B.. 167 Marshalltown, 272 
McCormick, Robert, 167, 180, 192, Massacre of 1862, services of John 
200 Other Day during, 812 
XcFarland, John N., 167 Mason, B. 8.. 164 
McGowan, Elha Qardner, 272 Mason, Frank R., 165, 184, 185, 187, 
McKnight'a Point, 171, 174, 175; re- 188; experiences of party guided 
lief expedition at, 176-179; depart- by, 211-218 
nre of relief expedition from, 179 Mason. Solon. 166. 208, 209 
McMurray, Mayor, 264 Mason City, 27, 48, 49, 272 
YcNab, John, 168 hIaeonio Grove, 27 
Madelis (Minneaotn), 180 Ma-to-wa-ken, 288, 248 
Madison, Robert, 54, 118; killing of, Mattock, Agnes, 118 
106, 107 Mattock, Alice, 118 
Madison (South Dakota), 224 Mattock, Daniel, 118 
Madison Glrove, Indians at, 118 Mattock, Jackaon A., 118 
Madrid, 285 Mattock, Jacob M.. 118 
Madrid Historical Society, 285 Mattock, Junes H.. settlement of, at 
Mahan, E., 167 Lake Okoboji, 58, 54; camp of In- 
Yaher, Michael, 167 diana n e u  cabin of, 95, 96; refer- 
Ma-kpe-ya-ka-ho-ton, ransom of Mrs. ence to, 99, 118. 128; plan to con- 
Marble by, 226-281 centrate at cabin of, 100; failure 
I Mak-pi-a'pe-ta, killing of, 253 of warning to reach, 101; massacre 
Malcolm, A. S., 167 at cabin of, 105-107, 295; killing 
Manitoba, Inkpaduta in, 255 of, 104 107; burning of cabin of. 
Mankato (Minnesota), 41, 56, 129 . 106; discovery of massacre at 
Marble, William, settlement of, at eabin of, 161; burial of victims of 
Spirit Lake, 55; massacre of, 119- mMla8cre at cabin of, 194, 195 
118, 296; taking of money from Mattock, Mra. Jamen H., killing of, 
body of, 117; reference to, 118; 106, 107 
visit of Markham and Palmer to Mattock, Mary M.. 118 
330 IN 
Mattock ddldren, Lilllng of. 106 
MatteoYs h v e ,  64 
Msradl. J. D., I68 
Bdaxwen. John IV., 164 175, 176,184, 
186, 192, 184, 200, 202, 2e4, 807; 
effork of, to weare aid, 176, 177; 
men kept awake by, 201. 202; 
DEX 
-acre, 225 ; efforts of. 
Indians, 260; refmb 
Federal gomrament, 
129. 242. 278, 812 
crosdng-of river deated by, 208, ~ e w a n l r o n ,  46 'I 
204 MimMppi Wver, 266 
~&-ss-ku-ta-pu-ai, s+ by, 242, 
248. 258, 254; reference to, 269, 
812 
Mde~akanton @OW ~ndisns, h t s  164, a34, 286, 26s 
made by, 7, 8: co- with. 249 Mmona Comty, kin, 20, 
Bbecrd, Aukow S., 89, 40, 88, 98; ill 
treatment of family of, by I n d i a .  
89, 90 
Mead, m. Ambrm 8.. 89; captivity 
& a 0  erection od, 266; dedi 
Xead, Enma, 90 267, 268 
~ e s d ,  ~ a t t f e ,  90 XOO~Y, a. R., 166 
Medary, Governor, 240, 245; speech 
*, 242, 248; Abbie Qardner ~ l r .  
corted by, 244 
Medium Lake, wttlement at, 88. 181; Mud e w k ,  orosdng &, 200 
of relief expedition to, 170- 
181; relief expedition at, 181 ; d e  
partwe of relief expedition from, 
182; reference to, 188, 198. 207, 
209 
Mendota (Minnesota), treaty m8de at, 
7, 8, 15, 19; annuities under 
treaty of, 248 
Yerrill, h e r n o r ,  816 
Mexiwn War, 177 
Michigan, 229 Mnsquakle Indibns. 88; war&m 
Milford (YassMhwtts), 86 tween Bioux and, 284 (m silo, 
Milford Cdony, 40; Inkpadnts's band and Fox Indians) 
at, 85, 86 Myerly, J. G., 816, 817 
Milford Emigration Company, 40 
lldilitary administration, attitude of Nebraska, 21, 82 
l?landrau toward, 247 N&m, Willlsm, 68, 184, 158 
miry ~(~mpaigns, purpose of, 4 Nelson, Mm. Willism, 184, 152 
Bdilitia. refusal of GMmes to d out, Neutral Ground, errUWhment 
21 diapossl of, 5, 6 
Xilitis oompany, organisation of, at  New Eaglsnd, lakes in, 47 
Smithland, 80, 81 New Haven (Connecticut), 47 
Miller, William, 84 New Orleans, 817 
Minnesota, 18, 87, 41, 48, 46, 66, New Ymk, 89, 60; hkes in, 47 
65, 67, 70, 218, 246. 247, 248, Newton, 159 
251, 278, 812; Inkpadnta's band Niwllet, J. N., map made by6 46 
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~oble,  Alvin, settlement of, at Lake Parkhnrst, Lemnel, cabin of, visited 
Okoboji, 54, 65; massacre at cabin by Indiana, 86 
of, 110, 111; reference te, 118. Parkhmt, Mrs. Lemuel, 86 
122; discowry of massacre at cabin P-nter, B. P., pisit of, to lake 
of, 12a, 124, 161; burial of vie region, 159, 160; return of, to 
tims of maeeacre at d i n  of, 198 Jasper County, 160; second trip of, 
~oble ,  Mrs. Alvin, taking of, as cap to Iskes, 160, 161; massacre dis- 
tive, 111; early exprience d, in covered by, 160, 161; oxen left in 
captivity, 111, 112; referenae to, charge of, 161, 162; referenee to, 
118, 117, 194, 2251, 287, 246, 258, 187, 192, 196 
296; attitude of, towaM captivity. Paul Ma-z&kn-ta-ma-ni, ransom of 
220, 228; attempt at  ransom of, Abbie Gardner by, 282-289 
228: death of, 234, 235, 818 Pea, Henry, 88 
Noble, John, 118 Pea's Point, 82: relief party from, 38 
Nolan, John, 165 Pemberton, J. C., 166 . 
Nora Sprinp, 28, 48 Pennsylvania, 81, 809 
North Pktte River, 977 Penaim, 817 
Northwestern froneer, efforts to 8%- Peterson, ~Wcrment near, 39; refer- 
cure protection of. 260 enoe to, 41; Inkpaduta's band at, 
Northwestern Iowa, character of, 41, 88-91 
42 Peterson W t e  Company, 266 
Nowland, John. 165 Phip,  Mr., 229 
Pierce, Franklin, 21 
O'Brien County, &at settler in, 40; Piibnrg's Point, GIardner cabin on, 
Inkpaduta's band in, 87, 88; refer- 51, 271 
ence to, 88 Pa& Beak, seWement near, 40 ; Ink- 
Oglala Sioux Indians, campaign padnta's band at, 85 
against, 277, 278 Pioneers, attitude of Indians toward, 
Ohio, 31; afirdner in, 48 11, 12; tribute to memory of, 268 
Okeson, Daniel, 167; dbcharge of, Pipestone quarry, Inkpaduta's band 
178 at, 218; attitude of Indians toward, 
Okoboji, Lake (nee Lake Okoboji) 218, 219 
Okoboji Santh B e d  Company, 266 Pollock, William P.. 180 
O'Langhlin, John, 167; dLschfaw of, Porter, W..F., 167 
178 Pottawattamie Indians, treaty with, 
Old Man. 74 6, 7; reference to, 33 
Omaha Indiana, 20, 81 Powder, demand of Indians for, 98 
Onawa, 86 Prairie, difacalty of travel on, 173: 
Oregon trail, 21 hardships of camping on. 175, 178; 
Other Day (see John Other Day) flooding of, by rain, 207; bliseard 
Oto Indians, 20 on, 210 
Ottawa Indians, treaty with, 7 Prairie du Chien, treaties made st, 5; 
Oxen, dif8caltg. of transportation by vioktion of treaties made at, 64; 
means of, 170, 178, 174 , reference to, 290 
Prescott, J. 8., 270 , 
Palmer, Jareb, 68, 182, 142, 149, Preseott, Philander, 180 
189, 267; trip of, to Bloonm'a farm, President of United Statee, 20 
135; journey of, to l&s, 136, 187; PM*ons, securing of, 164 
aid secured by, 150 Putting on Walking, 74 
Palo Alto County, alarm in, 22; ref- 
erence to, 61 Quartermaster, 189 
Ikcaoen mV'3r. 90 
Railroad, tsnnintm of, 41 
at ions ,  iSr g of. 184 
.$. a-, 74 
Ravines, dlfacalf ln crowing, 172, 
178. 174 
Red Leg, 74 
Red Pipestone Quarry, Inkpadub at, 
265 
Red Rock, 81 
"Red Top" band of Indians, 68 
Rad Win# (Minnesota), 89, 52, 58, 
64, 106. 107 
Badwood Agency, mwe of mamaere 
carrid to, 126, 127; reference to, 
e41, 261, 266 
I t e f w  rsdane of. 186-189 
Relief ex@ition, scJnaiog of* from 
Fort Rid*, 1M-181; d v a l  of, 
at BpringWd, 158-158; organiaa- 
tIon of, at Forb Dodge and Welmt.%r 
QW, 15Sl69; IlpSrCh of, to Medim 
Lab, 170.181 ; mar& of, from Me- 
diam Lake k, Granger's Point, 182- 
191; d v i t i e s  of burial &&dl sent 
out by, 19a-205; death of m e m b  
of, 204, 205; re- of, to ~ o r t  
D-odge and Webrter Oity, 206-214; 
money received for erpenser of, 
261-268; expwiences of, in b h a r d ,  
810; pension for snrvfvora of, 817 
W e f  par*, fuunrS of, 90, 91; at- 
&up6 to orgmite, 98 
-0, Major, 255 
Revenge, plan of rlllmwiat. to 8ec1V8, 
72-77 
R e d l e  (New York), 47, 48 
Richards, Ohulecl B., 162, 166, 179, 
18s. 188, ma, 198, SOB, 264; 
. story by, 206. 207; s@tement by, 
809 
Richards, W. 8.. 268 
Richardson, &om,  165 
Ridgeway, L. B.. 167 
RiggiI. Stephen R., 226, Bag, 281, 
812; &or@ of, to secnre relesse of 
captiv~f, 282 
Roaring Oload, 78, 74; mnrder of 
h. Noble by, 284; killing of, 258 
Robinson. Mr., 241 
Rosenlnana, S. B, 164 
Sac uld Fox Indicm, treaties 
by, 6, 6; reference to, 26, 2 
65, 66; warfare between Sio 
284 
sac Connty, .Irw in, 22 
Sacred Plume, 74 
St. Panl, excitement in, at  
laassacre, 225; arrival 
Marble in, 229, 280; lKru 
at, 289, 240; journey of 
Qardner to, 241, 242; ceremo 
honor of Abbie O h e r  at, 
248; reference to, 817 
Santee Sioux Indians, 65, 71, 255 
Sanlsbnry, E. W., 104 
Scalp dance, 94, 108; description 
104, 105 
"Scarlet Point", 68 (see Inkpadu 
Scoating m, activities of, 188-1 
189, 190 
Searles, W., 167 
Bearetaw of Interior, order by. 2 
247, 261 
Be-hs-ha, ransom of Mn. Ma 
of, 18; abandonment of 
18. 19; alarm among, 20, 21, 
28; attacku on, instigated by tr 
era, 25; depredations among, 8 
68, 69, 76-88, 84-98; advan 
to northwest, 87, 88, 41. 42 ; 
tion of, 40, 41; difacnlties of, 
iag winter of 1856-1857, 42, 
arrival of, at hkm, 50-56; n m  
of, at Sprlng&ld, 56-68; I n d W  
fed by, 61, 62; #ight of, from 
SprfngBeld, 147-152 ; pregmpting oS 
clatme by, 270 
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Shakopee (Minnesot.). 242 of Inkpadnts's band by, 228; d e  
Sharp, Mzs. Abbie Ghrdner, 70, 94, mand for punishment of, 225; 
105, 156, 157, 217, 285, 265, 266, trouble over payment of ennuitied 
267; efforts of, to secure monu- to, 248-251: expedition of, a g a w  
ment, 265; later life of, 270, 271; Inkpaduta, 252, 268; didacnlti~ll of 
characterization of Sioux by, 292 W e n  with, 258, 264; excitement 
(nee also Qsrdner, Abbie) among, 258, 259; mfmrvtion gfven 
S b q ,  Casville, marriage of Abbie to, 278; conspiracy among, 282; 
Qardner and, 270 warfare between Saas and Foxea 
Sheehsn. T. J.. 254 and, 284; Inkpaduta pitied by, 
Shell Rock, Qardner at, 48; refer- 289. 290: method of becomine exile 
ence to, 60 
Shell Rock Valley, 48 
Sherman, George B.. 169, 180 
Sherman, Major, 249, 260, 259 
Shiegley, Adam P., 57, 184, 185, 162. 
158 
Shifting Wind. 74 
Shippey's Point, 61, 96, 199, 805; 
march of rellef expedition to, 179, 
180; members of relief expedition 
at, 208, 209; breaklng up of ex- 
pedition at, 211 
Sidell (Califohia) , 271 
Sidominadota, depredations by band 
under, 29-81; attack of, on Lott, 
82; murder of, 84, 286; mnrder of 
family of, 84-86; reference to, 68; 
flight of, from Inkpadub, 68; re- 
lation of murder of, to Spirit Lake 
Masssere, 74-77 
Silbaugh, Mr.. 271 
Sioux City. 87, 41 
Sioux Indians, Mecca of, 1; govern- 
ment dealings with, 1-8; campaign 
of Harney against, 4; treaties be- 
tween Sacs and Foxes and, 5, 6; 
wrongs done to, 9-16; government 
attitude toward, 12; retirement of, 
17; depredations by, 17-25; atti- 
tude of, toward whitea, 22, 28; 
retrogression of, 28, 24; trouble 
with, near Olear Lake, 26-28; a l  
tack of, on Lott, 82; sniperings of, 
during winter of 1866.1857, 48; 
outlaw band of, 68-71; zelstionahip 
among, 75; practice of blood re- 
venge among, 75-77: attitude of, 
toward Harney, 82; scalp dance 
of, 94; attitude of, toward pipe 
stone quarry, 218, 219; receptions 
among, 891; abuacterisstici of, 
29s (nee also Wshpekuta Sioux, 
Yankton Sioux, eta.) 
Sioux outbreak, Inkpadata in,- 254, 
255 
Sioux Rapids, aebtlments near, 88; 
reference to, 40, 41, 91, 92, 98 
Sieaeton Sioux Indians, treaty made 
by, 7, 8; depredstions by, 29-31; 
reference to, 76, 261; aouncil with, 
253 
Sitting Bull, 70, 255 
Skinner, J. B., 57, 184, 152 
Skinner, Mra. J. B., 184, 152 
Skunk Crwk, 224 
Skunk Lake, 224, 225, 226, 246, 252 
Sleds, we  of, by Indians, 118, 114; 
use of, by settlers in flight, 149; 
trannportrtion in army by means 
of, 247 
Sleepy-Eye, rendemom of. 183 
Bloom, Isaac., farm of, 129, 180, 
181, 185 
Smith, Frances M., 47 
Smith, ho r se  P., 167. 192, 200, 204, 
205 
Smith, Guernsey, 167, 208 
Smith, Mr.. 187 
Smith, Robert, 68, 184, 142, 146, 
158, 802; abandonment of, 152 
Wth, Mrs. Robert, 184, 151, 152, 
802 
Smith, Roderick A., 167, 192, lg6, 
266. 267, 297 
Smith, Seth, 81 
Smith, Winton, 167 
Smith% Point, cabin on, 62 
Smithland, settlement at, 40: refer- 
ence to, 78, 84, 86, 298; actions of 
Inkpadnta's band at, 78-88 
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h o k y  Moaca~in, new given by, 185, 
186 ; reference to, 800 
Snake Creak, 285, 288, 258 
&ow, depth of, 42, 48, 59, 170; dif- 
fledties in mnrching throngh, 178, 
174, 247 
Snow-blindne~. 172 
Snowehoeo, nse of, recommended, 248 
&Ip.der, B M  E.. settlement of, at 
Ulre Okoboji, 52, 68; reference to, 
98, 99, 105, 118; kllllng of, 106, 
107 
Soldiers, fear of, by Indians, 215, 
288: dedre of Indians to be so 
companied by. 249, 250 
Sounding Henvens, ransom of Mrs. 
Marble by, 226-281 
South Bend (Mhmeeots), 129, 181 
Spencer, (hRen S., 167, 192, 200 
spencer, 90 
Spink County (South D&ta), 818 
Spirit Lnke, attitads of Indians 
townrd. 1; mtthnent at, 89; refer- 
ence to, 41, 120, 128, 181, 185, 
186, 154, 159, 191, 229; v i r  
itom to, 44; early accounts of, 44. 
45; description of, 46, 47; settle- 
ment of Marble on shore of, 55; 
mmacre on shore d, 118.118; 
#onrney of Pshaer and Msrbhnm 
to, 187; journey of troop# to, 158 
Spirit Lake (South Dakotn). 65, 72 
spirit Lake Mnaancre, caase of. 1, 2; 
scene of, 46; relation of murder of 
IEUdominadota to. 74-77; f h t  day 
of, 94-107; seoond b y  of, 108- 
112 ; pictographic remsenWon 
of, 118, 119, 297; diclcovery of, by 
Mnrkhnm, 122-124; new of, cu- 
ried to SphglleId and Fort Ridee. 
ly, 122-127; dis00~8l'Y of, by HOWE 
and others, 159-161; burial of vic- 
tima of, 192-195; memorial tributes 
to persons involved in, 260-268; 
later lives of survivors of, 270. 
271; warning of, 286 
Spirit Lnke Relief Expedition (me 
Relief expedition) 
Spirit Lnke Township, 46 
Spirit Walker, 226; lldrs. Marble at 
tepee of, 299 
188; 189; 191, 198, 247, g6, 270; 
800; wttlefl a& 89, 5658, -8 of 
mMlrsare enrried to, 122-126.; effect 
of news of mrssm upon d t l e r s  
at, 125, 126; rauet to, 
128-181 ; p~epsrations for @en= 
at, 182-187; a*& on, 18a146; 
flight of settlers from, 147- 
rival of relief expedition 
158; gunrd left at, 158; 
fngitivea from, 186189; 
survivors of mwaere at, 2 
Stsfcord, Patrick, 165 
Stebbina, Qnrl, 167, 192 
Stevens, Bmltb E., 166 
Stewart, Johnny, escape of, 14Ci;, 
erence to. 272, 801 
Stewart, Joshua, 57. 188: 
144 
Stewart, Mrs. Joshua, 188; killi 
144, 145 
Stewart children, killing of, 1 
"Stonewall" Jackson, origin of 
298 
storm Lnke, 90 
Stmatton, Frmkb A., 166, 189 
omssing, 219, 220 
street, J w p h  M., 85 
Strong, E. B. N., 57, 121, 148, 
flat of, 150, 151, 152 
Strong, Mrs. E. B. N., 188 
13upplie.s, l;onmep ewt for, 
plan of Qardner to sacare, 9 
e o n i d o n  of, 180 
Surgeon, 160 
Surveyom, attack made on. 17, 
81, 68 
Swanger, D m U ,  57, 113, 149, 
wounding of, 141 
Swesney, Michnel, 165, 204 
Tahtsv-Shkope Kah-gah, 74 
Target prwtice, desire of India 
116 
Tnangi, qu.rrels between W 
and, 65, 66; murder of, 
reference to, 291 
Taylor, E., 40; ill-treatment of 
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ily of, by Indians, 89; escape of, 11; influence of traders in mnking 
89, 90 of, 15 
Taylor, Mrs. E., captivity of, 90 Tretts, Eenry, 58, 188, 189, 140; 
Tchay-tnm-bay River, 278 news of m s s ~ c r e  carried to ngency 
Tenth United States Infnntry, 225 by, 126 
Tents, muring of, 164 TnIlis, A. K., 165 
Territorial bond, issuance of, 231; 'TWO Fhgera" (see Sidominadota) 
payment of, 246 
Thntcher, Dora, 118 Umpnshots, 18. 185, 180, 284 
Thtaher, Joseph M., settlement of, at United States government, dealings 
Lake Okoboji, 54, 55; journey of, of, with Sioux Indians, 1-8; atti- 
east for supplies, 59-61 ; reference tude of, townrd Sioux, 12; failure 
to, 61, 96, 108, 122, 180, 184, 192, of, to protect frontier, 12, 17-25 
190, 244, 805; massacre at cabin Utah, expedition to, 246 
of, 110, 111; discovery of massncre 
at cabin of, 128, 124, 161; burial Van Cleave, Silas, 167, 192 
of victims of maasacre at cabin V e d o n  River, 29, 80 
of, 198; preempting of claim of, Voyageurs, 44 
270 
Thatcher, Mrs. Joseph M., 60, 118, Wabashnw's band, 290 
117, 244, 296; taking of, as cap  Wagons, transportntion by means of, 
tive, 111; early experienoea of, in 247 
captivity, 111, 112; i l l n e ~ ~  of, 119, Wkhlronsa, 284 
220; attitude of, toward captivity, Wahpekuta Sioux Indians, 6, 65, 75, 
220; Lilling of, 221. 222 249; treaty mnde by, 7, 8; attitude 
Thomas, Mrs. Ilgne A., 267, 272 of, townrd Spirit Lake, 45; poai- 
Thomas, Jnmes B., 57, 148, 149, 187; tion of Inkpnduta among, 68, 64; 
concentration of settlers at cabin division among, 04; pnrsnit of Ink- 
of, 188; nnmes of settler6 in cabin pnduta by, 66; massacre of, 68; 
of, 183, 184; description of cnbin Inkpnduta dropped from member- 
of, 184, 185; Sttrek on cabin of, ship in, 71; murder of Iowas by, 
189-148; wounding of, 141; fUght 290; method of becoming exlle 
of settlers from cabin of, 149-151 nmong, 291 
Thomas. Mrs. Jnmes B., 188 Wahpeton Agency, 288 
Tho-, Valentine a., 267, 272 Wahpeton Sioux Indians, treaty made 
Thomw, Willie, 57, 189, 151, 272; by, 7, 8; reference to, 226; council 
killing of, 142 with, 258 
Timber, travel in shelter of, 178 Wahpnja Wicssta, 258 
Titonkn, 284 Wamdbapn, 80, 71; outlaw band led 
Townsite, plan to lay out, 52 by, 64-67 
Traders, 9, 44; power of, over In- Wsmandiyakapi, mnseacre of, 68 
dians, 18-16. 24, 25 Wsndwkaihnnke, captives purchased 
Transportation, method of, in army, by, 284 
247, 248 War dance, 94 
Traverse des Sioux (Minnesota), Waterloo, 60. 108 I 
treaty made at, 7, 15, 19, 87, 279; Watermu, H. H., 40, 88; ill treat- 
failure to cnrry oat treaty made &, ment of, by Indians, 87, 88 
10; reference to, 242 ; annuities Waterman (town), 40, 41 
under treaty of, 248 Watonwan River, 40, 70, 180 
Treaties, =king of, with Indians, Wenver, E., ill treatment of, by In- 
2-8; wrongs done in mnking of, 9- dians, 87; reference to, 98 
wwvm family, l4ettbm-t of, 40 
Webate? aity, 169, 166, 170, 189, 
~ii, 214 284, 802; IWWB of m a -  
r a m  euried to. 168; ormnhtion 
of relief eapedition at, 168-166; re- 
tntP of member8 of relief expedition 
to, 218; memorial to membsn gf 
rsliei expedition from, 268, 264 
Webstar ClountJr, alum in, 22; refer- 
enae to, 81, 86, 286 
Wedt Okoboji Lake. 46, 118; urivd 
of brdner family st, 60 
W & % ~ d ,  D. 167 
Wkder, Willic~n T., 67; mn~~ll t ra-  
tion 8t orbin of, 188; nsme of set 
tler;l at cabin of, 184: shots 5rd  
into cabin of, 146; dlght of ret- 
tlera from cabin of, 161, 162 
whedook. I€. tr., visit of, to I& 
region, 169, 160: return of, to J.6- 
per OoantJr, 160; second trip of, to 
hkwi. 160. 161; maeMcre dimov- 
ere& by, 160, 161; news taken to 
Fort Dodm by, 161. 162; refer- 
enae to, 167, 171, 176, 177, 192, 
196, 297 
Whetstone, Reuben, 167 
WhfsIrey, effect of, on Ind im,  28, 
288; t r d o  in, 279 
~ - W e m ,  cot fv i t i~  of* among 
Indians, 18; p d t s  made by, 21 
. White, John, 167 
Whit& Mr. 168 
Whites, sdvtmce of, into Indian wnn- 
try, 1-8; .ttitude of Sioux Indians 
toward, 22, 28; hatred of, by Ink- 
psdutrr, 70, 71 
Wileox, Mr.. 89, 98 
Willf.mn, Junes B., 18 
Willituw, Washington, 167 
Willibms, WIHiem, 18, 19, 20, 28, 86, 
69, 77, 115. 188, 184, 188, 189, 
191, 192, 204, 210, 244, Z66, 281. 
801. 809; rnedng p d d e d  over 
by, 162; commiedon held by, 162; 
thoice of, to commsdd expsditson, 
168, 169; strength and detamimv 



